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Frames are structured correlations extracted from experience. Frames 
can be used to distinguish words that seemingly denote the same thing 
and to identify a word that has slightly different denotations (Croft 2004, 
2009). Lakoff (1993) argues that conceptual metaphor refers to a 
mapping from a source domain to a target domain in the conceptual 
system. The polysemy generalizations of related senses of linguistic 
expressions are an evidence of the existence of a conceptual metaphor 
system. Following Croft‘s division of the eating process (intake, 
processing, and ingestion), yan (咽) and tun (吞) in Chinese both are 
involved with the INGESTION frame. This thesis aims to investigate 
how these two semantically close polysemic verbs‘ literal and 
metaphoric usages are historically developed and how they are 
established in modern Chinese under frame and metaphor theory. Are 
these two verbs involved with similar source domains and target 
domains? Do the frames and constructions they are associated with 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Frame Semantics 
 
       ‗Words denote concepts, unit of meaning‘ is a simple assumption 
that has been guided plentiful research in semantics. Concepts 
symbolized by words may even ‗belong together‘ because they are 
associated in ordinary human experience. For example, A 
RESTAURANT may not just be a place where you can buy and eat a 
meal; this RESTAURANT concept can associate with and belong 
together with several concepts such as CUSTOMER, WAITER, 
ORDERING, EATING, BILL through common life experience. This 
RESTAURANT concept and these ‗CUSTOMER, WAITER, 
ORDERING, EATING, and BILL‘ concepts are also closely tied to each 
other and cannot be isolated from each other (Schank and Abelson 
1977).  Fillmore (1982, 1985) then proposed an effective mean of 
organizing concepts and developed the most influential model of frame 
semantics in cognitive linguistics. Fillmore describes his frame 
semantics model as a model of the semantics of understanding and 
uses a tool metaphor to describe the understanding process (Fillmore 
1982:112). In his theory, a speaker produces words and constructions 
in a text as tools for a particular activity, namely to evoke a particular 
understanding; the hearer‘s task is to figure out the activity those tools 
were intended for, namely to invoke that understanding. That is, words 
and constructions evoke an understanding, or more specifically a frame; 
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a hearer invokes a frame upon hearing an utterance in order to 
understand it (Croft 2004).  
       Frame is ‗any system of concepts related in such a way that to 
understand any one of them you have to understand the whole 
structure in which it fits’ (Fillmore 1982: 111). Frames are structured 
correlations extracted from experience. They are often structured as 
dynamic scenarios with slots for frame elements (Bouveret and 
Sweetser 2009). Mentioning one concept brings up the whole, as 
bringing up the whole brings up the concepts. Thus, as illustrated in 
Figure 1 below, the abovementioned RESTAURANT, CUSTOMER, 
WAITER, ORDERING, EATING, BILL concepts belong to a 
RESTAURANT frame, where CUSTOMER, WAITER, ORDERING, 
EATING, BILL are frame elements of the frame. Evocation of any one 
part of the RESTAURANT frame (e.g., the element MENU) tends to 
activate the rest of the RESTAURANT frame and its other elements 
(e.g., the elements CUSTOMER and ORDERING).   
                             
                                  Figure 1 The RESTAURANT Frame and Its Elements 
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       Briefly, frame semantics is a theory of how concepts are organized 
and represented in the mind. Human experience provides frames of 
interconnected concepts, such as a bodily experience such as eating 
(Croft 2009). In frame semantics, words are defined directly with 
respect to the frame. No concept exists autonomously: all are 
understood to fit into our general knowledge of the world in one way or 
another. In order to describe the precise meaning of a word, we have 
to bring to bear our full knowledge of the way the world is or, more 
accurately, the way we expect the world to be. A word meaning is 
therefore a perspective on our knowledge of the world. Many word 
concepts cannot be understood apart from the intentions of the 
participants or the social and cultural institutions and behavior in which 
the action, state or thing is situated. For example, the concept 
VEGETARIAN only makes sense in the frame of a culture in which 
meat-eating is common (Croft 2004).                      
       Frames can be used to distinguish words that seemingly denote 
the same thing or to identify a polysemic word that has slightly different 
denotations (Croft 2004, 2009). Croft‘s examples of the importance of 
frames to semantic analysis can be illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3  
below. Flesh and meat appear to denote the same substance in the 
world, but they differ semantically in the frame in which they are 
defined. Flesh is defined in a human or animal BODY frame, while 
meat is defined in a FOOD frame. A single word Chicken denotes a 
whole, usually live, animal in the ANIMAL frame, but a kind of meat (i.e., 












1.2 Connecting Frames with Constructions  
 
      Construction grammar, in contrast to frame semantics, is a theory 
of how grammatical structures are represented in the mind. 
Constructions are symbolic units, a pairing of form and meaning. As 
illustrated in Figure 4, both form and meaning are construed broadly: 
the former including morphology, syntax and even phonology and 
prosody, while the latter including semantics, information 





              Figure 4  Construction: Conventional Pairing of Form and Meaning 
 
       Even the form covers more than just syntax, the formal aspect of a 
construction is typically described as a syntactic structure, which 
consists of syntactic structure elements such as subject, predicate, etc. 
For example, an intransitive syntactic structure comprises core 
syntactic structure elements such as subject and predicate. It may also 
include non-core elements such as modifiers. Goldberg (2005) argues 
that constructions that capture syntactic argument structure 
generalizations such as predicates have semantic roles associated 
with them.  He terms these semantic roles as argument roles, which 
correspond roughly to traditional thematic roles such as ‗agent, patient, 
instrument, source, theme, location‘, etc. but more specific and 
numerous than traditional thematic roles. Bouveret and Sweetser (2009) 
also argued that these semantic or thematic roles, which are 
interchangeable with the frame elements discussed in chapter 1.1, are 
mapped onto syntactic slots (or syntactic argument elements) in 
constructions. For instance, in an English sentence ‘Sue ordered a 
beef burger in an Italian restaurant‘, the agent/CUSTOMER ‘sue’ takes 
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the subject slot, while the theme/FOOD ‗a beef burger’ is the direct 
object.  
       Construction grammarians argue that all pairings of form and 
meaning, including phrase structures, idioms, words, and even 
morphemes, are constructions.  Croft (2009) states that all grammatical 
units can be represented as constructions, from words and morphemes 
(atomic, substantive constructions) to the most general syntactic rules 
and associated rules of semantic interpretation (complex, totally 
schematic constructions). Thus, words are also instances of 
constructions. Goldberg (2005) claims that argument roles capture 
generalizations over individual verbs‘ participant roles. That is, each 
verb is assumed conventionally associated with a certain number of 
participant roles. For example, the verb sneeze has one participant role, 
the sneezer, while another verb kick has two participant roles, the 
kicker and the kicked. If we look back at the verb ‘order’ used in the 
previous sentence ‘Sue ordered a beef burger in an Italian restaurant‘ 
again, we can see that ‘order’ has two core participant roles the orderer 








1.3 Metaphor, Metaphorical Extensions, and Multi-frames 
 
      A semantic frame is essentially identical to what other cognitive 
linguists have called a domain. These terms should be considered to 
refer to the same theoretical construct (Croft 2009). Thus, following 
common usage in cognitive linguistics, I will use the term ‘frame’ in 
discussion of the internal structure of the frame/domain, although we 
will use the term ‘domain’ for the concept of ‘domain matrix’ and the 
discussion of metaphors. Lakoff (1993) claims that a metaphor can be 
understood as a cross-domain mapping (in the mathematical sense) 
from a literal source domain to a metaphorical target domain in the 
conceptual system as illustrated in Figure 5 below. Such Mappings are 
grounded in the body and in everyday experience and knowledge. 
Each mapping is a fixed set of ontological correspondences between 
entities in a source domain and entities in a target domain.  
 
 




      The locus of metaphor is in the way we conceptualize the relatively 
abstract target domain in terms of the more concrete source domain. In 
other words, metaphor allows us to understand a relatively abstract or 
inherently unstructured subject matter in terms of a more concrete, or 
at least a more highly structured subject matter. Emotional concepts 
like love and anger are understood metaphorically. Most basic 
concepts like time, quantity, state, change, action, cause, purpose, 
means, modality and even the concept of a category are often 
understood via metaphor. Thus, metaphor is the main mechanism 
through which we comprehend abstract concepts and perform abstract 
reasoning (Lakoff 1993). 
      The term metaphorical expression refers to a linguistic expression 
(a word, phrase, or sentence) that is the surface realization of such a 
cross-domain mapping. Namely, metaphorical language is a surface 
manifestation of conceptual metaphor. In principle, any concept from 
the source domain-the domain supporting the literal meaning of the 
expression can be used to describe a concept in the target domain-the 
domain the expression is really about (Croft 2004). For example, 
English has the following everyday expressions that are based on a 
conceptualization of a LOVE IS A JOURNEY metaphor (Lakoff 1993). 
• Our relationship has hit a dead-end street.  
• The relationship isn't going anywhere. 
• Our relationship is off the track.  
• The marriage is on the rocks. 
• We're at a crossroad.  
• We may have to go our separate ways.  
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• Look how far we've come.  
• We can't turn back now.  
• We're spinning our wheels.  
• We may have to bail out of this relationship.  
• It's been a long, bumpy road.  
  
      This LOVE IS A JOURNEY metaphor can be construed as a 
metaphorical scenario: The lovers are travellers on a journey together, 
with their common life goals seen as destinations to be reached. The 
relationship is their vehicle, and it allows them to pursue those common 
goals together. The relationship is seen as fulfilling its purpose as long 
as it allows them to make progress toward their common goals. The 
journey isn't easy. There are impediments, and there are places 
(crossroads) where a decision has to be made about which direction to 
go in and whether to keep traveling together. This metaphor involves 
understanding one domain of experience, love, in terms of a very 
different domain of experience, journeys. The mappings from the 
source domain (journeys) to the target domain (love) can be viewed as 
a set of are ontological correspondences that characterize epistemic 
correspondences by mapping knowledge about journeys onto 
knowledge about love. As illustrated in Figure 6, roles in the domain of 
love (e.g., lovers, love relationship, the lovers‘ common goals, the 
lovers‘ difficulties in the relationship, etc.) correspond systematically to 
roles in the domain of a journey (travellers, a vehicle, the travellers‘ 




          
                Figure 6  LOVE IS A JOURNEY Metaphor: Cross-domain Mapping 
 
       Lakoff (1987), Johnson (1987:29), Lakoff and Turner (1989), 
Clausener and Croft (1999) proposed the concept of ‗image schemas‘ 
and defined it as schematic versions of images. Images are 
representations of specific, embodied experiences. Domains that give 
rise to images are described as embodied. Image schemas derive from 
sensory and perceptual experience as we interact with and move about 
in the world. Images schemas are not specific images but are 
schematic. They represent schematic patterns arising from imagistic 
frames, such as containers, paths, links, forces, etc. Johnson (1987:29) 
emphasizes that ‗a schema consists of a small number of parts and 
relations, by virtue of which it can structure indefinitely many 
perceptions, images, and events.‘ For example, as illustrated in Figure 
7 below, JOURNEY domain has a certain cognitive structure, 
consisting at the minimum of the following slots: a starting point, 
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travellers, vehicles, impediments, a final point and a direction. Another 
property of the JOURNEY schema is that time passes as someone 
moves along the travel route. Accordingly, the corresponding process 
is to move. 
 
 






      Image schemas structure our bodily experience and non-bodily 
experience via metaphor (see Croft 2004:44). The LOVE IS A 
JOURNEY metaphor is a good example to explain this mapping of 
image schemas structure. When we talk about the JOURNEY domain, 
we construe the image schema structure in this way: two travellers are 
in a vehicle, travelling with common destinations. If they do not 
encounter any impediments on the way, they can reach the destination 
effortlessly. Nevertheless, they may be stuck in the middle of the way if 
the vehicle encounters some impediment and becomes non-functional. 
At that moment, if they remain in the non-functional vehicle or abandon 
the vehicle, they will not reach their destinations . Alternatively, they  
                                                          
1  This image schema makes reference to MOSER (1999)’s Schema of the metaphor 




can try to get the vehicle moving again, either by fixing it or getting it 
past the impediment that stopped it, so that they can reach their 
destinations eventually. This logical structure then can be mapped to 
the LOVE domain to construe a metaphorical scenario as illustrated in 
Figure 8: two lovers are in a loving  relationship, pursuing common life 
goals. If they do not encounter any difficulties in the process, they can 
achieve their goals effortlessly. However, the relationship may become 
non-functional if it encounters some difficulty. At that point, if they 
remain in the non-functional relationship or abandon the relationship, 
they will not be able to achieve their goals. Or they can try to get the 
relationship moving again, either by fixing it or getting it past the 








      Sullivan (2007) pointed out that, words‘ metaphorical usages can 
often be predicted by looking closely at the source-domain usages of 
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the relevant words and precisely identifying which frame is being 
mapped onto which frame by discussing three words sunny, brilliant, 
and bright.  In attested literal usages about light, the three words are 
associated with different frames: Sunny specifically refers to an 
AMBIENT ILLUMINATION frame (e.g., a sunny room) but not a LIGHT-
EMISSION frame (e.g., *a sunny light-bulb). Brilliant only refers to the 
LIGHT-EMISSION frame (e.g., a brilliant light-bulb) but not the 
AMBIENT ILLUMINATION frame (e.g., * a brilliant room). However, 
bright can refer either to the LIGHT-EMISSION frame or the ambient 
illumination frame (e.g., a bright light-bulb, a bright room). Because it is 
only the AMBIENT ILLUMINATION frame that can map metaphorically 
onto a CHEERFULNESS frame, we can say a cheerful person may 
have a sunny disposition or a bright disposition but not *a brilliant 
disposition. Similarly, the LIGHT-EMISSION frame is what maps 
metaphorically onto an INTELLIGENCE frame, we can refer an 
intelligent student as a brilliant student or a bright student but not as a 
*sunny student. 
      Bouveret and Sweetser (2009) find that three French verbs casser, 
briser and romper, which all translate into English most neutrally by the 
verb break, do all share different literal association with the BREAK 
frame structure – but they also have characteristic associations with 
other quite distinct abstract frames, such as NON-FUNCTIONALITY, 
SHATTERING, LONG THIN OBJECTS, or DISRUPTED 
CONNECTION. These frames are sometimes correlated in the world 
with instances of the BREAK frame, and with each other, but are not 
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necessarily correlated. Namely, the three verbs‘ association with 
different literal breaking frames would be mapped onto abstract 
domains in correspondingly different ways, so the metaphoric usages 
of these three verbs show quite different profiles and some of the 
differences correspond predictably to mappings from the literal senses. 
Thus, they draw a conclusion that a given verb‘s semantics is a 
complex of interrelated frames. They also argue that the choice of a 
particular target domain may entail mapping different roles from the 
source domain frames. Given the assumption that frame elements (or 
semantic or thematic roles) are mapped onto syntactic slots in 
constructions as mentioned in chapter 1.2, the choice of a particular 
target domain may even entail different syntactic options for expressing 
the metaphoric meaning of each verb, as syntactic options shift as 
semantic construal shifts.  
       Croft (2009) proposes an analysis of the EAT semantic frame built 
on existing theories of frames, domains and metaphors, and 
construction grammar as demonstrated by a small corpus study of two 
verbs eat and feed which both belong to the EAT frame. He states that 
the EAT frame includes three phases (intake, process, and ingest), 
differentiated lexicogrammatically. He also claims that the EAT frame 
includes three domains in its domain matrix: physical, biological 
(nutritional) and social, all clearly differentiated by distinct constructions 
in the corpus. He also examined the argument structure constructions 
with eat and feed and concludes that the domain matrix functions as 
the frame for the whole activity (EAT), but individual domains in the 
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matrix are pulled out or at least highlighted by particular verbs or 
constructions. Likewise, a single domain in the matrix may be the 







      Polysemy is the term used in semantic analysis to describe the 
situation in which a word has two or more related meanings. In 
Cognitive Linguistics, the central approach to polysemy is that the 
meanings that a polysemous word is associated with are related in a 
motivated systematic way by means of metaphorical and metonymical 
mappings.  Polysemy refers to the existence of a diversity of related 
senses2 expressed by the same word form (Dirk and Cuyckens 2007). 
Polysemy is always presented in opposition to homonymy. The basic 
criteria for differentiating the two cases are to say that polysemy 
happens when one form has several meanings and homonymy, when 
two lexical entities happen to have the same phonological form. These 
definitions could make the problem look simple and place both cases at 
opposite ends; especially if we look at typical examples of polysemy, 
like the verb run, or at examples of homonymy such as bank (‘river 
bank’, ‘money bank’) (Ibarretxe-Antuñano 1999). 
                                                          
2
 A ‘sense’ here is essentially identical to and interchangeable with other cognitive linguists 
have called a ‘meaning’. However, following common usage in cognitive linguistics, I will use 
the term ‘sense’ in following discussion of the polysemy.   
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       According to Brugman and Lakoff (1988) and Lakoff (1987), 
polysemy has to be understood as categorization, that is to say the 
idea that related meanings of words form radial categories and that 
these meanings bear family resemblance. A radial category is 
structured radially with respect to a number of subcategories: there is a 
central subcategory, defined by a cluster of covering cognitive models 
and in addition, there are non-central extensions that are not 
specialized instances of the central subcategory, but variants of it. The 
extensions of the central model are motivated by the central model plus 
certain general principles of extension. In other words, polysemic 
words consist of a number of radially related categories even though 
each of the polysemic senses can itself display a complex prototype 
structure. The central radial category member provides a cognitive 
model that motivates the non-central sense. The extended senses 
clustered around the central category are related by a variety of 
possible links such as image schema transformations, metaphor, or 
metonymy.  
      Sweetser (1990) identifies this metaphorical mapping of two 
different domains in the semantic development of perception verbs. 
The mappings between the physical and the mental domains are 
viewed as an important influence in the historical development of 
polysemy and of cognate words in related languages. The way in which 
Cognitive Semantics tackles polysemy provides us with a framework 
that explains and shows that meanings are grouped together under the 
same lexical entity with bodily-based motivation that causes and 
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organizes radial categories of meanings. These radial categories are 
structured by means of metaphor and metonymy. Fillmore and Atkins 
(1992) propose that polysemy can be recognized as a result of 
transferring from a semantic frame to a new domain (through metonym 
or metaphor). Bouveret and Sweetser (2009) also indicate that central 
senses are extended in a variety of directions based on a variety of 
(centrally correlated) parameters. 
       Apresjan (1974) demonstrates that members of a semantically 
coherent set of verbs behave uniformly in their extension of meaning 
leading to regular polysemy. In English, for example, a change-of-state 
verb, bake as in bake a potato, has another meaning as a creation verb, 
as in bake a pie. This semantic extension from change of state to 
creation also applies to other members of change-of-state verbs like 
carve and sew (cf. Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998). Irregular polysemy 
refers to the meaning extension does not pattern according to semantic 
class, from one class of verbs to another; rather, the relationship 
among various senses associated with a given verb is unique to that 
particular verb, and the same relationship cannot be transferred to 
another (Tsujimura 2014). 
      Since Lakoff and Johnson published Metaphors We Live By (1980), 
many cognitive linguistic studies have been conducted on conceptual 
metaphor and frame-based approach to metanomy and polysemy as 
evidence of the embodiment of human cognition (e.g., Lakoff and 
Johnson 1999; Lakoff 1987; Johnson 1987). The research starts from 
English but extends to other languages such as Chinese as well: Bao 
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(2008) conducted an exhaustive analysis of verbal use of a Chinese 
Character dao (道) in classical texts and explained how the meaning of 
dao (道) slowly develops from ROAD to SAY under the influence of the 
CONDUIT metaphor. He also argued that both the concrete dao (道) 
―road‖ and the abstract dao (道) ―method‖ serve as root to dao (道)‘s 
noun-verb extension, giving rise to dao (道)‘s other meanings such as 
lead/follow, dredge (rivers), praise and act righteous. Liu, Chiang, and 
Chou (2005) analyzed three near-synonymous verbs biaoshi (表示), 
biaoda (表達 ) and biaolu (表露 ) and discussed the cross-frame 
phenomena of near-synonyms with a detailed comparison of their 
syntactic and collocational patterns. It is shown that polysemy among 
related verbs may be well defined and manifested within the framework 
of Frame Semantics. In addition, they also further explained the 
relationship between frames and the mechanism of forming polysemy--
the grammatical patterns help to define frame membership and delimit 
their semantic saliency. Nie and Chen (2008) studied how the concept 
WATER is metonymically and metaphorically extended to six super-
domains: NATURE, LIFE SUSTAINER, MOVEMENT, POWER, 
PURITY, and WOMAN and demonstrated that these six target domains 
are related to each other in intricate ways and within each are a 
number of sub-domains. This complicated semantic network of 
WATER is formed via speakers‘ embodied experience with their 





1.5 yan (咽) and tun (吞): Two Chinese Verbs Profiling the 
Ingestion Phase of an EAT Frame 
           
      Croft (2009) conducts a constructional analysis of corpus data on 
two English verbs eat and feed and claims that these two verbs belong 
to an EAT frame. Eating and feeding involve the same physiological 
activity; though feed in some of its argument structure constructions 
also involves a causative and/or transfer relation not presupposed in 
the scenes evoked by eat. He also states that the basic eating process 
in the EAT frame involves three sequential phases: intake, processing 
and ingestion, as illustrated in Figure 9 below. The intake and 
processing phases are initial phases that can be done incrementally, 
but the final ingestion phase is accomplished after the processing 









      Levin (1993: 214-15) gives a sub-classification of verbs of ingestion 
(in the broad sense) based on their distribution in English argument 
structure alternations. Among her sub-classification, Chew verbs (i.e., 
chew, chomp, crunch, gnaw, lick, munch, nibble, pick, peck, sip, slurp, 
suck) profile the processing phases of the EAT frame, while Gobble 
verbs (i.e., bolt, gobble, gulp, guzzle, quaff, swig, swallow, swill, wolf) 
and Devour verbs (i.e., consume, devour, imbibe, ingest, swill) profile 
the ingestion phase of the EAT frame.  
       Croft (2009) also proposes that the EAT frame consists of at least 
three clearly distinguishable domains (frames) as illustrated in Figure 
10 below. The first is the purely physical frame that was described in 
the phases above: intake, processing, and ingestion that include the 
destruction of the object. This domain in the EAT matrix involves both 
spatial concepts (movement into the body) and material concepts (the 
material breaking down and destruction of the food). The second 
domain is the biological domain, in particular, the nutritional cycle. 
Food is nutrition: it nourishes the person or animal. However, nutrition 
is used up and so the nutritional process must be iterated regularly. 
The third domain is the domain of social activity. There are certain 
culturally defined combinations of food. Eating is typically performed at 
particular times (i.e., meals). Eating is also often performed with other 
people. Finally, eating is generally associated with certain places 






                                     Figure 10  The EAT Frame’s Domain Matrix 
 
       In Chinese, two polysemous verbs yan (咽) and tun (吞) seem to 
be specialized for the ingestion phase, as illustrated in Figure 11 below. 
This means they are likely to be involved with the INGESTION frame, 
as we shall call it. First, according to Oxford Chinese dictionary: 
English-Chinese, Chinese-English and Han Ying Da Cidian漢英大詞典 
[The Chinese-English dictionary], yan (咽 )‘s English equivalents is 
‗swallow’, ‘gobble’, ‘gulp’, and ‘devour’, whilst tun (吞)‘s is ‗swallow‘3. 
These English equivalents all belong to Levin‘s Gobble verb and 
Devour verb category. Even after consulting another three bilingual 
English-Chinese dictionaries and three monolingual English 
                                                          
3




dictionaries and finding out that only  swallow (but not gobble, gulp, nor 
devour) is the most neutral translation of yan (咽) and tun (吞) in 
English, this English equivalent ‗swallow’ is still member of the Gobble 
verb category. The dictionaries are新牛津英汉双解大词典 [ The new 
Oxford English-Chinese dictionary], 牛津高階英漢雙解詞典 [ Oxford 
advanced learner's English-Chinese dictionary], 朗文当代英语大辞典 
(英英・英漢双解) [Longman dictionary of English language & culture 
(English-Chinese) ], the Collins Cobuild English dictionary, the 
Cambridge international dictionary of English, and the American 
Heritage dictionary of the English language4.        Second, if we look up 
these verbs in authoritative Chinese dictionaries such as Xiandai 
Hanyu Cidian现代汉语词典 (Contemporary Chinese Dictionary), Hanzi 
Yuanliu Zidian汉字源流字典 (Origins of Chinese Character Dictionary), 
and Ci Yuan 辞源 (Source of Words), it can be found that yan (咽) and 
tun (吞) both depict the action "take something through your throat into 
your body". Tun (吞) even specifies the manner of the action "without 
chewing; as a whole". Despite this difference, yan (咽) and tun (吞) are 
regarded as the only synonym to each other in Chinese, as shown in 
                                                          
4
 Swallow’s, gobble’s, gulp’s, and devour’s Chinese equivalents as well as their senses 
listed in the abovementioned six dictionaries are given in Appendix 2. 
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Hanyu Tongyici Fanyici Duizhao Cidian汉语同义词反义词对照词典 
(Chinese Synonyms and Antonyms Comparison Dictionary)5.  
 
 Figure 11  yan (咽) and tun (吞) Profile the Ingestion Phase of the EAT Frame 
 
      Chinese linguists have paid extensive attention to verbs profiling 
the EAT frame, though not all of them look at the verbs from the frame 
semantics perspective or use constructional approach (Chen 1994, 
Tao 2000, Lu 2001, Xu 2001, Pan 2007, Wang 2003, & Luo 2009). 
However, some of the research does examine such verbs from 
cognitive linguistics perspective. Du (2006) studies six verbs‘ ―chi (eat), 
he (drink), han (contain), tun (swallow), yao (bite), wei (feed)‖ 
distribution in modern Chinese. By investigating the six verbs‘ semantic 
and syntactic features, he summarizes the regularities of the verbs‘ 
selection of subject and object in collocation with cultural significance. 
Li (2011) defines the basic semantic fields of Chinese and English 
                                                          




eating verbs and compares the eating and drinking metaphors in 
Chinese and English. He concludes that the universal metaphors and 
different cultural backgrounds, cognitive components and habit of 
thought account for the similarities and differences between Chinese 
and English eating and drinking metaphors. Hong (2015:14) uses 
corpus and computational linguistic tools to examine two basic verbs of 
ingestion chi1 ‗to eat‘ and he1 ‗to drink‘. He proposes an improved 
account of semantic selection restriction based on the distributional 
data of the two verbs and establishes a model of event type selection, 
where the meaning of a non-typical event type object and metaphoric 





1.6 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 
         However, there might be some other senses that yan (咽) and tun 
(吞) do not share due to their correlation with different sub-frames. 
When we closely examine the data, new regularities will be visible. In 
the following sections, how these two semantically close polysemic 
verbs‘ literal and metaphoric usages are historically developed and 
how they are established in modern Chinese will be examined under 
frame, construction and metaphor theory. Close attention will then be 
paid to the source domains and target domains involved with their 
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literal and metaphorical senses. Are both yan (咽) and tun (吞) involved 
with similar or same source domains and target domains, for they all 
denote mouth-involved actions? Whether their similarities and 
differences are crucially influenced by frames and constructions 





1.7 Data Collection  
 
      Categorization of the development of Chinese language is a 
subject of scholarly debate. However, it is widely agreed that the 
categorization heavily depends on how the language itself develops 
internally. Wang Li (1957) devised one of the systems to categorize 
Chinese language development based on how the grammar of Chinese 
language changes. Wang believes that, compared to phonetic and 
semantic system, grammar system is supposed to be the last system 
to be changed when a language develops. Thus, once the grammar 
system of a language has changed, it indicates that a new 
development in the language has finally taken place. In his system, 
Chinese language has developed through four phases and thus there 
are four categories of Chinese language. The first category ―Old 
Mandarin Chinese‖ is the language commonly used from the Xia 
dynasty (c. 2070–c. 1600 BC) to the Eastern Jin dynasty (AD 317–420). 
The second category ―Middle and Early Mandarin Chinese‖ is the 
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language commonly used from the Northern and Southern dynasties 
(AD 420–589) to the early Southern Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279). 
The third category ―Early Mandarin Chinese‖ is the language commonly 
used from the early Southern Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279) to the late 
Qing dynasty (AD 1644–1911). The fourth category ―Modern Chinese‖ 
is the language commonly used after the late Qing dynasty (AD 1644–
1911) and still evolving now. The correlation between the history of 
China and Chinese language development is illustrated in table (1) 
below. 
 
Table (1) Correlation between History of China and Chinese Language 
Development 
History of China 
History of 
Chinese language 
Xia dynasty (c. 2070–c. 1600 BC) Old  




Western Zhou dynasty (1046–771 BC) 
Eastern Zhou dynasty (770–256 BC) 
Spring and Autumn period (770–476 BC) 
Warring States period (476–221 BC) 
Qin dynasty (221–206 BC) 
Han dynasty (202 
BC–AD 220) 
Western Han dynasty (206 BC–AD 23) 




Wei (AD 220–265) 
Shu (AD 221–263) 
Wu (AD 222–280) 
Western Jin dynasty (AD 265–316)  
Sixteen Kingdoms 
and Eastern Jin 
dynasty (AD 304–
439) 
Sixteen Kingdoms (AD 304–439) 




Northern dynasty  
 
Liu Song dynasty 
(AD 420–479) 
Middle and Early 
Mandarin Chinese 
Southern Qi  
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 dynasty (AD 479–
502) 
 
Liang dynasty (AD 
502–557) 
Chen dynasty (AD 
557–589) 
















Sui dynasty (AD 589–618) 






Five Dynasties Later Liang 
dynasty (AD 907–
923) 
Later Tang dynasty 
(AD 923–936) 
Later Jin dynasty 
(AD 936–946) 
Later Han dynasty 
(AD 947–950) 
Later Zhou dynasty 
(AD 951–960) 
Ten Kingdoms (AD 902–979) 
Song dynasties 
(AD 960–1279) 
Northern Song dynasty (AD 960–1127) 
 
Southern Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279) Early Mandarin 
Chinese 
 
Liao dynasty (AD 916–1125) 
Western Xia dynasty (AD 1038–1227) 
Jin dynasty (AD 1115–1234) 
Yuan dynasty (AD 1271–1368) 
Ming dynasty (AD 1368–1644) 
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Qing dynasty (AD 1644–1911) 
Republic of China (AD 1912–1949) 
Modern Chinese 
People's Republic of China (since AD 1949) 
 
 
      In this study, the focus will be put on yan (咽)‘s and tun (吞)‘s 
polysemy development before and in modern Chinese, namely, the 
historical development (before AD 1912) and modern development 
(after AD 1912) of yan (咽)‘s and tun (吞)‘s polysemic senses. The end 
of Qing Dynasty and the establishment of Republic of China in 1912 
(1912-1949) marks the start of Chinese language‘s modern 
development when then government tries to promote a common 
language. The development of Chinese language is more standardized 
after 1949 when the People‘s Republic of China officially begins to 
make great effort devoting to the standardization process, though the 
language itself keeps evolving today accompanying the popularity of 
the Internet and globalization. 
      Therefore, in order to collect examples of yan (咽)‘s and tun (吞)‘s 
historical senses, it is necessary to look them up in available ―Old 
Mandarin Chinese‖, ―Middle and Early Mandarin Chinese‖, and ―Early 
Mandarin Chinese‖ texts. So, I refer to relevant dictionaries and 
corpora, including Kangxi Zidian 康熙字典  (the Kangxi Dictionary), 
Shuowen Jiezi说文解字 (Explaining Graphs and Analyzing Characters), 
as well as the Academia Sinica Ancient Chinese Corpus 
(http://old_chinese.ling.sinica.edu.tw/) which includes the Academia 
Sinica Tagged Corpus of Old Chinese 
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(http://old_chinese.ling.sinica.edu.tw/#) and the Academia Sinica 
Tagged Corpus of Early Mandarin Chinese 
(http://early_mandarin.ling.sinica.edu.tw/) developed by Academia 
Sinica in Taiwan.  
      On the other hand, given the robust development of modern 
Chinese, I make use of the modern Chinese datasets from CCL corpus 
when approaching occurrences of yan (咽)‘s and tun (吞)‘s modern 
senses and collect 3,000 occurrences for each verb.  CCL corpus is 
built by the Centre for Chinese Linguistics at Peking University 
covering modern Chinese (307,317,060 characters). All the texts are 
collected from modern Chinese newspapers, magazines and well-
known books in China (CCL website, 2009). It supports concordance 










CHAPTER 2. YAN (咽)’S HISTORICAL AND 
MODERN SENSE DEVELOPMENT  
2.1 Historical Development of yan (咽)’s Senses  
2.1.1 An Overview  
       In order to have a clear picture of its historical development, all of 
yan ( 咽 )‘s 41 historical occurrences 6  (excluding definitions in 
dictionaries) before AD 1912 are collected and presented in 
chronological order in (1-42) as below. Each occurrence is described 
with details including its assigned sense, assigned pronunciation, part 
of speech, usage, associated thematic roles, associated participant 
roles, associated syntactic roles, and associated frame.  
       




(659 BC- 627 BC) 
 
(1)  yuanmusic sound, /yuan1/, N, rebus of „yuan(鼘)‟  
                                                  used as a verb  
          鼓      咽               咽      。 
         gu   yuan       yuan         
         drum onomatopoeia onomatopoeia  
         ‘The drum is making ‘yuan yuan’ sound.’ 
       Thematic:   [Theme  ]   
       Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.]   




                                                          
6
 All the historical occurrences are collected with the help of Kangxi Zidian 康熙字典 
(the Kangxi Dictionary), Shuowen Jiezi 说文解字 (Explaining Graphs and Analyzing 
Characters), as well as the Academia Sinica Ancient Chinese Corpus. I try to make an 
exhaustive collection of all yan (咽)’s historical occurrences as much as possible, but 




问)‟(770 BC - 221 
BC) 
(2)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           咽           主        地       氣。 
         yan       zhu      di       qi 
         throat   lead   earth   chi 
         ‘The throat controls the earth energy.’ 
       Thematic:   [Actor  Theme]   
       Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr. Obj]   
       Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
‘Su Wen (素
问)‟(770 BC - 221 
BC) 
(3)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           咽           腫。 
          yan       zhong       
          throat   swollen 
           ‘(The patient’s) throat is swollen.’ 
         Thematic:   [Theme]   
         Syntactic:   [Subj  Vint.]   
         Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
‘Su Wen (素
问)‟(770 BC - 221 
BC) 
(4)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           咽         為        之                           使。 
           yan     wei      zhi                      shi 
          throat   be   it/gallbladder     guard 
          ‘The throat is the guard of the gallbladder.’ 
         Thematic:   [Theme   Predicative NP]   
         Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]   




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(5)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           （脾          脉）           挾            咽  
             pi        mai             xie        yan                                         
            spleen  meridian pinch    throat    
            ‘The spleen meridian passes through throat sideways.’ 
           Thematic:   [(Actor)  Location   ]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   






(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(6)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
         （脾          经）         上        結      於     咽。 
           pi        mai         shang  jie     yu     yan           
          spleen  meridian  above  knot  at  throat   
           ‘The spleen meridian goes up and knots with  
            another meridian at the throat.’ 
         Thematic:   [(Actor)           Location   ]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vint. Advb]  
                                                              / \  
                                                          Prep NP 




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(7)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
         （少阴          脉）        上            挾            咽  
           shaoyin     mai      shang       xie        yan                                         
          Shaoyin  meridian above    pinch    throat    
           ‘The Shaoyin meridian goes up and passes  
             through throat sideways.’ 
        Thematic:   [(Actor)                 Location   ]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb. Vtr. Obj]   




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(8)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
         （太阳          脉）        循            咽  
          taiyang     mai         xun        yan                                         
          Taiyang  meridian  follow  throat    
          ‘The Taiyang meridian goes down and passes  
           along the throat.’ 
       Thematic:   [(Actor)  Location]   
       Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   








(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(9)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
          咽           腫。 
         yan       zhong       
         throat   swollen 
         ‘(The patient’s) throat is swollen.’ 
        Thematic:   [Theme]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.]   




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(10)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           （足 少阳          脉）   貫        心   以   上       挾     咽。 
             zu shaoyang  mai  guan   xin  yi shang  xie   yan                                         
              Feet Shaoyang meridian through heart at above  pinch throat    
             ‘The Shaoyang meridian in feet passes through  
              the heart to go up and passes through throat  
              sideways.’ 
           Thematic:   [(Actor)              Location ]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj   Clause C] 
                                                                /   \  
                                                     Advb   Vtr. Obj 




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(11)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
         （足    阳明            脉）   上        循    咽      出    於  口。 
          zu   yangming  mai    shang xun  yan  chu yu kou                                        
          feet  Yangming meridian  above    follow throat  out at mouth 
          ‘The Yangming meridian in feet goes up, passes  
           along the throat, and comes out from the mouth.’ 
         Thematic:   [(Actor)                Location]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb1  Vtr1. Obj1  Vtr2.  
                             Advb2]   








(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(12)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
            (上焦)                          並            咽       以     上。 
          shangjiao                 bing       yan     yi  shang                                        
          Upper Energizer  parallel throat  at    above 
          ‘The Upper Energizer parallels the esophagus   
           and reach up to the throat.’ 
         Thematic:   [(Actor)      Goal ]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj  Advb]   




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(13)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
           濁                 而            清    者，   上      出    於  咽。        
          zhuo           er        qing  zhe  shang chu yu yan                                          
          Turbid Qi but Clear Qi  Aux. above  out  at  throat   
          ‘The Clear Qi separates from the Turbid Qi and  
           floats up to come out from the throat.’ 
        Thematic:   [Actor                   Goal ]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb1  Vtr. Advb2]  
                                                           / \  
                                                      Prep NP  




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(14)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
            肝       大    則       逼       胃         迫      咽     。    
           gan   da    ze       bi     wei       po     yan                                          
          liver  big  then  press  stomach  press  throat   
          ‘The liver would press the stomach and the throat  
           once it becomes bigger.’ 
         Thematic:   [Agent         Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint. Clause C]  
                                                  /         \  
                                       Vtr1. Obj1     Vtr2. Obj2     







(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(15)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
            其    悍              氣           上      頭    者，  循         咽。  
             qi     han            qi          shang tou  zhe     xun        yan                                         
           that strong Stomach Qi  up  head aux.  follow  throat    
          ‘The those strong Stomach Qi rushes up to the  
           head and then continues to move up along the   
           throat.’ 
         Thematic:   [(Actor)  Location]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   




(476 BC - 221 BC) 
(16)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
            (膿)        塞         咽。 
             nong     sai        yan                                         
           pus       stuff    throat    
          ‘The throat is stuffed with pus.’ 
         Thematic:   [(Agent)  Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   
         Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
‘Mencius  (孟子)’ 
(372 BC- 289 BC) 
(17)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            （陈仲子）             三           咽   (李)。 
              Chen Zhongzi   san        yan         li       
              Chen Zhongzi   three  swallow   plum 
              ‘(Chen Zhongzi) swallowed three bites of (the  
                plum).’  
            Thematic:   [(Agent)               (Patient)]   
            Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)] 
            Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
 ‘Spring 
and Autumn Annals 
(呂氏春秋)’ 
(239 BC) 
(18)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
              (你)              飲                  必          小            咽。 
             ni              yin                bi       xiao        yan         
             you food and drink   must   small  swallow 
            ‘You have to swallow a small quantity of your  
             food and drink each time.’  
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          Thematic:   [(Agent)  Patient  Manner]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj) Obj Advb1  [Advb2 Vtr. ] ] 
          Frame: HUMAN INGESTION  
 
‘Spring 
and Autumn Annals 
(呂氏春秋)’ 
(239 BC) 
(19)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            （饿         人）  再         咽      (食)   而    後     能       視。 
               e           ren       zai       yan       shi    er    hou  neng  shi       
             starve person then swallow food then later  can   see 
             ‘(The person who was too hungry to stand up)  
              swallowed (the food) and then was able to  
              open his eyes again.’  
           Thematic:   [(Agent)               (Patient)]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)   Clause C] 
           Frame: HUMAN INGESTION  
 
‘Spring 
and Autumn Annals 
(呂氏春秋)’ 
(239 BC) 
(20)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            （饕餮)   食      人             未              咽。 
              taotie   shi    ren         wei          yan          
              Taotie  eat  human  not yet   swallow    
              ‘(The mythical monster Taotie) tried to eat  
                humans but could not swallow them down.’  
          Thematic:   [(Agent)      Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj) Vtr1.  Obj  Advb2  Vtr2.] 
          Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
 
 ‘Records of the 
Grand Historian (史
記)’ 
(104 BC- 91 BC) 
(21)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            （子婴） 餐      未  及               下           咽。 
              ziying  can    wei ji              xia        yan               
              Ziying food not yet reach down  swallow    
              ‘(Ziying) could not even swallow his food.’  
          Thematic:   [(Agent)  Patient Manner]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj) Obj Advb1  [Advb2 Vtr.]] 





 ‘the Warring 
States Stratagems 
 (戰國策)’ 
(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(22)  yan3stronghold, /yan1/, N, used together with  
                                                hou (喉) 
              韓，           天下                之         咽喉。 
             han         tianxia            zhi     yanhou         
             Han    ancient China    aux.    stronghold 
             ‘State Han is a stronghold for ancient China.’  
           Thematic:   [theme                Predicative NP]   
           Syntactic:  [Subj (Vcopula)   Subj Predicative] 
                                                                 /      \  
                                                             Attr    NP  
           Frame: WAR 
 
 ‘Xin Xu  (新序)’ 
(25 BC- 24 BC) 
 (23)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             雲                  霞              充         咽，   則       奪       日               
          yun              xia        chong     ye      ze     duo     ri           
           Clouds  rosy clouds  fill     block   so  deprive sun   
            月        之           明。 
            yue    zhi       ming 
             moon aux.   brightness 
            ‘The sunlight and moonlight dim when the sky  
              is crowded with rosy clouds.’  
          Thematic:   [Agent             Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr. (Obj)] 





(24)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
               餓              人        再        咽         (食)   而     能    食。 
              e              ren     zai       yan      shi    er   neng shi       
              hungry person  again  swallow food  then  can    eat 
              ‘The hungry person was able to swallow down  
               the food and then can eat again.’  
            Thematic:   [(Agent)               (Patient)]   
            Syntactic:   [(Subj Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)] 




 ‘Book of Han(漢
書)’ 
(AD 32 - AD 92) 
(25)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
          云           咽            已             絕。                           
            yun       yan         yi            jue                                 
            Yun    throat   already     end    
             ‘Yun has stopped breathing with no air passing  
              through his throat.’ 
        Thematic:  [Theme]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.] 




(AD 32 - AD 92) 
(26)  yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            (苏武)   与     旃     毛          并            咽            (雪)。 
           suwu   yu  zhan mao     bing        yan         xue 
           Suwu  with  felt wool together swallow   snow 
           ‘Suwu swallowed the snow together with felt  
             wool.’ 
         Thematic:  [(Agent)  Manner (Patient)]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr. (Obj)]   
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
 ‘Records of the 
Three Kingdoms 
(三國志)’ 
(AD 233 - AD 297) 
(27)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
              一         人        病       咽          塞，          
             yi        ren     bing   yan       sai           
             one   person   ill   throat   block    
             ‘A sick person’s throat is blocked.’ 
         Thematic:  [Experiencer Cause Theme]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj             Vint.  CCOMP]   
                                                                 /    \  
                                                           Subj  Vint. 
         Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
 ‘ In Search of the 
Supernatural  (搜
神記)’ 
(28)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             此    兒    亦    為   之   悲       咽。 
             ci      er    yi   wei zhi bei     ye 
             this son also for  her sad choke up 
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(AD 317 - AD 336)             ‘This son also sobbed sadly for her.’  
          Thematic:  [Experiencer Cause Manner]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj             Advb1 Advb2 Vint.]   
          Frame: SOB 
 
 ‘Longtou Ge (陇头
歌)’ 
(AD 420 - AD 589)  
 (29)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             陇头                       流              水，鸣    声      幽    咽。 
            longtou                     liu         shui ming sheng  you    ye        
           Mountain Longtou  flowing water  sound  sadly   sob    
          ‘The river in Mountain Longtou is making sad  
           sobbing-like sounds.’ 
          Thematic:  [Experiencer]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb  Vint.]   
          Frame: RIVER, SOB 
 
 ‘A Record of 
Buddhist 
Temples in Luoyang 
(洛陽伽藍記)’ 
(AD 534) 
(30)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             車               騎       填    咽 ，  繁衍           相        傾。 
             che               ji        tian  ye      fanyan      xiang     qing  
             vehicle  carriage  fill  choke  multiply   mutual    lean 
           ‘vehicles and carriages jostled with one another  
            and piled up on the road .’ 
          Thematic:  [Agent  Manner   (Patient)]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj    Advb  Vtr. (Obj)] 
          Frame: TRAFFIC 
 
 ‘Zao Wang Hai Xia 
Bian (早望海霞边)’ 
by Li Bai (李白)  
(AD 701 - AD 762) 
(31)  yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone  
            一       餐          咽           瓊液 
            yi       can       yan     qiongye   
            one   meal   swallow  nectar   
            ‘(Li Bai) swallowed the nectar over one meal.’        
         Thematic:   [(Agent)              Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 






 ‘Yi Qin’e (忆秦娥)’ 
by Li Bai (李白)  
(AD 701 - AD 762) 
(32)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             簫         聲             咽。 
            xiao    sheng       ye 
            flute  sound   choke up  
            ‘Flute sound chokes up.’ 
          Thematic:  [Experiencer]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.] 
          Frame: FLUTE, SOB 
 
 ‘Su Shen Shang 
Ren Yuan Ting Yuan 
Quan (宿深上人院
听远泉)’ by Li Duan 
(李端) 
(AD 743 - AD 782) 
(33)  yan5blockage,  /yan1/, N, used alone  
         潺                                           湲            咽         又       通          
             chan                                      yuan      yan        you    tong 
             sound of flowing water   water  blockage  again open 
           ‘The blockage is cleared as spring water flows  
             through.’ 
          Thematic:  [Theme]   
          Syntactic:  [Advb1 Subj  Advb2  Vint.] 
          Frame: SPRING 
 
‘Jin Zhang Xun 
Zhong Chen Zhuan 
Biao (进张巡中丞
传表)’ by Li Han (李
翰) 
 (AD 760) 
 (34)  yan3stronghold, /yan1/, N, used together with  
                                                han (頷) 
             (巡)          扼        其    咽頷。 
            xun         e        qi   yanhan   
            Xun    clutch   its   stronghold   
             ‘Xun defend the enemy’s attack at a stronghold  
             (Suiyang).’  
          Thematic:  [Agent   Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                                               /   \  
                                         Attr    NP  







 ‘Legend (传奇)’ 
(AD 860) 
 (35)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             (惠沼)          以         垲              石        咽       其     井。 
            huizhao     yi        mo           shi       ye     qi    jing 
            Huizhao  use  stone mill   stone  block  its  well 
            ‘Huizhao used stone mill to block the exit of the  
             well (where he trapped Liukun).’ 
          Thematic:  [(Agent) Instrument        Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj)       Advb      Vtr.  Obj] 
          Frame: WELL 
 
 ‘Liu Guo Lun (六国
论)’ 
(AD 1009 - AD 
1066) 
(36)  yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone  
            秦                人       食  之   不  得      下        咽        也。 
            qin              ren      shi  zhi  bu  de     xia        yan      ye  
            State Qin People food aux. not can down swallow aux.   
           ‘People living in State Qin may not be able to  
             swallow down their food (out of worry).’        
          Thematic:  [Agent  Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj    Obj   Advb  Vtr. ] 
          Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
 ‘Hei Xuan Feng 
Zhan Yi Shu Cai (黑
旋風仗義疏財)’ 
(AD 1379 - AD 
1439) 
(37)  yan3stronghold, /yan1/, N, used alone  
             更       有            箇            赤     髮       鬼        劉唐                     
            geng  you        ge          chi    fa     gui      liutang             
            even  has   quantifier   red  hair  ghost  Liutang      
            把  定        咽。 
             ba   ding   yan 
              defend hold  stronghold 
            ‘There is one red-hair-ghost Liutang defending  
             the stronghold for them.’ 
          Thematic:  [Agent                            Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Expletive Subj  Vtr. Advb  Obj] 






 ‘Liu Bian Ji Lue (柳
邊紀略)’ 
(AD 1707) 
(38)   yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
            （他）  餒         則           咽             乾糧。 
              ta      nei        ze        yan         ganliang      
              he  hungry then  swallow   dried food 
              ‘He swallowed dried food whenever feeling  
               hungry.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)             Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
           Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
 
 ‘A Dream of Red 
Mansions (红楼梦)’ 
(AD 1784) 
(39)  yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
             (周)      說        到     這里，      猛然             咽      住。 
           zhou shuo    dao    zheli     mengran      yan     zhu         
           Zhou  talk  reach  here  suddenly   withhold stop 
           ‘(Zhou) suddenly stopped her talk here.’ 
         Thematic:  [(Agent)              (Patient)]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr. (Obj)] 
         Frame: SPEECH 
 
 
‘A Dream of Red 
Mansions (红楼梦)’ 
(AD 1784) 
(40)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
             你      不    說     你    的        話         咽            人。 
             ni     bu  shuo ni    de     hua      yan       ren 
            you  not say you aux.words cause withholding people  
            ‘You don’t admit that your words made her  
             unable to continue talking.’         
         Thematic:  [                      Agent  Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj Adv Vtr.  Obj] 
                                                    /    \  
                                                  Subj  Vtr. Obj 






 ‘Gai Ci Zhuang (丐
祠狀)’ 
(AD 1799 - AD 
1851) 
(41)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with ge  
                                           (隔)  
            咽隔     之      痰             涎       屢       塞。 
           yange  zhi    tan         xian     lv     sai          
          throat  aux. phlegm saliva often block  
           ‘The throat is often blocked by phlegm and  
            saliva due to sickness.’ 
         Thematic:  [Actor  Location   ]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj   Advb  Vint.]  
                            /    \  
                         Attr  NP 
         Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
 
     It can be seen that yan (咽) has six historical senses reflected in its 
occurrences. Yan1throat, yan3stronghold, and yan5blockage share the 
pronunciation /yan1/ and are all used as noun. Yan2swallowing, 
yan6withholding-expression, and yan4blocking are used as verb, but the first two 
are both pronounced as /yan4/ when the last yan4blocking /ye4/. Usage is 
another factor that differentiate those six senses: most of them are 
used alone which generally occur earlier than the compound usage, 
while the others are used together with another character as a 
compound word which generally can be recorded at a later time period 
than the independent usage. These six historical senses also differ in 
terms of their associated frames.  
       A summary of these six historical senses is given based on the 






throat ,                   /yan1/,   N  
                                                              Frame: HUMAN BODY,  
                                                          CHINESE MEDICINE                                                           
                                                                 
  yan
2
swallowing,               /yan4/,    V  
                                                              Frame: HUMAN INGESTION,  
                                                          ANIMAL INGESTION      





stronghold,                /yan1/,    N              
                                                              Frame: WAR                    
                     
  yan
4
blocking                   /ye4/,      V               
                                                              Frame: SKY, SOB, RIVER, 
                                                          TRAFFIC, FLUTE, 
                                                          WELL, SPEECH 
                                                                                                                 
  yan
5
blockage,                  /yan1/,    N               




withholding-expression,   /yan4/,     V               






2.1.2 The Original Sense  
        Yuanmusic sound in (1) cannot be viewed as yan (咽)‘s original sense, 
due to the fact that it is actually used as a rebus of another word yuan 
(鼘) that describes drum sound in the seeming first occurrence. Thus, 
yan1throat is considered to be yan (咽)‘s original sense, because it is the 
reflected in the real earliest occurrence of yan (咽)’s. As shown in the 
excerpt in (2), yan1throat first occurs alone as a noun in the medical 
monograph Su Wen published during the Spring and Autumn Period to 
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the Warring States Period (770 BC - 221 BC), where it depicts the 
human tubular organ inside the neck that leads to the stomach and 
lungs. Subsequently, yan1throat cancontrol internal entity inside human 
body (e.g. Qi in (2)) or become swollen as seen in (3) and (9). It can 
either be passed through by internal entity inside human body (e.g. 
various meridians in (5-8, 10-12) and Qi in (15)), or pressed by internal 
entity inside human body (e.g. liver in (14). It can even be stuffed by 
internal entities inside human body (e.g. pus in (16), phlegm and saliva 
in (41)), or closed to prevent external entities to enter into human body 
(e.g. harmful bacterial that may infect gallbladder in (4) and food in 
(27)). It cannot only be opened to allow internal entity inside human 
body come out from human body (e.g. Qi in (13), but also closed to 
disallow internal entities in human body to come out from human body 
(e.g. breath and blood in (25)). Those mental images of yan1throat are 
illustrated in Figure 12 below.  
     Briefly, as shown in (2-16, 25, 27, 41), yan1throat is involved with two 
literal HUMAN BODY and CHINESE MEDICINE frame, with ‗internal 
organ‘ and ‗body function‘ being their literal frame roles. 




                                   Figure 12 Mental Images of yan
1
throat 
      Beside the two frames, yan1throat is also associated with variations 
of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj], intransitive construction [Subj  
Vint.], and predicative construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative], 
where non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials are also seen. 
In these constructions, yan (咽) can take up different syntactic slots 
that correspond to various thematic roles. For instance, yan (咽 ) 
assumes (part of) subject slot in (2, 3, 4, 9, 25, 27, & 41), but it 
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corresponds to two different thematic roles actor and theme, as shown 
in Figure 13 below. 
 (2)  Thematic:   [Actor  Theme]                         (3) (9) (25) Thematic: [Theme]               
        Syntactic:   [Subj  Vtr. Obj]                                            Syntactic: [Subj  Vint.]                 
  
 (27) Thematic: [Experiencer Cause Theme]     (41) Thematic: [Actor  Location ]   
         Syntactic: [Subj Vint.            Clause C]             Syntactic: [Subj  Advb  Vint.] 
                                                              /    \                                    /    \  
                                                        Subj  Vint.                         Attr  NP 
         
(4)  Thematic:  [Theme   Predicative NP]   
       Syntactic:  [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative] 
                               Figure 13 yan
1
throat as (Part of) a Subject  
 
      Yan (咽) can also take up object role in (5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 
&16), but it links with three different thematic roles location, goal and 
Patient, as shown in Figure 14 below. 
(5) (8) (15) Thematic:   [(Actor)  Location]      (7) Thematic: [(Actor)          Location]   
                   Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]                Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb. Vtr. Obj]   
 
(10) Thematic:   [(Actor)               Location]     (11) Thematic: [(Actor)        Location]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj   Clause C]         Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb Vtr1. Obj1   
                                                             /   \                                 Vtr2  Advb2]   
                                                     Advb   Vtr. Obj                                
 
(12) Thematic:   [(Actor)       Goal ]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj  Advb]   
 
(14) Thematic:   [Agent          Patient]                     (16) Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint. Clause C]                             Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   
                                                  /       \  
                                     Vtr1. Obj1   Vtr2. Obj2     
                                 Figure 14 yan
1
throat as (Part of) an Object 
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      Yan (咽) can also become the NP in a Prepositional Phrase which 
serve as the adverbial in (6 &13), matching with same thematic role 
Patient, as shown in Figure 15 below. 
 
 
(6)  Thematic:   [(Actor)           Location]      (13) Thematic: [Actor                 Goal ]   
       Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb Vint. Advb]       Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb1  Vtr. Advb2] 
                                                              / \                                                             / \ 
                                                          Prep NP                                                 Prep NP 
                                Figure 15 yan
1
throat as Part of an Adverbial 
 
       Yan1throat further consolidates its position as the first polysemic 
sense of yan ( 咽 )’s after it is defined in two widely 
recognized authoritative ancient Chinese dictionaries: ‘Shuo Wen (說
文)‘ published in the year of AD 121 and ‗Shi Ming (释名)‘published in 
the year of AD 273. It is first defined in the excerpt ―yan, yi ye (yan is 
the throat)‖ from the former and then in ―yan, qi suo liutong, e’yao zhi 
chu ye (yan is an important place where air flows through)‖ from the 
latter. 
     Lastly but not least, speaking of usages in terms of independence, 
this sense also often appears with another character hou (喉) and 
eventually forms a compound word yanhou (咽喉) with a definition in 
another widely recognized authoritative dictionary Yu Pian, which is 
published in the year of AD 543 -- ―yan, yanhou ye (yan is yanhou)‖.  
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       It can be observed that there are extension relationships between 
this original sense and other five senses of yan (咽)‘s ‗yan2swallowing, 
yan3stronghold, yan4blocking, yan5blockage, as well as yan6withholding-expression‘. 
Yan2swallowing is the only literal sense amongst the other five senses of 
yan (咽)‘s, while the other four senses are metaphorical senses. Some 
extensions are even accompanied by part of speech conversion (n>v 
extension hereafter).  
     A more detailed progress analysis is to be discussed from here. The 
analysis will focus on the extension of another literal sense of yan 





2.1.3 The Extension of the Literal Sense yan2swallowing 
        
       As shown in the excerpt in (17), yan2swallowing first occurs alone as a 
transitive verb in the book Mencius published during the Warring 
States Dynasty period (372 BC-289 BC). It denotes the ingestion action 
of how external entities pass through the throat to enter into human or 
animal body, as illustrated in Figure 16 below. The throat can either be 
opened to allow this action to happen or be closed to prevent this 
action from taking place. Those external entities can be regular food 
and drink (i.e., plum, food, drink, and nectar in (17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 31, 
36, 38)) or irregular meal (i.e., humans , snow, and felt wool in (20 & 
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26)). Briefly, as shown in (17-21, 24, 26, 31, 36, 38), yan2swallowing is 
involved with two literal HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL 
INGESTION frame, with ‗human eater‘, ‗animal eater‘, ‗regular food‘, 
and ‗irregular food‘ being their literal frame roles.                                                                              
                             
                               Figure 16 Image Schema of yan2swallowing 
      Alongside the two frames, yan2swallowing can also be associated with 
variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj], where non-core 
syntactic elements such as adverbials and clause complements are 
also present. For example, yan (咽 ) is associated with common 
transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates 
in (17, 19, 24, 26, 31, & 38) or special transitive [Subj Obj Vtr.] 
constructions where objects precede predicates in (18, 20, 21, & 36), 
as illustrated in the following Figure 17 and Figure 18 separately. 
However, in these constructions, yan (咽 ) is always the predicate 
linking with argument roles subject and object. Those present or 
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omitted partners--subject and object—usually correspond to thematic 
roles agent and patient individually.  
 
(17) (24) Thematic: [(Agent) (Patient)]        (26) Thematic: [(Agent) Manner (Patient)]        
                Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)]       Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb Vtr.(Obj)] 
(19)Thematic: [(Agent) (Patient)]                   (31)(38) Thematic: [(Agent)  Patient]   
       Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb Vtr. (Obj) Clause C]    Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb Vtr. Obj] 
  
         Figure 17 yan
2
swallowing’s with Common [Subj Vtr. Obj] Constructions 
           
 
(18) (21) Thematic: [(Agent)  Patient  Manner]   
                Syntactic: [(Subj)     Obj Advb1  [Advb2 Vtr. ] ]  
(20) Thematic: [(Agent)  Patient]                       (36) Thematic: [Agent  Patient]   
         Syntactic: [(Subj) Vtr1.  Obj  Advb2  Vtr2.]     Syntactic: [Subj Obj Advb  Vtr. ] 
                              
       Figure 18 yan
2
swallowing’s with special [Subj Obj Vtr.] constructions 
 
 
      Successively, Driven by the similarity of yan1throat in (16) and 
yan2swallowing in (17) in terms of associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles, it can be inferred that a polysemic sense extension 
happens from yan1throat to yan2swallowing upon the latter‘s first appearance. 
This extension is also accompanied by the part of speech change from 
noun to verb as well as pronunciation change from /yan1/ to /yan4/, 
though this extension is most likely to be triggered by the correlation 
between HUMAN BODY frame that yan1throat is associated with and 
HUMAN INGESTION frame that yan2swallowing is associated with. Thus, 
no metaphorical mapping is involved here yet. A detailed illustration is 




                (16)   yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                  Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient]   
                Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   
                Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (17)  yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                 Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient]   
                Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)] 
                Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
             
                        Figure 19 yan
1




       What is also worth pointing out here is that, this sense extension 
also brings about the correlation between yan (咽) and tun (吞), when 
yan2swallowing is defined in two widely recognized authoritative 
dictionaries ‗Guangyun(廣韻)‘ (AD 1008) and  ‗Jiyun(集韻)‘(AD 1039). It 
is first defined in the excerpt ―yan, tun shi (yan means tun and eat 
/swallowing)‖ from the former and then in ―yan, tun ye (yan means tun/ 
swallowing)‖ from the latter. This correlation will be explored again in 
chapter 3.1 later. 
                    
 
2.1.4 The Extension of the Four Metaphorical Senses  
2.1.4.1 yan1throat > yan3stronghold Development 
       Yan3stronghold is yan (咽)‘s third polysemic sense as well as its first 
metaphorical sense. Yan3stronghold first occurs together with hou (喉) as a 
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compound noun in the book the Warring States Stratagems published 
during the Western Han Dynasty period (77 BC- 6 BC) as shown in 
(22). This is also a sign that the polysemic development is taking place, 
because the author purposely distinguishes the two senses with 
differences in forms7. The second occurrence of yan3stronghold also backs 
up this assumption when yan (咽) is used together with han (頷) as a 
compound noun again in (34). This sense yan3stronghold finally stabilizes 
to be a polysemic sense of yan (咽)’s later when it occurs alone in (37). 
Yan3stronghold sketches a protected place that is strongly built and difficult 
to attack, where the members of a military group stay and defend 
themselves in a war. A stronghold is meant to be impregnable so the 
invaders cannot pass through it to further approach the broader military 
target behind it. To sum things up, yan3stronghold is involved with a 
metaphorical WAR frame, with ‗the invader‘ and ‗the invaded‘ being its 
frame roles. 
      Alongside the WAR frame, yan3stronghold can also be associated with 
variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj] and predicative 
construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative]. For instance, yan (咽) 
assumes part of Subject Predicative slot in (22), corresponding to 
thematic role predicative NP, as shown in Figure 20 below. 
 
 
                                                          
7
 This occurrence also can be considered as the foundation of the trend of the independent 




 (22)  Thematic:   [theme                  Predicative NP]   
           Syntactic:  [Subj (Vcopula)   Subj Predicative] 
                                                                 /      \  
                                                             Attr    NP  
                            Figure 20 yan
3
stronghold as Part of a Subject Predicative 
 
      Yan (咽) can also take up (part of) object role in (34 & 37), linking 
with the thematic role Patient, as shown in Figure 21 below. 
(34) Thematic: [Agent  Patient]     (37) Thematic:            [Agent         Patient]   
        Syntactic: [Subj Vtr. Obj]         Syntactic: [Expletive Subj Vtr. Advb  Obj] 
                                           /   \  
                                    Attr    NP  
                         Figure 21 yan
3
stronghold as (Part of) an Object 
 
      Subsequently, it can be considered that a polysemic sense 
extension happens from yan1throat to yan3stronghold upon the latter‘s first 
appearance. Although this extension is possibly prompted by similarity 
of yan1throat in (4) and yan3stronghold in (22) in terms of associated 
syntactic slots and thematic roles as illustrated in Figure 22 below. 
Subsequently, a metaphorical mapping from HUMAN BODY frame to 








                (4)  yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
              Thematic:   [Theme                Predicative NP]   
             Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]   
             Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (22)  yan3stronghold, /yan1/, N, used together with  
                                                hou (喉) 
                Thematic:   [theme                Predicative NP]   
               Syntactic:  [Subj (Vcopula)   Subj Predicative] 
                                                                     /      \  
                                                                 Attr    NP  
               Frame: WAR 
 
                          Figure 22 yan1throat  > yan3stronghold Extension 
                                 
     
 
      In the HUMAN BODY frame, the throat of the human is a crucial 
organ that can be closed to prevent external entity from entering into 
the human body. For example, the throat yan (咽) is guarding the gate 
for human body to prevent external harmful bacterial to enter into 
human body to attack gallbladder in (4). Similarly, a military territorial 
target that is to be conquered by invaders can be considered as a giant 
human body, while the stronghold is like the throat that can be closed 
to allow or prevent external army forces‘ entering into the giant human 





                          Figure 23   the STRONGHOLD IS THROAT metaphor:  
                                 HUMAN BODY frame > WAR frame Mapping  
 
 
2.1.4.2 yan1throat > yan4blocking Development 
       Yan4blocking is yan (咽)‘s forth polysemic sense as well as its second 
metaphorical sense. Yan4blocking depicts an action of blocking the exit or 
entrance of something (A) with something (B), so entities inside A 
cannot come out from A and other external people or things cannot go 
into A or see entities inside A. For example, yan4blocking first occurs 
alone as a verb in Xin Xu published during the Western Han Dynasty 
period (25 BC- 24 BC) as shown in (23) and is involved with a SKY 
frame. The higher layer of the sky where the sun, the moon and clouds 
co-exist can be viewed as a huge human body. What makes it more 
special is that, this huge human body has not only one but numerous 
throats that can be opened to allow internal entities (i.e., ―ri yue zhi 
ming (sunlight and moonlight)‖ and ―yun xia (rosy clouds)‖)) to exit from 
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this huge human body so as to go down to the lower layer of the sky. 
However, when too much ―yun xia (rosy clouds)‖ go down first, the 
exiting throats are all blocked by them so that ―ri yue zhi ming (sunlight 
and moonlight)‖) cannot come out from this huge human body 
subsequently. Thus, it can be seen that a mapping from the source 
domain ―HUMAN BODY frame‖ that yan1throat is involved with to the 
target domain ―SKY frame‖ that yan4blocking is involved with takes place 
here, as illustrated in Figure 24.  
 
              Figure 24   the BLOCKING IS THROAT’S CLOSING UP metaphor:  
                                 HUMAN BODY frame > SKY frame Mapping  
 
     This mapping is also supported by the connection between 
yan1throat‘s and yan4blocking‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. In (23), yan4blocking can also be associated with transitive 
construction [Subj Advb Vtr. (Obj)], where yan (咽 ) links with two 
thematic roles agent and patient. This is similar to how yan1throat 
behaves in (27), which eventually helps propel the sense development 
from yan1throat to yan4blocking as shown in Figure 25 below. This extension 
is also accompanied by the part of speech change from noun to verb 
as well as pronunciation change from /yan1/ to /ye4/. 
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                (16)   yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                  Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient]   
                Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   
                Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (23)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
                 Thematic:   [Agent  Patient]   
                Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr. (Obj)] 
                Frame: SKY            
                         Figure 25 yan
1




       Alongside the SKY frame, yan4blocking is associated with a TRAFFIC 
frame, a WELL frame, and a SPEECH frame in (30), (35), and (40) in 
the same way, as illustrated in Figure 26. In (30), the road where 
carriages drive through can be considered as a huge human body. The 
huge human body also has numerous throats that can be closed 
to prevent internal entities (i.e., ―che ji (carriages that are already on 
this specific road)‖) from exiting from this huge human body, or disallow 
external entities (i.e., ―che ji (carriages that are trying to get onto this 
specific road)‖) to enter into this huge human body. When too many 
external entities try to enter into this huge human body and too many 
internal entities try to get out from this huge human body, the throats 
are all blocked so no one can get in or out. In (35), the well where the 
victim Yaokun (the victim) is forced to stay can be viewed as a huge 
human body. After Huizhao (the villain) places a stone mill on top of it, 
Yaokun has no chance of getting out from well. In (40), the speaker A‘s 
mean words ―ni de hua (speaker A‘s words)‖ block another speaker B‘s 
throat so the internal entity ―ren de hua (speaker B‘s words)‖ cannot 
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come out from speaker B‘s human body, as Speaker A‘s mean words 
make Speaker B uncomfortable and lose the motivation to continue 
talking.  
 
                Figure 26   the BLOCKING IS THROAT’S CLOSING UP metaphor: 
              HUMAN BODY frame > TRAFFIC / WELL / SPEECH frame Mapping  
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     Those mappings are also sustained by the fact that yan4blocking is 
also associated with variations of transitive construction [Subj Advb Vtr. 
(Obj)] and relates with the two thematic roles agent and patient in these 
occurrences. This similarity is shown in Figure 27 below. 
 
(23)  Thematic:   [Agent  Patient]                (40) Thematic: [                Agent  Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr. (Obj)]           Syntactic: [Subj Adv Vtr.  Obj] 
                                                                                                                         /    \  
                                                                                                                 Subj  Vtr. Obj 
(30) Thematic: [Agent Manner (Patient)]  (35) Thematic: [(Agent) Instrument Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr. (Obj)]            Syntactic:  [(Subj)   Advb   Vtr.  Obj] 
                        
                          Figure 27 yan
4
blocking with Transitive Construction  
 
      Besides being used as a transitive verb, yan4blocking can also act as 
an independent intransitive verb in its second occurrence in (28), 
where it is involved with a SOB frame. The sad emotion drives the 
person who is sobbing to close his throat so that internal entity (i.e., 
―gengye sheng (sobbing sound)‖) cannot exit from the human body 
from time to time. This makes the ―gengye sheng (sobbing sound)‖) 
sound intermittently. Thus, the mapping from ―HUMAN BODY frame‖ 
that yan1throat is involved with to the target domain ―SOB frame‖ that 









              Figure 28   the BLOCKING IS THROAT’S CLOSING UP metaphor: 
                                 HUMAN BODY frame > SOB frame Mapping  
 
      This mapping is also reinforced by the connection between 
yan1throat‘s and yan4blocking‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. In (28), yan4blocking is associated with intransitive 
construction [Subj Advb1 Advb2 Vint.], where yan (咽) links with three 
thematic roles experiencer, cause and manner. This is similar to how 
yan1throat behaves in (27), which eventually helps push the sense 









                (27)   yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                 Thematic:  [Experiencer Cause Theme]   
                Syntactic:  [Subj             Vint.  Clause C]   
                                                                 /    \  
                                                           Subj  Vint. 
                Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (28)  yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
                Thematic:  [Experiencer Cause Manner]   
               Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb1 Advb2 Vint.]   
               Frame: SOB 
 
                         Figure 29 yan
1
throat  > yan
4
blocking Extension 
       Along with the SOB frame, yan4blocking is associated with a RIVER 
frame and a FLUTE frame in (29) and (32) in the same way, as 
illustrated in Figure 30. In these two occurrences, the river and the flute 
can be considered as giant human bodies. These giant human bodies 
also have numerous throats that can be closed to disallow internal 
entities (i.e., ―liushui sheng (the sound of flowing river)‖ and ―xiao 
sheng (flute sound)‖) from exiting from the giant human bodies. The 
river and the flute are personified here so they can also feel sad 
emotions like humans. Again, the sad emotion drives them to close the 
crucial throats so that internal entities cannot exit from these giant 
human bodies periodically. This makes the ―gengye sheng (sobbing 





             Figure 30   the BLOCKING IS THROAT’S CLOSING UP metaphor: 
                      HUMAN BODY frame > RIVER / FLUTE frame Mapping  
 
     Those mappings are also strengthened by the fact that yan4blocking is 
also associated with variations of intransitive construction [Subj Vint.] 
and relates with the thematic role experiencer in these occurrences. 
This similarity is shown in Figure 31 below. 
 
(28) Thematic:  [Experiencer Cause Manner]         (29) Thematic:  [Experiencer]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj Advb1 Advb2 Vint.]                    Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb  Vint.]   
(32) Thematic:  [Experiencer]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.] 
                          Figure 31 yan
4




2.1.4.3 yan1throat > yan5blockage Development 
       Yan5blockage is yan (咽)‘s fifth polysemic sense as well as its third 
metaphorical sense. Yan5blockage first occurs alone as a noun in a poem 
‗Su Shen Shang Ren Yuan Ting Yuan Quan (宿深上人院听远泉 )‘ 
published during the Tang Dynasty (AD 743 - AD 782) as shown in (33). 
Yan5blockage denotes a thing that blocks flow or movement, such as 
stopping a liquid from moving through a narrow place. It is involved 
with a SPRING frame. The underground water where spring comes out 
from can be viewed as a giant human body that may have one crucial 
throat that can send the water out to make a spring. When there is a 
blockage formed in the throat, no water can make through to the 
outside. Namely, the throat can be blocked to disallow internal entity 
(i.e., ―quan shui (spring water)‖) in the giant human body to exit. Thus, 
it can be seen that a mapping from the source domain ―HUMAN BODY 
frame‖ that yan1throat is involved with to the target domain ―SPRING 
frame‖ that yan5blockage is involved with takes place here, as illustrated in 
Figure 32.  
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                         Figure 32   the BLOCKAGE IS CLOSED THROAT metaphor:  
                           HUMAN BODY frame > SPRING frame Mapping  
     This mapping is also supported by the connection between 
yan1throat‘s and yan5blockage‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. In (33), yan5blockage is associated with an intransitive 
construction [Advb1 Subj  Advb2  Vint.], where yan (咽) assumes the 
subject slot, corresponding to thematic role theme. This is similar to 
how yan1throat behaves in (25), which eventually helps propel the sense 
development from yan1throat to yan5blockage as shown in Figure 33 below.  
                 (25)   yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                 Thematic:  [Theme]   
                Syntactic:  [Subj  Vint.] 
                Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (33)  yan5blockage,  /yan1/, N, used alone 
                Thematic:  [Theme]   
               Syntactic:  [Advb1 Subj  Advb2  Vint.] 
               Frame: SPRING 
                         Figure 33 yan
1





2.1.4.4 yan1throat > yan6withholding-expression Development 
       Yan6withholding-expression is yan (咽)‘s sixth polysemic sense as well as 
its forth metaphorical sense. Yan6withholding-expression depicts an action of 
some one‘s refraining himself from expressing his feeling and thoughts, 
etc. For example, yan6withholding-expression first occurs alone as a verb in the 
book A Dream of Red Mansions published during Qing Dynasty (AD 
1784) as shown in (39) and is involved with a SPEECH frame. The 
speaker‘s throat is the crucial valve for internal entity ―hua (words)‖ to 
pass through and come out from the speaker‘s human body. However, 
the speaker can choose to close the throat and prevent the internal 
entity to come out. This is also the key to differentiate this SPEECH 
frame that yan6withholding-expression is associated with from the other 
SPEECH frame that yan4blocking: the speaker can make his own choice of 
closing the throat or not with yan6withholding-expression. Namely, the 
expression-withholding action is a volitional act. However, the other 
speaker with yan4blocking is compelled to close the throat by external 
forces: speaker B cannot continue talking in (40), as Speaker A‘s 
words – external force- make him feel uncomfortable and lose the 
motivation to talk. In fact, the giant human bodies with yan4blocking are all 
coerced to close the throats in a way. The throats in the SKY frame are 
closed due to clouds‘ own action; the throats in the ROAD frame are 
closed due to the cars‘ own initiatives; the throat in the WELL frame is 
closed by the malicious villain; the throats in the HUMAN 
/RIVER/FLUTE frames are closed due to the sad emotions. To sum 
things up, it can be seen that a mapping from the source domain 
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―HUMAN BODY frame‖ that yan1throat is involved with to the target 
domain ―SPEECH frame‖ that yan6withholding-expression is involved with takes 
place here, as illustrated in Figure 34.  
 
             Figure 34   the WITHHOLDING-EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor:  
                           HUMAN BODY frame > SPEECH frame Mapping  
 
     This mapping is also strengthened by the connection between 
yan1throat‘s and yan6withholding-expression‘s associated syntactic constructions 
and thematic roles. In (39), yan6withholding-expression is associated with a 
transitive construction [(Subj) Advb  Vtr. (Obj)], where yan (咽 ) 
assumes the predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles agent and 
patient. This is similar to how yan1throat behaves in (16), which 
eventually helps push the sense development from yan1throat to 







                (16)   yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                 Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient]   
                Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj]   
                Frame: HUMAN BODY 
 Extend to > 
                (39)  yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                Thematic:   [(Agent)  (Patient)]   
               Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr. (Obj)] 
               Frame: SPEECH  
 
               Figure 35 yan
1






2.1.5 Summary of the Historical Development of yan (咽)’s 
Senses 
 
      Briefly, the development of yan (咽 )‘s six historical polysemic 
senses is motivated by the STRONGHOLD IS THROAT metaphor, the 
BLOCKING IS THROAT‘S CLOSING UP metaphor, the BLOCKAGE IS 
THROAT metaphor, and the WITHHOLDING-EXPRESSION IS 
INGESTION metaphor. The similarities between the six senses‘ 
associated syntactic constructions and thematic roles also help propel 
this historical development. A concise summary of the development is 






2.2 Modern Development of yan (咽)’s Senses  
 
     With the fast development of modern technology and growing 
influence of governments‘ promotion on mass literacy, the development 
of Chinese language enters into an unprecedentedly rapid stage when 
numerous texts are generated on various traditional and new media 
platforms such as books, magazines, newspapers, internet on a daily 
basis. This brings rich data for linguists to conduct research on the 
language but also make it more impractical to record all available texts 
and to identify the diachronic development order of each word‘s senses. 
However, a corpus sample could allow researchers to investigate the 
new developmental trends for a word when compared to its historical 
usages. Thus, as mentioned in chapter 1.7 earlier, I will make use of 
3,000 random occurrences of yan (咽)‘s collected from CCL corpus, 
Chinese Gigaword 2 corpus, Google and Baidu to shift the focus to a 
synchronic observation on how yan (咽) develops in Modern Chinese in 
this chapter. The 3,000 occurrences do not necessarily give an 
absolute conclusion on yan (咽)‘s modern development, but it does 
provide a valuable perspective and starting points for future research 
direction.  
     It can be observed that yan (咽) has eight senses including the six 
historical senses and another two newly emerged senses reflected in 
its 3,000 occurrences. All the six historical senses remain the same 
part of speech and pronunciation but have new developments in their 















yan6withholding-expression hereafter.  The other two newly 




yan8taking-in. Both of them are 
used as verb and pronounced as /yan4/, but they also differ in terms of 
their associated frames. Amongst all of them, 
M
yan1throat (56% of the 
total occurrences) and 
M
yan2swallowing (26%) are the most frequently 
occurring senses, especially the former. Subsequently, these two 














based upon the frequencies 
of occurrences. A summary of these eight modern senses is given 
such as the following.  
  Myan1throat ,                 /yan1/,   N                                                  56% 
                                                              Frame: HUMAN BODY, ANIMAL  
                                                          BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE,  
                                                          WESTERN MEDICINE,  
                                                          CHINESE MARTIAL ART                                                           
                                                                 
  Myan2swallowing,             /yan4/,    V                                                26% 
                                                              Frame: HUMAN INGESTION,  
                                                          ANIMAL INGESTION,  
                                                          MEDICINE, ILLNESS, DEATH      




 Myan3stronghold,             /yan1/,    N                                              4.7% 
                                                              Frame: WAR                     
  Myan4blocking                 /ye4/,      V                                                  8% 
                                                              Frame: TRAFFIC, SOB, RIVER,  
                                                          FLUTE, TRUMPET, FLOOD,  
                                                          SEA, SKY, WIND, SPRING 
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  Myan5blockage,                /yan1/,    N                                            0.1% 
                                                              Frame: SPRING  
 
  Myan6withholding-expression, /yan4/,     V                                                 2% 
                                                               Frame:  LAUGHTER, SPEECH  
                                                           (COMFORTING SPEECH,  
                                                           SPEECH ABOUT  
                                                           DIFFICULTY, PROMISE,  
                                                           SPEECH ABOUT TROUBLE),  
                                                           FEELING OF (SORROW,  
                                                           REGRET, ANGER)                                          
  Myan7enduring,                /yan4/,     V                                                3% 
                                                               Frame: HARDSHIP, FRUSTRATION,    
                                                          CONSEQUENCE, INJUSTICE,   
                                                          SUFFERING, CRITICISM,  
                                                        UNFAIRNESS, HUMILIATION,       
                                                         INSULT, BITTERNESS                                       
 
  Myan8taking-in,                /yan4/,     V                                           0.2% 
                                                Frame: PETROLEUM, AFFECTION,  
                                                             SPEECH, BREATH 
 
 
       The rest of this chapter 2.2 will start with what the new 
development of the six historical senses are first, since the extension 
relationship between the six historical senses are already made clear in 
chapter 2.1. Then it will continue with discussions on the performances 
of the two newly emerged senses and how they are possibly extended. 
The following discussions will be supported by representative 
occurrences of each sense but not all 3,000 occurrences.  
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2.2.1 The Six Historical Senses Which Are Still Active In 
Modern Chinese 
Myan1throat 




yan1throat is still used as a 
noun in modern Chinese and depicts the human tubular organ inside 
the neck that leads to the stomach and lungs. This sense can be used 
alone. It can also be used together with other characters (i.e., hou (喉), 
yan (炎), qiang (腔), and ai (癌)) to form compound words (i.e., yan hou 
(咽喉), yan yan (咽炎), yan qiang (咽腔), and yan ai (咽癌)). Briefly, as 
shown in (42a-g) below, 
M
yan1throat is involved with not only the original 
HUMAN BODY and CHINESE MEDICINE frame but also an ANIMAL 
BODY frame, a WESTERN MEDICINE frame, and a CHINESE 
MARTIAL ART frame. Human or animal body is still with a crucial valve 
throat, which is an important yet vulnerable organ guarding the body 
diligently between internal and external environments and becoming 
mildly or severely injured at work from time to time. 
        Similar to yan1throat, 
M
yan1throat is also associated with variations of 
transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj], intransitive constructions [Subj 
Vint.], or predicative constructions [Subj Vcopula Subj Predicative]. 
Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials are also seen there. 
For example, yan (咽) is associated with transitive constructions in 
(42d-e), intransitive constructions in (42f-g), and predicative 
constructions in (42a-c). In these constructions, yan ( 咽 ) or its 
compound words can also take up (part of) subject, object, adverbial 
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slots that correspond to various thematic roles such as theme, Patient, 
and Manner. They are also frequently used, either as attributive 
modifiers or head nouns in noun phrases as shown in (42c &42 e), or 
as nouns in prepositional phrases as shown in (42f-g). 
(42)  a.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone 
                  病人        烦躁          易      怒，    口          渴         咽        干。 
                     bingren fanzao      yi      nu      kou       ke       yan    gan 
                     patient irritable easily angry mouth thirsty throat dry 
                     ‘Patients (suffering from this disease) show symptoms such as irritability,  
                      easily-triggered anger, constant thirst and dry throat.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Experiencer         Theme]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Predicative Clause]   
                                                                     /    \ 
                                                                      Subj  Object Predicative 
                 Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MEDICINE 
       b.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with qiang (腔) 
                  咽         腔          是          人类               特有            的。 
                     yan   qiang     shi        renlei            teyou        de  
                     throat cavity   is   human being peculiar to  aux. 
                     ‘Only human beings have throat cavity.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Theme   Predicative NP]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]   
                 Frame: HUMAN BODY 
      c.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with hou (喉) 
                 有      慢      性     咽喉         疾病   的     人，      应      对    牙刷    定期   消毒。 
                    you man  xing yanhou  jibing de    ren    ying  dui  yashua   dingqi xiaodu 
                        have slow nature throat  disease aux. people should to tooth brush regularly sterilize 
                      ‘Whoever is suffering from chronic throat disease should sterilize his   
                     tooth brush regularly.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Agent               Patient ]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj  Vmodal.   Clause]   
                                     /  \ 
                                  Attr  NP 
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                 Frame: HUMAN BODY, WESTERN MEDICINE 
     d.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with yan (炎) 
                       腸          病毒        引發    咽       炎。 
                     chang   bingdu  yinfa   yan   yan 
                     intestine virus   lead   throat inflammation 
                       ‘Enterovirus causes sore throat.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Cause       Patient ]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj]   
                 Frame: HUMAN BODY, WESTERN MEDICINE 
     e.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with hou (喉) 
                 徐良二指尖正中东方明    咽        喉。 
                     xu liang er zhi jian zheng zhong dongfang ming yanhou 
                     Xuliang two finger tips right touch Dongfang Ming throat  
                       ‘Xuliang’s two finger tips touches right at Dongfang Ming’s throat.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent            Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.   Obj]   
                                                                /  \ 
                                                                Attr  NP 
                 Frame: HUMAN BODY, CHINESE MARTIAL ART 
       f.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used together with qiang (腔) 
                 共鸣器                       由         咽        腔、 鼻       腔、     口          腔          组成。 
                       gongmingqi           you    yan    qiang  bi    qiang   kou    qiang   zucheng 
                     acoustic resonator  by  throat cavity nose cavity mouth cavity comprise 
                    ‘(Human’s) acoustic resonator is comprised of pharyngeal cavity, nasal  
                     cavity, and mouth cavity.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Theme Manner]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vint.]   
                                              /   \ 
                                         Prep  NP 
                 Frame: HUMAN BODY 
     g.    
M
yan1throat, /yan1/, N, used alone  
                 盲          鳗     内            鳃  孔     与    咽        直接        相连。 
                     mang man  nei        sai kong yu   yan    zhijie  xianglian 
                     blind   eel  internal gill hole and throat directly connect 
                       ‘A blind eel’s internal gill hole is directly connected with its throat.’ 
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                 Thematic:   [Theme Manner]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vint.]   
                                              /   \ 
                                         Prep  NP 






         M
yan2swallowing is still used alone as a verb in modern Chinese and 
denotes the ingestion action of how external entities pass through the 
throat to enter into human or animal body , when the throat can either 
be opened to allow this action to happen or be closed to prevent this 
action from taking place. The external entities still include regular food 
and drink (i.e., meat and water in (43b & 43j)) and irregular meals (i.e., 
coin, pill, and poison in (43a & 43c-d)).
 
It can also be observed that, 
even 
M
yan2swallowing can deliver the swallowing meaning alone, but it is 
also often used together with another character such as xia (下) to form 
a compound word yanxia (咽下) in modern Chinese to represent this 
swallowing meaning, as shown in (43i). Another new development of 
this sense is that now it can also indicate the action of how the throat 
can be closed to prevent internal entities (i.e., tooth, drool, saliva, 
phlegm, and blood in (43e-i)) from exiting from the body, as illustrated 
in Figure 37 below. Briefly, as shown in (43a-j) below, 
M
yan2swallowing is 
involved with not only the original HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL 
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INGESTION frame but also a MEDICINE frame, an ILLNESS frame, 
and a DEATH frame. Human or animal body is still with a crucial valve 
throat, which decides the possibility of external and internal entities‘ 
entrance into the human/animal body or exit from the human/animal 
body. 
 
                               Figure 37 Image Schema of Myan2swallowing 
     Similar to yan2swallowing, 
M
yan2swallowing is also associated with 
variations of common transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where 
objects follow predicates. Nevertheless, it is also newly associated with 
the special transitive [Subj BA/JIANG Obj Vtr.] constructions where 
objects precede predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions 
such as BA/JIANG. Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials 
are also seen there. For example, yan (咽) is associated with common 
transitive constructions in (43a-b, 43d-g, & 43i-j) and special transitive 
constructions in (43c & 43h). In these constructions, yan (咽) is always 
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the predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
 (43) a.    
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone  
                       女儿       今天        下午            咽         了        一      个       硬币。 
                     nv’er     jintian     xiawu       yan       le       yi      ge    yingbi 
                     daughter today afternoon swallow aux. one quantifier coin 
                     ‘(My) daughter swallowed a coin this afternoon.’  
                 Thematic:   [agent time     patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Adv  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
        b.    
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                      他   咽         了     一   大      口     没     嚼        烂    的      肉。 
                    ta    yan        le     yi   da    kou  mei  jiao    lan  de     rou 
                    he  swallow aux. one big mouth no chew soft aux. meat  
                    ‘He swallowed a big chunk of meat before chewing them well.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent    patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       c.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       病         老头儿         赶快     将         药丸     放    进  嘴         里        咽            了。 
                     bing   laotou’er gankuai jiang yaowan fang jin zui        li        yan         le            
                     sickly old man  quickly aux.      pill       put in mouth inside swallow aux.    
                      ‘The sickly old man immediately put the pill into his mouth and  
                      swallowed it.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent                patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj JIANG      Obj  Vtr1. C1  Vtr2.] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, MEDICINE 
       d.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       这      对              相爱          的    青年       人         一同       咽           了      毒药。 
                     zhe  dui        xiang’ai      de qingnian ren      yitong    yan        le     duyao 
                     this pair mutually love aux. youth people together swallow aux. poison  
                      ‘This young couple who are deeply in love with each other swallowed  
                      the poison (to die for their love).’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent                patient]   
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                 Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, DEATH 
       e.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       对决      中      的     武将       只  能     打  落   牙齿   往        肚子里    咽            了。 
                   duijue zhong de wujiang zhi neng da luo yachi wang duzi  li     yan          le            
                    duel middle aux. General only can hit fall tooth toward tummy inside swallow aux.    
                     ‘The two dueling Generals have no other choice but just swallow down  
                    their tooth beaten down during the fight.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent       patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Vtr1. Obj  Advb2  Vtr2.] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       f.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       我        故意               咽            了             口             口水。 
                     wo      guyi             yan          le           kou         koushui 
                      I    on purpose   swallow   aux.   quantifier    drool 
                      ‘I swallowed my drool on purpose.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent              patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       g.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       两        人             不由               咽            了     一      口                唾沫。 
                     liang  ren         buyou           yan         le      yi     kou            tuomo 
                      two person cannot help   swallow   aux.  one quantifier  saliva 
                      ‘Two of them cannot help but swallow saliva.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent              patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       h.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       我    把        浓       痰            又         咽             了       回去 。 
                     wo   ba     nong   tan        you      yan          le       huiqu 
                      I      BA  thick phlegm again   swallow   aux.   back 
                      ‘I swallowed back my phlegm again.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent           patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj BA      Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
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       i.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       刘雨田                咽          下       了     自己    喉咙      里        的       鲜血。 
                     liu yutian       yan        xia       le     ziji  houlong    li       de      xianxue       
                     Liu Yutian  swallow down  aux.  self  throat    inside aux. fresh blood 
                      ‘Liu Yutian swallowed down the fresh blood in her throat.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent              patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj      Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, ILLNESS 
       j.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       母鸡     咽               水。 
                     muji    yan          shui     
                      hen   swallow   water aux.  
                      ‘The hen swallows water.’ 
                 Thematic:   [agent        patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
 
        
M
yan2swallowing also reinforces yan (咽)‘s synonymic correlation with 
tun (吞): As shown in (44a-c), yan (咽) frequently appears with tun (吞) 
together as a compound word tunyan (吞咽) or in pair as an idiom lang 
tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽). In these occurrences, tunyan (吞咽) and lang 
tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽 ) basically still denote the action of allowing 
external entities to enter into human or animal body while throat is 
open, even though the other characters in lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽) 
also contribute to defining the manner of this swallowing action. Thus, 
they are also involved with HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL 
INGESTION frame like 
M




(44) a.    
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, V, used together with tun (吞) 
                       (他)  吞       咽             困难。          
                     ta    tun     yan         kunnan     
                     he  gulp  swallow   difficult    
                     ‘(He) has difficulty swallowing food down through the throat.’ 
                 Thematic:   [(Experiencer)]   
                 Syntactic:   [(Subj)  Vint.   C] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       b.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/, idiom, paired up with tun (吞)  
                       孩子们       一       个               个           狼      吞      虎       咽        起来。 
                     haizimen  yi       ge              ge         lang  tun    hu     yan      qilai 
                     children  one quantifier quantifier wolf gulp tiger swallow up 
                     ‘Those children all started gulping down food like wolves and tigers.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor   Manner]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vint. ] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
       c.     
M
yan2swallowing, /yan4/,  idiom, paired up with tun (吞) 
                       恐龙             又   有    狼      吞    虎       咽               不断      嚼      食    的    习惯。                     
                     konglong you you lang  tun  hu     yan         buduan  jiao   shi  de  xiguan        
                     dinosaur  also has wolf gulp tiger swallow nonstop chew eat aux. habit 
                    ‘Dinosaurs have the habit of gulping down food without chewing it well.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor   Manner]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                                                        / \ 
                                                   Attr    NP  
                 Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
 
      What is referred to in the literature as ―idioms‖ makes up a large 
and heterogeneous class of (semi-)fixed multiword expressions (Grant 
and Bauer, 2004). In this case, we will just talk about the idiom (成语) 
in modern Chinese. A general definition of idiom as a multiword 
construction which has a non-productive syntactic structure and whose 
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meaning depends on the meanings of its constituents but cannot be 
deduced entirely from the meanings of its constituents. Not all idioms 
are metaphorical, but it is possible for some idioms to have both literal 
and metaphorical meanings. Gibbs (1990) claims that, idioms‘ literal 
meanings may directly contribute to their metaphorical meanings. Our 
conceptual system often motivates the figurative meanings of idioms. 
People have tacit knowledge of the metaphorical basis of idioms, and 
they have consistent mental images for idioms (i.e., spill the beans). 
Similarly, lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽 ) does not only have the 
abovementioned literal meaning but also brings metaphorical meaning . 
For example, it depicts an action of consuming without careful 
calculation in a REFINERY frame in (45a) as well as an action of 
reading without thorough understanding of details in a READING frame 
in (45b). Those two metaphorical meanings arise from the connection 




(45) a.    lang tun hu yan, idiom   
                      这         些             高    储量       的  铁     矿石，    足够    一       个           
                    zhe     xie          gao chuliang de tie kuangshi zugou  yi      ge 
                    this quantifier high reserve aux. iron ore      enough one quantifier  
                      大型                治炼厂           狼  吞   虎   咽      20        年。  
                    daxing      yelianchang  lang tun hu yan  ershi    nian       
                    large-scale    refinery             consume         twenty year 
                   ‘The iron ore reserve is rich enough for a large refinery to consume for  
                    20 years .’ 
       b.     lang tun hu yan, idiom   
                      我    捧     起  这   些     中国          历史  文学，   便        狼     吞  虎  咽     起来。             
                    wo peng qi zhe xie zhongguo lishi wenxue bian   lang tun hu yan  qilai 
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                    I hold up this quantifier China history literature then     read up        up 
                       ‘I immediately start to read up on those books about Chinese history and  





       
M
yan3stronghold is still used as a noun in modern Chinese and 
sketches a protected place that is strongly built and difficult to attack. It 
is often used together with hou (喉) to form compound word yanhou (咽
喉) and gives up its independent usage. Briefly, as shown in (46a-c) 
below, 
M
yan3stronghold is involved with the original WAR frame. The  
military territorial target (i.e., ―Dian Mian lu (Road Dian Mian)‖ and 
―Xuchang (City Xuchang)‖) that are to be conquered by invaders) can 
still be considered as a giant human body. The stronghold (i.e., 
―Yangguagn haigang (Yangguang harbour)‖ and ―Huanzhou cheng 
(City Huanzhou)‖)) are crucial gateways that can be closed to allow or 
prevent external entities entering into the giant human body. 
          Similar to yan3stronghold, 
M
yan3stronghold is also associated with 
variations of transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj]. Non-core syntactic 
elements such as adverbials are also seen there. Yanhou (咽喉) can 
also take up (part of) object role that links with thematic role Patient. It 
is also frequently used, either as attributive modifiers or as head nouns 




(46) a.   
M
yan3stronghold, /yan1/, N, used together with hou (喉)  
                       只有      保卫      滇       缅      路    的     咽喉——仰光           
                     zhiyou baowei Dian   Mian   lu    de   yanhou  Yangguang   
                     Only    protect   Dian  Mian road aux. stronghold Yangguang  
                       海港        的     安全。 
                        haigang   de  anquan   
                        harbour  aux. safety    
                     ‘(We) can only protect the safety of Yangguang harbour which is the  
                    stronghold of Road Dian Mian’s.’  
                 Thematic:   [(Agent)                Patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [(Subj)   Advb   Vtr.  Obj] 
                                                                        / \ 
                                                                   Attr   NP  
                 Frame: WAR 
        b.    
M
yan3stronghold, /yan1/, idiom, used together with hou (喉)  
                                                    & paired up with  yaodao (要道) 
        李世民          夺取  了            洛阳             通往      东       南        
       Li Shiming  duoqu  le           luoyang    tongwang dong  nan   
       Li Shimin     seize   aux.  City Luoyang  lead to  south  east City  
       许昌            的   咽喉              要道             擐州                    城。 
        xuchang      de yanhou          yaodao        huanzhou        cheng 
        Xuchang   aux. stronghold  stronghold City Huanzhou  city 
        ‘Li Shimin’s army seized the stronghold City Huanzhou  
         from City Luoyang to City Xuchang in the southeast.’  
      Thematic:   [Agent    Patient]   
      Syntactic:   [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                                               / \ 
                                          Attr   NP  









Myan4blocking          
         M
yan4blocking still depicts the action of blocking the exit or entrance of 
something (A) with something (B), so entities inside A cannot come out 
from A and other external people or things cannot go into A or see 
entities inside A. When used as a transitive verb in variations of 
transitive construction [Subj Advb Vtr. (Obj)], it appears in an idiom 
―mayechezhen (马咽车阗)‖ as shown in (47) and is only involved with 
the original TRAFFIC frame.  
 
(47)        
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, idiom 
                       (成语   )“马     咽      车  阗”  (形容        车        马               繁           
                     chengyu ma  ye   che zhen xingrong che     ma           fan          
                     Idiom horse choke car fill describe vehicle carriage numerous  
                     多，   非常    热闹)。 
                    duo feichang renao 
                      many very bustling 
                    ‘The idiom ma ye che tian describe how bustling a street when it is filled  
                     with many vehicles and carriages.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Agent            Patient]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj1  Vtr1.  (Obj1)  Subj2  Vtr2.  (Obj2)] 
                 Frame: TRAFFIC 
 
      As shown in (48a-m), 
M
yan4blocking can also be used an intransitive 
verb, but unlike yan4blocking, it is more often used together with another 
character qi (泣), geng (哽), wu (呜), ning (凝) to form compound word 
yeqi (咽泣), gengye (哽咽), wuye (呜咽), ningye (凝咽) in modern 
Chinese. It is not only involved with the original SOB, RIVER, and 
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FLUTE frame but also a TRUMPET frame, a FLOOD frame, a SEA 
frame, a SKY frame, a WIND frame, and a SPRING frame. In the SOB 
frame, sad emotion still drives the person who is sobbing to close the 
throat so that internal entity sobbing sound cannot exit from the human 
body from time to time, which makes the sobbing sound intermittently. 
If we apply the HUMAN BODY image schema to the FLUTE frame and 
other similar RIVER, TRUMPET, FLOOD, SEA, SKY, WIND, and 
SPRING frame, the flute, the river, the trumpet, the flood, the sea, the 
sky, the wind, and the spring can be considered as giant human bodies. 
The giant human bodies also have numerous throats that can be 
closed to disallow internal sounds from exiting from the giant human 
bodies. All these ‗giant human bodies‘ are personified here so they can 
also feel sad emotions like humans. Again, the sad emotions drive 
them to close the throats so that internal entities cannot exit from the 
giant human bodies periodically, which makes the sobbing sound 
intermittently. Similar to yan4blocking, 
M
yan4blocking is associated with 
intransitive construction [Subj Vint.] here, where yan (咽) links with 
thematic roles actor, manner and location. 
 
(48) a.    
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with qi (泣) 
                       女人            又             咽泣      了。 
                     nvren       you          yeqi      le 
                     woman   again        sob    cry    aux. 
                     ‘The woman sobbed again.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj Advb   Vint.]   
                 Frame: SOB 
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       c.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with geng (哽) 
                      他      已经         哽咽          地       说       不         下去           了。 
                    ta     yijing      geng ye     di      shuo   bu      xiaqu         le 
                    he   already      sob          aux.   talk     no    continue    aux. 
                    ‘He sobbed and could not continue talking anymore.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.   C]   
                 Frame: SOB 
       d.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                     ( 烈火             在     焚烧，       )灾民                                 在     呜咽。 
                    liehuo        zai  fenshao        zaimin                             zai    wuye    
                    raging fire at    burn   victims of a natural calamity at      sob    
                    ‘Raging fire is burning, while those drought victims are sobbing.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: SOB 
       e.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with ning (凝) 
                       市长             得知   她   的                  儿女            因为     葬礼       有  了     负债 
                     shizhang dezhi    ta   de               ernv         yinwei zangli    you  le   fuzhai  
                     mayor      know she aux. son and daughter for     funeral have aux. debt  
                    之后               不禁        凝        咽。 
                     zhihou        bujin      ning    ye 
                     after     cannot help freeze sob 
                    ‘The mayor cannot help sobbing after knowing that her son and daughter  
                     got into debt for her funeral.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor  Manner]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Advb  Vint.]   
                 Frame: SOB 
       f.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with you (幽) 
                       箫        声         幽        咽 ，      (行      旅        匆促。) 
                     xiao  sheng  you      ye        xing    lv      congcu 
                     flute sound sad     sob        walk travel     rush 
                    ‘(He) heard a flute sobbing sadly on a rushed trip.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor  Manner]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj  Advb  Vint. ]   
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                 Frame: FLUTE, SOB 
       g.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used alone 
                       (當年                    “馬蹄聲         碎 ，   )  喇叭        聲 咽”。 
                     dangnian         matisheng   sui          laba      sheng       ye 
                     that very year     hoof      broken   trumpet sound       sob 
                    ‘It is all hurried hooves and sobbing sound at that very year.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: TRUMPET, SOB 
       h.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                       洪水            从           英雄       的  腿   缝     间           无力          地   呜咽   而 去。 
                     hongshui cong yingxiong de  tui feng jian       wuli          de  wuye er qu 
                     flood       from     hero       aux. leg gap middle powerless  aux. sob  aux.  go                   
                    ‘The flood finally recedes, sobbing away from the heroes’ legs.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor  Manner]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj  Advb  Vint.]   
                                                 / \ 
                                        Advb  Vint. 
                 Frame: FLOOD, SOB 
       i.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                      (河水      呜咽，)  文      山                 震撼 
                     heshui   wuye   wen shan         zhenhan                                      
                    river       sob    wen mountain   shake  
                    ‘River is sobbing, and the Wen Mountain is shaking.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: RIVER, SOB 
       j.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                       (阴云                低      垂，)         海涛          呜咽。 
                     yinyun           di   chui         haitao       wu ye 
                     dark clouds low dangle   sea wave      sob 
                    ‘Dark clouds dangle lowly in the sky while waves sob in the sea.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: SEA, SOB 
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       k.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                       苍天              呜咽，    (大地    洒    泪。) 
                     cangtian     wuye      dadi    sa     lei 
                     dark sky      sob       earth spray tear 
                    ‘Dark sky is sobbing while the earth is crying.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: SKY, SOB 
       l.     
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                       秋             风           呜咽，     ( 阴云         低       垂。) 
                     qiu         feng     wuye         yinyun      di     chui 
                     autumn wind     sob     dark clouds  low dangle    
                    ‘Autumn wind is sobbing, and dark clouds dangling lowly in the sky.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Vint.]   
                 Frame: WIND, SOB 
       m.    
M
yan4blocking, /ye4/, V, used together with wu (呜) 
                       山             泉              于    极          遥远       处        呜咽。 
       shan       quan         yu    ji       yaoyuan chu    wuye  
                     mountain spring    at  very        far      place    sob 
                       ‘Spring is sobbing in the far far away place in the mountain.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Actor   Location]   
                 Syntactic:   [Subj   Advb  Vint.]   






       
M
yan5blockage is still used alone as a noun in modern Chinese and 
denotes a thing that blocks flow or movement, such as stopping a liquid 
from moving through a narrow place. It is still involved with the original 
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SPRING frame as shown in (49). Unlike yan5blockage, 
M
yan3stronghold is 
associated with variations of transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj] 
where yan (咽) assumes part of the subject slot, corresponding to 
thematic role source.  
 
(49)       
M
yan5blockage, /yan1/, N, used alone  
                    如          咽             流           泉          泪      不     干。           
                       ru        yan              liu       quan       lei      bu   gan 
                    like   blockage   flowing spring    tears   not   dry 
                    ‘Tears keep coming out from (their eyes) which looks like spring water  
                     keeps flowing out from a blocked spring which has just been cleared.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Source           Actor]   
                 Syntactic:   [Advb                          Subj  Vint.] 
                                         / \ 
                                    Conj  Subj  Vtr.  Obj 







         Myan6withholding-expression is still used alone as a verb in modern 
Chinese and depicts the action of some one‘s refraining himself from 
expressing his internal feeling and thoughts. It can even be used 
together with tun (吞) to form a compound word tunxia (吞咽) in modern 
Chinese to represent this withholding-expression meaning, as shown in 
(50j). Briefly, as shown in (50a-j) below, 
M
yan6withholding-expression is 
involved with not only the original SPEECH frame but also some other 
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new frames. These new frames include a LAUGHTER frame, the 
SPEECH frame‘s sub-frames such as a COMFORTING SPEECH 
frame, a SPEECH ABOUT DIFFICULTY frame, a PROMISE frame, 
and a SPEECH ABOUT TROUBLE frame, as well as a FEELING 
frame with relevant sub-frames such as a SORROW frame, a REGRET 
frame, and an ANGER frame. The throat is still the crucial valve for 
internal entities (i.e., ―xiaosheng (laughter)‖, ―hua (words)‖, ―anwei 
(comfort)‖, ―nanchu (complaints of difficulty)‖, ―shiyan (promise)‖,  
―kuzhong (concerns for trouble)‖, ―ziwei (various feelings)‖, ―beitong 
(sorrow)‖, ―huihen (regret)‖, and ―nuqi (anger)‖) to pass through and 
come out from the speaker‘s human body. Nevertheless, the speaker 
can make his own choice of closing the throat or not with yan6withholding-
expression, so the expression-withholding action is still a volitional act here. 
           Beside the newly involved frames, 
M
yan6withholding-expression is also 
freshly associated with special transitive constructions [Obj Subj Vtr.] or 
[Subj Obj Vtr.] where objects precede predicates, with a new help from 
modern such as BA/JIANG/SHI. Ba-structure, jiang-structure, and shi-
structure are very basic and popular in modern Chinese, and they 
emphasize more on what the verb has done to the object. In these 
constructions, yan (咽) is always the predicate linking with argument 







 (50) a.    
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone  
                  黄           老    太     把      安慰          咽         到      肚         里。  
                    huang    lao  tai    ba    anwei      yan      dao   du         li         
                    Huang old lady   BA comfort withhold  to  tummy inside 
                    ‘The old Mrs. Huang withheld herself from saying these  
                     comfort words.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent        Patient       Goal]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA     Obj  Vtr.    C] 
                 Frame: COMFORTING SPEECH 
        b.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                 他们   把    自己   的      难处        先         咽        进         肚        里。  
                     tamen ba    ziji    de     nanchu  xian    yan      jin       du        li          
                     they  BA  self  aux. difficulty first withhold into tummy inside 
                     ‘They withheld themselves from speaking out their difficulties 
                      first.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent       Patient       Goal]    
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA    Obj  Vtr.    C] 
                 Frame: SPEECH ABOUT DIFFICULTY 
       c.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                      他    把         悲痛         咽           回       肚子         里。  
                       ta    ba       beitong   yan        hui    duzi         li         
                     he  BA   sorrow  withhold  back  tummy   inside 
                     ‘He withheld himself from showing his sorrow.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent        Patient     Goal]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA      Obj  Vtr. C] 
                 Frame: SORROW  
       d.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                      海霞        把      悔恨      咽         到      肚        里。  
                       hai xia    ba    huihen  yan     dao    du        li          
                     Haixia  BA  regret  withhold to  tummy inside 
                     ‘Haixia withheld herself from expressing her regret after reflecting on it.’
      Thematic:  [Agent        Patient      Goal]     
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA      Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: REGRET  
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e.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                     她    把       到     了        嘴       边    的        话      又      给        咽            了     回去 。  
                    ta     ba     dao   le       zui    bian de      hua   you    gei      yan           le  huiqu         
                   she  BA   reach aux. mouth side aux. words again aux.  withhold aux. back 
                   ‘She withheld herself from speaking again when the words were about to  
                    slip out from her mouth.’ 
      Thematic:  [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA     Obj  GEI   Vtr. C] 
                 Frame: SPEECH 
       f.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                     韩国                   队    只   得   将     击败    中国         队    的    誓言          
                    Hanguo         dui   zhi  de jiang jibai Zhongguo dui de  shiyan  
                    South Korea team just can JIANG defeat China team aux. promise  
                    咽              了      下去。 
                    withhold le    xiaqu   
                     swallow aux. down 
                   ‘South Korea team can only withheld themselves from making 
                    the promise of defeating China team.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent           Patient          Direction]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj JIANG   Obj  Vtr.     C] 
                 Frame: PROMISE 
       g.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       张化水                     硬生生               地         将        怒气          咽           了    回去。 
                      zhang hua shui yingshengsheng de   jiang     nuqi        yan           le  huiqu 
                     Zhang Huashui abruptly          aux.     JIANG  anger   withhold aux.   back  
                     ‘Zhang Huashui abruptly withheld himself from showing his anger.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                       Patient        Direction]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb JIANG    Obj  Vtr.     C] 
                 Frame: ANGER 
       h.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                      苦衷                                                                                 只      好        
                     kuzhong                                                                 zhi    hao     
                     troubles that people are reluctant to mention  can  better   
                       咽                 心       里。 
                     yan            xin     li     
                     withhold  heart  inside 
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                     ‘(He) can only withhold himself from mentioning his troubles.’ 
                 Thematic:  [(Agent)  Patient                  Goal]     
                 Syntactic:  [(Subj)      Obj  Advb  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: SPEECH ABOUT TROUBLE 
        i.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                      洪应星                     冷     哼      一     声，           竟                使          徐长风 
                      hong yingxing   leng heng   yi sheng         jing             shi    xu chang feng 
                      Hong Yingxing cold   hum one sound unexpectedly SHI  Xu Changfeng 
                        的         笑声         硬生生                  地         咽            了       回去。 
                      de   xiaosheng yingshengsheng de       yan         le     huiqu               
                      aux.  laughter   abruptly            aux.   withhold   aux.   back 
                      ‘Hong Yingxing’s unexpected snort made Xu Changfeng abruptly  
                      withhold his laughter.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                    Patient          Direction]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  SHI     Obj  Vtr.      C]                  
                 Frame: LAUGHTER 
        j.     
M
yan6withholding-expression, /yan4/, V, used together with tun (吞) 
                       酸        甜        苦      辣,    个中        滋味,     我   自己    吞    咽       在   肚          里。 
                     suan  tian      ku     la   gezhong ziwei    wo   ziji    tun    yan   zai  du         li           
                   sour sweet bitter spicy inside flavour  I  myself gulp withhold at tummy inside 
                     ‘I withhold all kinds of feelings to myself but not share with anybody.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Patient Agent        Location]    
                 Syntactic:  [Obj        Subj Vtr.   C] 













       Now let us move on to the two new senses emerged in modern 
Chinese. 
M
yan7enduring depicts an action of some one‘s forcing himself to 
accept negative externalities, including―jiannan (hardship)‖, ―wunai 
(frustration)‖, ―ku guo (consequence)‖, ―weiqu (injustice)‖, ―ku shui 
(suffering)‖, ―leng yan leng yu (criticism)‖, ―bu ping zhi shi (unfairness)‖, 
―quru (humiliation)‖, ―qi (insult)‖, and ―ku jiu (bitterness)‖, etc, as shown 
in (51a-i). It can not only be used a verb alone but used together with 
another character such as xia (下) to form a compound word yanxia (咽
下) in modern Chinese to represent this enduring meaning, as shown in 
(51g-i). 
 
(51)  a.    
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                        有        许多        艰难      和         无奈，      两          个              
                      you     xuduo   jiannan he       wunai     liang      ge            
                      have  many  hardship and frustration  two  quantifier  
                      人              慢慢      地           咽          了。 
                     ren       manman de         yan        le  
                     people   slowly  aux.   endure   aux. 
                     ‘The two of them slowly endure all these hardship and  
                      frustration together.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Patient Agent]   
                 Syntactic:  [Obj       Subj Advb Vtr.] 
                 Frame: HARDSHIP, FRUSTRATION 
       b.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                     自己     酿         的        苦        果     自己         咽。 
                      ziji      niang   de       ku     guo    ziji         yan 
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                     self    brew    aux.   bitter   fruit   self     endure 
                     ‘You have to endure the bitter consequence caused by yourself.’ 
                 Thematic:   [Patient   Agent]   
                 Syntactic:  [Obj Subj Vtr.] 
                 Frame: CONSEQUENCE 
       c.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       她       常    把      那     委屈         硬是           咽           进        肚        里       去。 
                    ta   chang ba     na    weiqu   yingshi      yan        jin       du       li       qu 
                     she often BA that injustice forcefully endure   into tummy inside go 
                     a‘She often forces herself to endure that kind of injustice.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent           Patient      Goal]                 
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA        Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: INJUSTICE 
       d.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                     乡村         也      只    能    把      苦        水        往           肚         里          咽。 
                     xiangcun ye   zhi neng ba     ku     shui   wang       du       li         yan 
                     village    also only can BA bitter water toward tummy inside endure 
                     ‘Villages can only endure the bitter suffering by  themselves.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent      Patient  Direction]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj BA    Obj       Advb     Vtr.]                  
                 Frame: SUFFERING 
       e.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                       张卫东                         毕竟      有      风流       罪过， 这些          
                     zhang wei dong     bijing   you   fengliu zuiguo zhexie  
                     Zhang Weidong  after all  have affair        sin      these   
                       冷     言           冷        语       也      就        咽          了。 
                     leng yan       leng    yu     ye     jiu      yan        le 
                     cold words  cold words also  just  endure  aux. 
                     ‘Zhang Weidong endured all these sarcastic comments; 
                      after all, he is bearing the sin of having an affair first.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Clause  Obj   Adv Vtr.] 
                 Frame: CRITICISM 
       f.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used alone 
                    农民          遇到         不平     之       事，  往往           咽        在     肚        里。 
                    nongmin yudao   buping zhi    shi  wangwang yan     zai    du       li 
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                    farmer encounter unfair   aux. matter often    endure at tummy inside 
                    ‘Farmers are used to endure all unfair treatments by themselves.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent      Patient                     Location]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Vtr1.  Obj   Advb Vtr2.   C] 
                 Frame: UNFAIRNESS 
       g.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                    中国人                带着      咽        不    下      的      民族      屈辱。 
                    Zhongguoren daizhe yan      bu   xia    de    minzu   quru 
                    Chinese          carry endure   no down aux. nation humiliation 
                     ‘Chinese are carrying national humiliation that cannot be endured.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent    Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Vtr.   Obj] 
                                                       /    \ 
                                                   Vtr. C NP 
                 Frame: HUMILIATION 
       h.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                     球       員          肯定            咽         不     下      這          口           氣。 
                     qiu  yuan    kending      yan         bu   xia    zhe       kou        qi  
                     ball player definitely endure       no down this quantifier insult 
                     ‘The ball players definitely cannot endure this kind of insult.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.  C Obj] 
                 Frame: INSULT 
        i.     
M
yan7enduring, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                     他们       不得不   咽                 下     这      杯       苦      酒。 
                      tamen   budebu yan            xia   zhe    bei     ku      jiu 
                     they    have to   endure   down  this   cup  bitter  wine. 
                      ‘They have to endure this bitter result.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                            Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.  Advb  Obj] 
                 Frame: BITTERNESS         
 
       Subsequently, 
M
yan7enduring is involved with a HARDSHIP frame, a 
FRUSTRATION frame, a CONSEQUENCE frame, an INJUSTICE 
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frame, a SUFFERING frame, a CRITICISM frame, an UNFAIRNESS 
frame, a HUMILIATION frame, an INSULT frame, and a BITTERNESS 
frame. The throat is the crucial valve for external entity to pass through 
and enter into the human body. The person has to open the throat and 
allow the internal entity to come in due to certain reasons. To sum things 
up, it can be seen that a mapping from the source domain ―HUMAN 
INGESTION frame‖ that 
M
yan2swallowing is involved with to those target 
domains that 
M
yan7enduring is involved with may take place here, as 
illustrated in Figure 38.  
                       Figure 38   the ENDURING IS INGESTION metaphor:  
HUMAN INGESTION frame > 
HARDSHIP/FRUSTRATION/CONSEQUENCE/INJUSTICE/SUFFERING/CRITICISM/
UNFAIRNESS/HUMILIATION/INSULT/BITTERNESS frame Mapping 
 
 




yan7enduring‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. 
M
yan7enduring is associated with variations of common 
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transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] in (51f-i). It is also associated 
with special transitive constructions [Obj Subj Vtr.] or [Subj Obj Vtr.] in 
(51a-e), where objects precede predicates, with a new help from modern 
such as BA/JIANG/SHI sometimes. In those constructions, yan (咽 ) 
usually assumes the predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles agent 
and patient. This is similar to how 
M
yan2swallowing behaves in its 
occurrences, which eventually helps push the sense development from 
M
yan2swallowing  to 
M
yan7enduring as shown in Figure 39 below.  
       (43)   d.  
M
yan2swallowing, V, used alone 
                       Thematic:   [agent                patient]   
                       Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                       Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
Extend to > 
      (51)    i.   
M
yan7enduring, V, used alone 
                       Thematic:  [Agent                            Patient]   
                       Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.  Advb  Obj] 
                       Frame: BITTERNESS         
 
 
       (43)   h.  
M
yan2swallowing, V, used alone 
                       Thematic:   [agent           patient]   
                       Syntactic:   [Subj BA      Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                       Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
Extend to > 
        (51)  d.  
M
yan7enduring, V, used alone 
                        Thematic:  [Agent      Patient  Direction]   
                        Syntactic:  [Subj BA    Obj       Advb     Vtr.]                  
                        Frame: SUFFERING 
 












       
M
yan8taking-in describes an action of a person or an entity‘s taking in 
positive or neutral externalities, including ―yuan you (crude oil)‖, ―zhen 
qing (true affection reflected in warm welcome)‖, ―xiao chen de hua 
(Little Chen‘s words)‖ and ―xiao chen de huxi (Little Chen‘s way of 





yan7enduring: the taker can make his own 
choice of opening the throat or not with 
M
yan8taking-in without being forced 
to do so due to certain reasons. Namely, this taking-in action is a 
volitional act. Generally, it is used together with another character such 
as xia (下) to form a compound word yanxia (咽下) in modern Chinese 
to represent this taking-in meaning, as shown in (52a-d). 
 
 (52)  a.   
M
yan8taking-in, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       国内               炼油厂             装置        不   一定  “咽”       
                    guonei    lianyouchang zhuangzhi bu yiding yan          
                    domestic  oil refinery       facility   not  sure  take in   
                      得      下         国外      品类       繁多          的        原油。 
                      de    xia       guowai pinlei  fanduo      de     yuanyou 
                    can  down  foreign  type    various     aux.  crude oil 
                    ‘The facilities in domestic oil refineries are not necessarily able to process  
                     various types of crude oil imported from foreign countries.’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                     Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr.  C Obj] 
                 Frame: PETROLEUM 
        b.   
M
yan8taking-in, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       （亲人               热情            款待    他，）可是   他    岂        咽         
                     qinren         reqing      kuandai ta   keshi   ta   qi      yan       
                     relatives     warmly       treat  him   but    he  how  take in  
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                     得       下       这       份                    真情                呢？ 
                    de      xia     zhe    fen             zhenqing         ne 
                      can  down   this quantifier  true affection   aux. 
                    ‘Even his relatives treat him warmly, but how he take in this true  
                     affection?’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent                   Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb  Vtr.   Obj]                  
                 Frame: AFFECTION 
       c.     
M
yan8taking-in, /yan4/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       小梅           把        小陈            的       话，          连同             
                     xiao mei   ba    xiao chen     de    hua           liantong      
                     little Mei  BA. little Chen  aux. words  together with    
                       他     的     呼吸，   一起        咽下。 
                      ta     de    huxi       yiqi        yanxia 
                      he  aux. breath  together  take in  
                      ‘Little Mei is feeling Little Chen’s words as well as the way he breathes  
                     with her heart (– this is a typical girl in love).’ 
                 Thematic:  [Agent            Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj  BA       Obj1 Obj2   Advb  Vtr.   ] 
                 Frame: SPEECH, BREATH 
 
      Successively, 
M
yan8taking-in is involved with a PETROLEUM frame, 
an AFFECTION frame, a SPEECH frame, and a BREATH frame. The 
oil refinery in the PETROLEUM frame can be viewed as a huge human 
body, which has many huge throats that can be opened to take in 
external entities (i.e., ―yuan you (crude oil)‖) to enter into this huge 
human body and then external entities will be processed in this huge 
human body. On the other hand, in the AFFECTION frame, the 
SPEECH frame, and the BREATH frame, the throat is the crucial valve 
for external entities, such as ―zhen qing (true affection reflected in 
warm welcome)‖, ―xiao chen de hua (Little Chen‘s words)‖, or ―xiao 
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chen de huxi (Little Chen‘s way of breathing)‖), to pass through and 
enter into the takers‘ bodies or even the takers‘ hearts. To sum things 
up, it can be seen that a mapping from the source domain ―HUMAN 
INGESTION frame‖ that 
M
yan2swallowing is involved with to those target 
domains that 
M
yan8taking-in is involved with may take place here, as 
illustrated in Figure 40.  
 
                               Figure 40   the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor:  








yan8taking-in‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. 
M
yan8taking-in is also associated with variations of 
common transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] in (52a-b). It is also 
associated with special transitive constructions [Subj Obj Vtr.] with a 
new help from modern such as BA/JIANG/SHI sometimes in (52c), 
where objects precede predicates. In those constructions, yan (咽 ) 
usually assumes the predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles 
agent and patient. This is similar to how 
M
yan2swallowing behaves in its 





yan8taking-in as shown in Figure 41 below.  
 
       (43)   d.  
M
yan2swallowing, V, used alone 
                       Thematic:   [agent                patient]   
                       Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                       Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
Extend to > 
      (52)    b.   
M
yan8taking-in, V, used alone 
                        Thematic:  [Agent                   Patient]   
                        Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb  Vtr.   Obj]                  










       (43)   h.  
M
yan2swallowing, V, used alone 
                       Thematic:   [agent           patient]   
                       Syntactic:   [Subj BA      Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                       Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
Extend to > 
        (52)  c.  
M
yan8taking-in, V, used alone 
                        Thematic:  [Agent            Patient]   
                        Syntactic:  [Subj  BA       Obj1 Obj2   Advb  Vtr.   ] 
                        Frame: SPEECH, BREATH 
                
















2.2.3 Summary of the Modern Development of yan (咽)’s 
Senses 
            Briefly, the development of yan (咽)‘s eight modern polysemic 
senses is motivated by the STRONGHOLD IS THROAT metaphor, the 
BLOCKING IS THROAT‘S CLOSING UP metaphor, the BLOCKAGE IS 
THROAT metaphor, the WITHHOLDING-EXPRESSION IS 
INGESTION metaphor, the ENDURING IS INGESTION metaphor, and 
the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor. The similarities between the 
eight senses‘ associated syntactic constructions and thematic roles 
also help propel this modern development. A concise summary of the 







CHAPTER 3. TUN (吞)’S HISTORICAL AND 
MODERN SENSE DEVELOPMENT 
 
3.1 Historical Development of tun (吞)’s Senses  
3.1.1 An Overview  
      In order to have a clear picture of its historical development, all of 
tun (吞)‘s 72 historical occurrences (excluding definitions in dictionaries) 
before AD 1912 are collected and presented in chronological order in 
(53-124) as below. Each occurrence is described with details including 
its assigned sense, assigned pronunciation, part of speech, usage, 
associated thematic roles, associated participant roles, associated 






问)‟(770 BC - 
221 BC) 
 
(53)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          脾              為           (人)                吞                    (酸)。 
          pi             wei       ren              tun                suan 
          spleen    relate    people  gulp down  stomach acid 
         ‘Spleen is related to the illness of gulping stomach acid  
          back down into throat.’  
        Thematic:   [Theme               Agent          Patient]   
        Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]  
                                                              / \  
                                                     (Subj)   Vtr.  (Obj) 
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
‘Su Wen (素
问)‟(770 BC - 
221 BC) 
(54)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          其     動        為             (人)                吞                    (酸)。 
          qi   dong    wei        ren              tun                suan 
          it  change   be      people  gulp down  stomach acid 
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          ‘The victim would show the symptom of gulping stomach acid  
          back down into throat.’  
        Thematic:   [Theme               Agent          Patient]   
        Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]  
                                                              / \  
                                                     (Subj)   Vtr.  (Obj) 
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
„Miraculous 
Pivot (灵枢)‟  
(476 BC - 221 
BC) 
 
(55)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          脾              主           (人)                吞                    (酸)。 
          pi             zhu       ren            tun                suan 
          spleen    lead      people  gulp down  stomach acid 
         ‘Spleen controls the illness of gulping stomach acid  
          back down into throat.’  
        Thematic:   [Theme               Agent          Patient]   
        Syntactic:   [Subj   Vtr   Obj]  
                                                 / \  
                                     (Subj)   Vtr.  (Obj) 
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 
„Wu Ch'i's Art 
of War (吳子)‟  
(440 BC - 381 
BC) 
 
(56)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
         志         在      吞             敵       者，  必       加       其            爵              列。 
        zhi       zai    tun          di      zhe     bi      jia       qi           jue              lie 
       ambition at  conquer  enemy people must increase he Chinese nobility rank 
         ‘Whoever is determined to conquer enemies must be promoted to  
          a higher rank of Chinese nobility.’  
         Thematic:  [Theme                      Patient          Agent]   
         Syntactic:  [MOD                                             NP]   
                             / \  
                           Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative  
                                                           / \  
                                                     Vtr.  Obj          







Tzu (莊子)‟  
(369 BC - 286 
BC) 
 
(57)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          吞                  舟     之    魚，      碭          而    失      水。 
         tun            zhou  zhi  yu       dang      er    shi    shui                            
         gulp down boat aux. fish churn out and lose water  
         ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat is churned out from  
          water.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          
        Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION  
 
„The Song of 
Chu (楚辭)‟  
(352 BC - 281 
BC) 
 
(58)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
          (雄虺)                           吞               人        以   益      其   心。 
          xionghui                  tun           ren      yi    yi      qi   xin   
          A giant python  gulp down people to benefit it  heart   
          ‘The giant python gulps down people to benefit its heart.’  
        Thematic:  [(Agent)         Patient Purpose]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj       CCOMP]   




(280 BC - 233 
BC)  
(59)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
         我     且      曰     子       取              吞              之。 
        wo  qie    yue    zi      qu            tun          zhi 
        I     then   say  you    rob     gulp down    it 
        ‘Then I will just say that you robbed me of the pearl and then  
         swallow it.’                   
        Thematic:  [Agent                   Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr1.  Vtr2.  Obj]   












(60)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          吞                    舟      之    魚，  陸處     則    不      勝       螻蟻。 
         tun              zhou  zhi   yu    luchu   ze    bu  sheng  louyi                           
         gulp down boat  aux. fish  land    then  not  win     ant  
         ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat can be attacked by  
          ants once it is on the land.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          








(61)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
         (豫让)        又               吞                    炭         以        变        其        音。 
         yurang    you           tun                tan       yi      bian      qi      yin 
         Yurang    then    gulp down    charcoal   so   change   his    voice 
        ‘(Yurang) then gulped down charcoal to change his voice.’  
        Thematic:   [(Agent)       Patient  Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
„Xinyu (新語)‟  
(240 BC - 170 
BC) 
 
(62)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (秦始皇)                     征         大         吞          小。 
            qin shi huang    zheng      da      tun       xiao 
            Qin Shi Huang Conquer  big    conquer    small 
           ‘(Qin Shi Huang) conquered big and small states.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)                            Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2] 







 ‘Xin Shu (新
书)’ 
(200 BC- 168 
BC)  
 
(63)   tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
           (秦)              吞        二         周           而           亡      诸           侯。 
              qin             tun      er       zhou      er        wang zhu       hou        
         State Qin conquer two State Zhou and conquer all feudal state king    
             ‘(State Qin) conquered two States of Zhou and conquered all   
             feudal states.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2] 
           Frame: WAR  
 
‘Xin Shu (新书)’ 
(200 BC- 168 
BC)  
 
(64)   tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
              (楚惠王)                   因        遂          吞               之     (蛭)。 
             Chu Hui Wang    yin      sui        tun            zhi   zhi                            
               King Hui of Chu because then gulp down it   leech 
              ‘King Hui of Chu just gulped down the leech (found in the  
               pickled vegetable that he was eating).’  
        Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
‘Xin Shu (新书)’ 
(200 BC- 168 
BC)  
 
(65)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (吾)   遂         吞             之     (蛭)。 
           wu   sui        tun         zhi   zhi                            
           I      then gulp down   it   leech 
          ‘(I am afraid that others would see the leech in my pickled  
           vegetable,) so I just gulped it down.’  
        Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
‘Xin Shu (新书)’ 
(200 BC- 168 
BC)  
 
(66)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
           (豫讓)         吞                     炭               而       為          噎。 
           yurang       tun                tan            er      wei       ye 
           Yurang     gulp down   charcoal   to   become block 
          ‘(Yurang) then gulped down charcoal to change his voice.’  
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         Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
„Huai Nan Tzu 
(淮南子)‟  
(179 BC - 122 
BC) 
 
(67)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            曼                  聲          吞                 炭            內           閉    而  不     歌。 
           man         sheng      tun             tan         nei          bi    er  bu    ge 
           beautiful voice gulp down  charcoal internal close to  not  sing  
          ‘Great singers gulped down charcoal to mute themselves from  
           singing.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent       Patient  Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
„Huai Nan Tzu 
(淮南子)‟  
(179 BC - 122 
BC) 
 
(68)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            (豫讓)              吞                    炭                 变                音。 
           yurang           tun                tan             bian           yin 
           Yurang    gulp down    charcoal       change     voice 
          ‘(Yurang) gulped down charcoal to change his voice.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent       Patient  Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
„Huai Nan Tzu 
(淮南子)‟  
(179 BC - 122 
BC) 
 
(69)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            吞                  舟     之    魚，      蕩          而    失      水。 
           tun            zhou  zhi  yu       dang      er    shi    shui                            
           gulp down boat aux. fish churn out and lose water  
           ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat is churned out from  
           water.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                   V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          
        Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION  
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„Huai Nan Tzu 
(淮南子)‟  
(179 BC - 122 
BC) 
 
(70)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            尋常              之       溝        無          吞                  舟     之    魚。 
           xunchang  zhi     gou    wu        tun            zhou  zhi  yu                                   
           ordinary    aux.  gutter  no   gulp down    boat   aux. fish  
         ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat cannot be found in  
          an ordinary gutter.’  
        Thematic:  [Location        Patient Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj       Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                    /       \  
                                             MOD        NP     
                                              / \ 
                                         Vtr.  Obj          
        Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
 
„Huai Nan Tzu 
(淮南子)‟  
(179 BC - 122 
BC) 
 
(71)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
         孝公                            欲    以    虎       狼     之               勢         而        吞         
           Xiao Gong              yu    yi    hu    lang zhi            shi        er      tun       
            Duke Xiao of Qin want use tiger wolf aux. momentum to  conquer   
            诸           侯。 
           zhu       hou        
           all    feudal state king    
           ‘Duke Xiao of Qin wanted to conquer all feudal states with  
           overwhelming momentum.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent                 Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb Vtr.  Obj] 
         Frame: WAR  
 
„Zi Xu Fu (子虚
赋)‟  
(179 BC - 117 
BC)  
 
(72)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
吞                      若      云梦        者     八    九   于  其  胸       中        曾    不蒂芥。 
 tun                  ruo  yunmeng zhe  ba   jiu yu qi xiong zhong ceng bu dijie 
 accommodate like Yun-meng kind eight nine at  it chest middle ever not  bother 
           ‘(State Qi) is so huge that it can easily accommodate eight or nine 
             lakes like Yun-meng Lakes in State Chu without efforts.’                     
         Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient Location]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP] 
         Frame: TERRITORIAL LAND 
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„Chun Qiu Fan 
Lu (春秋繁露)‟  
(179 BC - 104 
BC) 
 
(73)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            契    母              吞                  玄鳥        卵               生           契。 
           qi    mu           tun          xuan niao luan       sheng        qi                            
           Qi mother gulp down Xuan Bird  egg  give birth to  Qi  
           ‘Qi’s mother gulped down the mythical Xuan Bird’s egg and then  
            give birth to Qi.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent       Patient   Result]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 







(74)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            榮                       澤           之       水      無        吞                舟     之    魚。 
           rong                 ze         zhi   shui    wu      tun         zhou  zhi   yu                                   
           full of grass  swamp  aux.  water  no  gulp down boat  aux. fish  
           ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat does not live in a  
            swamp full of grass.’  
        Thematic:  [Location        Patient Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj       Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                    /       \  
                                             MOD        NP     
                                              / \ 
                                         Vtr.  Obj          






(75)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          吞                   舟      之    魚       不       居     潛       澤。 
         tun              zhou  zhi   yu     bu      ju   qian     ze                           
         gulp down boat  aux.  fish   not   live  still  swamp  
         ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat does not live in a  
          still swamp with no water flowing through.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent    Location]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          








(76)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
           夫            吞            舟     之    魚     大   矣。 
          fu          tun       zhou  zhi  yu    da   yi                                    
          that gulp down boat aux. fish big aux.  
         ‘Even the fish that can gulp down a boat is big.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(77)   tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             女脩               吞                        之         (玄鳥        卵)。 
             nvxiu         tun                    zhi        xuan niao luan 
             Nvxiu  gulp down  it Xuan Bird’s egg   
            ‘Nvxiu gulped down the mythical Xuan Bird’s egg.’  
          Thematic:  [Agent       Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj]       




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(78)   tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
        (秦王)             吞         二         周            而        亡        诸           侯。 
         qin wang      tun      er       zhou        er     wang   zhu       hou        
         King Qin conquer two State Zhou and conquer all feudal state king    
         ‘(King Qin) conquered two States of Zhou and all feudal states.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2] 










(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(79) tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (契    母)           誤                    吞           之            (玄鳥        卵)。 
           qi    mu          wu                 tun       zhi        xuan niao luan   
           Qi mother by mistake gulp down  it         Xuan Bird  egg   
           ‘Qi’s mother gulped down the mythical Xuan Bird’s egg by  
            mistake.’  
        Thematic:  [(Agent)                    Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.      Obj] 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(80)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (子)  将     吞         三翮六翼。 
           zi    jiang  tun     sanheliuyi 
           you will   seize   Nine Tripod Cauldrons (a sign of royalty)    
           ‘You want to attack State Zhou to seize their Nine Tripod  
            Cauldrons (to crown yourself).’             
         Thematic:  [Agent               Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.  Obj]       




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(81)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
          (秦)              欲            亡            韓              而        吞        二            周。 
            qin             yu        wang      han           er       tun      er          zhou 
            State Qin want    destroy State Han and  conquer two State Zhou  
            ‘(State Qin) want to destroy State Han and conquer two States of  
             Zhou.’  
          Thematic:  [(Agent)                                          Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                               / \ 
                                                          Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2 









(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(82)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (秦) 可以     吞         天下。 
           qin  keyi      tun     tianxia     
           State Qin can   conquer   China    
           ‘(State Qin) can conquer all other states in ancient China.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                               / \ 
                                                          Vtr.  Obj 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(83)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            夫            秦，        有          吞             天下      之            心。 
           fu          qin         you       tun        tianxia   zhi         xin 
           that  State Qin  have   conquer   China    aux.   intention 
           ‘State Qin has the ambition of conquering all other states in  
           ancient China to declare themselves to be the governing emperor.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                   /     \  
                                           MOD     NP     
                                            / \ 
                                      Vtr.  Obj          




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(84)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            趙                  獨             吞        之 (中山              之      國)。 
           zhao            du         tun     zhi  zhongshan  zhi   guo 
           State Zhao alone  conquer  it   Zhongshan aux. state    
           ‘State Zhao conquered State Zhongshan all by itself.’             
         Thematic:  [Agent               Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj Advb Vtr.  Obj]       







(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(85)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            彼           尋常        之       汙      瀆    兮，  豈    能            容  
           bi        xuchang  zhi     wu     du    xi      qi   neng      rong    
           those  ordinary  aux. dirty ditch aux. how can accommodate 
             吞                  舟     之    魚! 
            tun              zhou  zhi   yu        
            gulp down boat  aux. fish  
           ‘Such a dirty ditch cannot accommodate a fish that can gulp down  
           a fish.’  
        Thematic:  [Location        Patient Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj       Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                    /       \  
                                             MOD        NP     
                                              / \ 
                                         Vtr.  Obj          
        Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION  
‘Shih chih (史
記)’ 
(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(86)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            (豫让)        又               吞                    炭          以        变        其        音。 
            yurang    you           tun                tan        yi      bian      qi      yin 
            Yurang    then    gulp down    charcoal   so   change   his    voice 
           ‘(Yurang) then gulped down charcoal to change his voice.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(87)   tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
              今               秦      王       欲         吞         天下。 
             jin            qin   wang   yu      tun      tianxia  
             now State Qin King want conquer China  
        ‘Now the King of State Qin) wants to conquer all other states in   
         ancient China.’             
           Thematic:  [Agent                         Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [Subj  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                               / \ 
                                                          Vtr.  Obj 





(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(88)   tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            （蒙恬）         乃             吞                  藥         自殺。 
              meng tian   nai           tun              yao      zisha 
              Meng Tian   so     gulp down     drug     suicide    
              ‘Thus, (Meng Tian) gulped down poison to kill himself.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(89)   tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             其       意           非       (其) 盡          吞            天下      者   不     休。 
            qi       yi          fei      (qi)  jin                   tun       tianxia zhe  bu   xiu 
            he intension not      he completely conquer   China   aux not stop    
            ‘He would not stop until he conquers all other states in ancient  
            China.’             
          Thematic:  [(Agent)                   Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
 (90)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
吞                       若      云梦        者     八   九  ，其于    胸     中       曾   不蒂芥。 
 tun                  ruo  yunmeng zhe  ba   jiu qi yu xiong zhong ceng bu dijie 
 accommodate like Yun-meng kind eight nine  it at chest middle ever not  bother 
           ‘(State Qi) is so huge that it can easily accommodate eight or nine 
             lakes like Yun-meng Lakes in State Chu without efforts.’                                     
         Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient Location]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP] 




(104 BC- 91 BC)  
 
(91)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             網                  漏    於        吞               舟      之     魚。 
            wang          lou  yu      tun          zhou  zhi    yu                              
            fishing net leak at  gulp down  boat  aux.  fish  
           ‘The mesh in the fishing net is too big to catch fishes that can gulp  
             down boats.’  
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         Thematic:  [Location       Patient Agent]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj       Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                    /       \  
                                             MOD        NP     
                                              / \ 
                                         Vtr.  Obj          






(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(92)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
         今             秦          者，兼    有         吞               周            之           意。 
            jin          qin      zhe   jian you     tun          zhou        zhi         yi        
            now State Qin aux. also have conquer State Zhou aux. intension                    
          ‘Now State Qin also have the ambition of conquering States Zhou.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent                   Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj Advb  Vtr.         Obj] 
                                                               /        \  
                                                        MOD        NP     
                                                       / \ 
                                                   Vtr.  Obj          






(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(93)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (秦)             可以    并       諸          侯，                 吞            天下。 
           qin            keyi   bing  zhu       hou                   tun        tianxia     
           State Qin  can  annex all feudal state king  conquer   China    
           ‘State Qin can annex all feudal states and conquer all other states  
            in ancient China.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                                           Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                               / \ 
                                                         Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2 










(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(94)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            夫         秦，         有          吞            天下         之         心。 
           fu        qin         you       tun         tianxia    zhi       xin 
           that  State Qin have   conquer   China    aux.   intension 
           ‘State Qin has the ambition of conquering all other states in  
           ancient China.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                   /     \  
                                           MOD     NP     
                                            / \ 
                                      Vtr.  Obj          






(77 BC- 6 BC) 
 (95)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             (秦)                     有         吞           天下      之         心           也。 
            qin                  you     tun       tianxia   zhi      xin          ye 
            State Qin      have conquer   China   aux. intension aux. 
            ‘State Qin has the ambition of conquering all other states in  
             ancient China.’             
          Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                   /     \  
                                           MOD     NP     
                                            / \ 
                                      Vtr.  Obj          
           Frame: WAR 
 
 




(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(96) tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
           (豫让)   又             吞                 炭             為         啞。 
          yurang you        tun              tan         wei        ya       
          Yurang then  gulp down charcoal become dumb  
          ‘(Yurang) then change his voice by gulping down charcoal to make  
           his voice husky.’  
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         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 






(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(97)  tun2conquering, /tun1/,  V, used alone  
           (秦)           欲       亡              韓           吞         兩              周           之   地。 
             qin           yu    wang        han       tun      liang       zhou      zhi     di        
             State Qin want conquer State Han  Seize     two    State Zhou    aux.  land    
             ‘(State Qin) wanted to conquer State Hand as well as seize the  
              two States of Zhou’s land.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)                                           Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                               / \ 
                                                         Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2 
           Frame: WAR 
 




(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(98)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (秦)              獨           吞                   趙，               齊。 
           qin             du         tun              zhao              qi  
           State Qin alone   conquer   State Zhao   State Qi   
           ‘(State Qin) conquered State Zhao and State Qi all by itself.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                  Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
         Frame: WAR 
 




(77 BC- 6 BC) 
(99)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
           我     且      言      子   之        奪   我     珠       而              吞              之。 
          wo  qie    yan    zi   zhi     duo wo  zhu     er            tun          zhi 
          I     then   say  you  aux.   rob  my  pearl and   gulp down    it 
          ‘Then I will just say that you robbed me of the pearl and then  
           swallow it.’                   
        Thematic:  [Agent                            Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   





(26 BC)  
 
(100)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            楚                   欲         吞             宋、                鄭。 
           chu               yu      tun          song             zheng                           
           State Chu  want   conquer    State Song   State Zheng   
           ‘State Chu wants to conquer State Song and State Zheng.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent                       Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                           / \ 
                                                      Vtr.  Obj 
       Frame: WAR 
 
  ‘Xin Xu  (新
序)’ 
(25 BC- 24 BC) 
(101)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (楚惠王)                   因        遂          吞               之     (蛭)。 
           Chu Hui Wang    yin      sui        tun            zhi   zhi                            
             King Hui of Chu because then gulp down it   leech 
            ‘King Hui of Chu just gulped down the leech (found in the  
             pickled vegetable that he was eating).’  
          Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj] 




(17 BC)  
  
 
(102)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            (豫让)               吞                    炭          更        聲。 
           yurang           tun                tan       geng sheng 
           Yurang    gulp down    charcoal   change   voice 
           ‘(Yurang) then gulped down charcoal to change his voice.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 




(17 BC)  
 
(103)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            (豫让)                           吞                    炭         為啞。 
          you           tun                tan       yi      bian      qi      yin 
          then    gulp down    charcoal   so   change   his    voice 
         ‘(Yurang) then gulped down charcoal to make his voice husky.’  
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         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 




(17 BC)  
 
 (104)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             夫          吞                  舟     之    魚    不        遊           淵。 
            fu         tun          zhou  zhi    yu    bu     you      yuan                            
            aux. gulp down boat   aux. fish   not   swim    abyss 
            ‘The fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat does not swim in  
            abyss.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          




(17 BC)  
 
(105)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            今         將軍       方           吞      一     國    之      權。 
           jin     jiangjun fang      tun     yi    guo zhi    quan 
           now general   just     seize   one state aux. power   
          ‘Now general just seized the power of governing one state.’             
         Thematic:  [Agent                  Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 




(17 BC)  
 
(106)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            江        海    之     魚          吞                  舟。 
           jiang  hai  zhi   yu        tun            zhou   
           river  sea  aux. fish gulp down    boat  
         ‘The fishes living in river or sea gulp down boats.’  
        Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 





(17 BC)  
 
(107)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (秦始皇)               既               吞            天下。 
           Qinshihuang      ji              tun        tianxia     
           Qinshihuang  already   conquer   China    
           ‘Qinshihuang  has already conquered all other states in ancient  
            China.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                  Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr. Obj] 




(17 BC)  
 
 (108)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
             強          之      伐           弱，猶   大  魚    之          吞              小      魚 也。 
            qiang  zhi      fa         ruo you da yu   zhi        tun         xiao    yu  ye                                          
             strong aux. crusade weak like big fish aux. gulp down small fish aux.  
             ‘The fact how a strong state conquers a small state resembles  
             how a big gulp down a small fish.’  
          Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 




(17 BC)  
 
(109)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            吞                   舟     之    魚，      蕩          而    失      水。 
           tun             zhou  zhi  yu       dang      er    shi    shui                            
           gulp down boat aux. fish churn out and lose water  
         ‘A fish that is big enough to gulp down a boat is churned out from  
          water.’  
        Thematic:  [        Patient  Agent]   
        Syntactic:  [          Subj                 V] 
                                     /       \  
                          MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                         Vtr.  Obj          







(AD 284 - AD 
363)   
 
(110)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      渤澥                     吞                  百            川      而     不      盈。 
                    boxie                 tun              bai        chuan  er    bu   ying 
                    Sea Bohai   accommodate   hundred   river   and   not   overflow 
                    ‘Sea Bohai can allow hundreds of rivers flow into it without  
                       overflowing.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
         Frame: SEA 
 
 ‘Sheng Tian 
Xing (升天行)’ 
by Bao Zhao 
(鮑照) 
(AD 414 - AD 
466)  
 
(111)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
            何         時     與       爾曹，   (吾)  啄       腐        共                吞             腥。 
           he      shi     yu      ercao     wu  zhuo   fu     gong           tun         xing 
          what  time with you people I  peck rotten together gulp down  fish 
          ‘When can I have a good dinner with you people again?’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                            Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   
         Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 
‘ Yan's family 
precepts (顏氏
家訓)’ 
(AD 531 - AD 
590)   
(112)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
         周                       人         始      有      吞                 齊        之           志。 
           zhou               ren      shi   you    tun              qi       zhi         zhi        
           State Zhou  people start have conquer  State Qi aux. intension    
           ‘Mater of State Zhou starts to have the intension of conquering  
            State Qi.’  
         Thematic:  [Agent                   Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                   / \ 
                                                Vtr.  Obj   
                                                          /    \ 
                                                     MOD NP  
                                                       /    \ 
                                                  Vtr.  Obj 






Shu Huai Zeng 
Chang’an Cui 
Shaofu Shu 




by Li Bai (李白)  
(AD 701 - AD 
762)   
(113)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
           （武侯   立）      壯            志            吞                    咸京。 
            wuhou     li  zhuang     zhi          tun              xianjing 
            Lord Wu set strong  ambition  conquer   Capital City Xianjing  
            ‘(Lord Wu) is determined to annex Capital City Xianjing.’  
          Thematic:  [(Agent)                           Patient]   
          Syntactic:  [(Subj    Vtr. ) Obj    MOD] 
                                                                 / \ 
                                                            Vtr.  Obj 






by Han Yu (韩
愈)  
(AD 768 - AD 
824)   
(114)  tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used alone  
  生               闊                      死     休，  (我)   吞     (悲伤)      不     復        宣。 
  sheng       kuo                  si     xiu    wo   tun  beishang bu    fu      xuan 
  alive  long separation dead  stop  I withhold sorrow not  again announce   
           ‘(I will) withhold expressing the sorrow of losing you and never 
             tell anyone about it again.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)          (Patient)     Purpose]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.    (Obj)         CCOMP] 
         Frame: FEELING OF SORROW 
‘Tang Gu Gong 
Bu Yuanwai 
Lang Du Jun 




by Yuan Zhen 
(元稹)  
(AD 779 - AD 
831)   
(115)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
             气                              吞                      曹                              刘。 
            qi                           tun                  cao                          liu 
            poem spirit    overshadow   poet Cao Zhi    poet Liu Xi Yi 
           ‘The spirit (embedded in poet Du Fu’s) poems is greater than that  
            in other two poet Cao Zhi and Liu Xi Yi’s poems.’ 
         Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 








(AD 861 - AD 
893)   
 
(116)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            艳                                              吞                  秾                        李             芳。 
           yan                                      tun             nong                    li             fang 
   gorgeous colours of blossom overshadow luxuriant colour plum tree fragrance 
          ‘The gorgeous colour of the two barringtonia racemose trees’  
           blossom is much more brilliant than the luxuriant colours of plum  
           trees’ blossom.’ 
         Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
         Frame: COLOUR 
 
‘Tan Bin Lu (谭
宾录)’ 
(AD 977)   
 
(117) tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
           (正    己)   独      欲    以     气           吞              之。 
          zheng ji du     yu   yi     qi       tun            zhi 
           Zheng Ji alone want use vigour overshadow him 
         ‘Zhengji wants to beat (Hui Qi) down with his frightful vigour  
          alone.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                               Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb   Vtr.      Obj] 
                                                                 /     \  
                                                          MOD     VP     
                                                                        / \ 
                                                                 Vtr.  Obj          
         Frame: FIGHT 
 
‘Gan Lu Si (甘
露寺)’  
by Su Shi (蘇
軾)  
(AD 1037-AD 
1101)   
 
(118) tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            一        览              吞                      数           州。 
           yi        lan           tun                  shu       zhou 
           one   look    accommodate   several    state 
           ‘You can see several states from this high place (the multi-view 
           tower in Sweet Dew Temple).’  
         Thematic:  [Agent      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 






Gaotai Yun Yun 
(次伯兄高原望
高臺韻云)’  
by Xu Jing Fan 
(許景樊)  
(AD 1563-AD 
1589)   
(119)  tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
         山                    回      大    陆                吞                  三                  郡。 
           shan              hui    da   lu              tun              san              jun 
           Mountain   back   big  land   accommodate   three commandery   
           ‘(Taihang) Moutain Chain is long enough to surround three  
            commanderies.’  
         Thematic: [Agent                            Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   










1683)   
(120)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (吾) 裹    飯    寒          吞                          掬                                   江        水。 
           wu guo fan  han       tun                      ju                                jiang  shui                            
            I wrap rice cold gulp down scoop up with both hands river water  
          ‘The wrapped rice is already cold and dry, so I have to scoop up  
           some water from the river to gulp them down altogether.’  
        Thematic:  [Agent                                         Patient]   
        Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr1. Obj1   Advb   Vtr2.  Obj2]   
        Frame: HUMAN INGESTION  
 
‘Xing Shi Heng 
Yan (醒世恒
言)’ 
(AD 1627)   
(121)  tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
             (薛少府/      鱼)       還  不  曾            吞            (餌)     下       肚子。 
            xue shaofu/yu    hai  bu ceng       tun           er     xia      duzi 
              Xue Official fish yet not ever gulp down bait down tummy 
           ‘(Xue Shaofu, the man who turned into a fish, ) has not gulped the  
            bait down yet.’  
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                 (Patient) Goal]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)   VCOMP] 











1735)   
 
(122)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            (隋              主)        起兵              吞                 陳。 
           sui           zhu     qibing           tun            chen 
           State Sui lord send army   conquer   State Chen   
           ‘(Lord of State Sui) sent army to conquer State Chen.’             
         Thematic:  [(Agent)                         Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP] 
                                                            /    \ 
                                                         Vtr.  Obj 
           Frame: WAR  
 
‘Ou Bei Shi Hua 
(甌北詩話)’  
by Zhao Yi (趙
翼)  
(AD 1727-AD 
1814)   
  
(123)  tun3taking-in /tun1/, V, used alone 
             (杜诗)                              吞                      曹                              刘。 
           du shi                           tun                  cao                          liu 
           Du Fu poem    overshadow   poet Cao Zhi    poet Liu Xi Yi 
           ‘Poet Du Fu’s achievement in poems is greater than other two poet  
           Cao Zhi’s and Liu Xi Yi’s.’ 
         Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
         Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj] 
         Frame: POEM SPIRIT 
 
‘Da Tong Shu 
(大同书)’ 
(AD 1901)   
(124)  tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
            凡        此        吞          小        為    大，皆  由     無量          戰爭    而來。 
            fan      ci        tun       xiao    wei      da jie you wuliang zhanzheng er lai 
            every these conquer small become big all from numerous war aux. come 
           ‘Such act of conquering small states to become a bigger state all  
              comes from numerous wars.’  
           Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
           Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 






       It can be seen that tun (吞) also has four historical senses (i.e., 
tun1gulping-down, tun2conquering, tun3taking-in, and tun4withholding-expression) reflected 
in its occurrences. All of them share the pronunciation /tun1/ and are 
used as verb alone. These four historical senses differ in terms of their 
associated frames.  
       A summary of these four historical senses is given based on the 




gulping-down,            /tun1/,    V  
                                                              Frame: HUMAN INGESTION,  
                                                          CHINESE MEDICINE,    
                                                                                ANIMAL INGESTION 
tun (吞)  tun2conquering,               /tun1/,    V  
                                                              Frame: WAR, FIGHT  
  tun
3
taking-in,                 /tun1/,    V  
                                                              Frame: TERRITORIAL LAND, SEA,  
                                                           VIEW, MOUNTAIN,  
                                                           POEM SPIRIT, COLOUR                                                          
   tun
4
withholding-expression, /tun1/,    V   










3.1.2 The Original Sense  
 
        Tun1gulping-down is considered to be tun (吞)‘s original sense, as it is 
reflected in the earliest occurrence of tun (吞 )’s. As shown in the 
excerpt in (53), similar to yan (咽), tun1gulping-down also first occurs in the 
medical monograph Su Wen. However, it occurs alone as a verb but 
not a noun, depicting an action of a human patient‘s action of gulping 
down an internal entity produced inside human body (e.g. stomach acid) 
so that this internal entity cannot come out from human body. This 
action is also a symptom of some illness. As time goes by, tun1gulping-
down also denotes the ingestion action of how animals and humans start 
to gulp down external entities to allow them pass through the throat 
and then enter into animal or human bodies. Those external entities 
can be irregular meal (i.e., boat, human, pearl, charcoal, leech, bird 
egg, and poison in (57, 58, 59, 61, 64, 73, & 88)) or regular food and 
drink (i.e., small fish, meat, water, and bait in (108, 111, 120, & 121)). 
Those mental images of tun1gulping-down are illustrated in Figure 43 below.  
      Briefly, as shown in (53-55, 57-61, 64-70, 73-77, 79, 85-86, 88, 91, 
96, 99, 101-104, 106, 108-109, 111, & 120-121), tun1gulping-down is 
involved with three literal HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE, 
and ANIMAL INGESTION frames, with ‗human eater‘, ‗animal eater‘, 
‗irregular food‘, and ‗regular food‘ being their literal frame roles. After 
they are gulped down into the eaters‘ body, the ‗irregular food‘ and 
‗regular food‘ can either be deformed if they are digestible or just stay 
put if not. Tun1gulping-down focuses on how volitional and capable the 
eater can be when deciding such entrance or exit in addition to its 
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emphasis on the point that the eater‘s throat is a crucial organ that can 
be open or closed to determine internal or external entity‘s entrance 
into or exit from the eater‘s body. 
                        




      Alongside the three frames, tun1gulping-down is also associated with 
variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj] and predicative [Subj  
Vcopula Subj Predicative] constructions, where non-core syntactic 
elements such as adverbials and clause complements are also present. 
In these construction, it is either (part of ) the predicate  in (53-55, 58-
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59, 61, 64-68, 73, 77, 79, 86, 88, 96, 99, 101-103, 106, 108, 111, 120-
121) or part of the modifier of the subject or object in (57, 60, 69-70, 
74-76, 85, 91, 104, & 109), as illustrated in the following Figure 44 and 
Figure 45 separately. Consistently, tun (吞) is always the predicate 
linking with argument roles subject and object in these constructions. 
Those present or omitted partners--subject and object—usually 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually.  
(53)  (54)                                                                (55) 
Thematic: [Theme             Agent        Patient]      Thematic: [Theme    Agent    Patient]   
Syntactic: [Subj  Vcopula  Subj Predicative]        Syntactic: [Subj   Vtr           Obj] 
                                                         / \                                                                  / \  
                                            (Subj) Vtr. (Obj)                                       (Subj) Vtr. (Obj) 
 
(64) (65) (101)                                               (77) (106) (108)  
Thematic:  [(Agent)     Patient]                      Thematic:  [Agent       Patient]   
Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.   Obj]                       Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj]       
(79)                                                       (121)   
Thematic: [(Agent)             Patient]     Thematic: [(Agent)                 (Patient) Goal]   
Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj]     Syntactic: [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)   VCOMP] 
(58) (61) (66) (67) (68) (86) (88) (96) (102) (103)   (73) 
Thematic: [(Agent)   Patient  Purpose]                    Thematic: [Agent   Patient   Result]   
Syntactic: [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP]                    Syntactic:[Subj Vtr. Obj CCOMP] 
 
(59)                                                          (120) 
Thematic: [Agent                Patient]       Thematic: [Agent                                  Patient]   
Syntactic: [Subj Vtr1. Vtr2. Obj]          Syntactic: [Subj Vtr1. Obj1  Advb Vtr2. Obj2]   
(99)                                                               (111)  
Thematic: [Agent             Patient]                Thematic: [(Agent)                    Patient]   
Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   Syntactic: [(Subj)  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   
          
                    Figure 44 tun
1






(57) (60) (69) (76) (104) (109)       
Thematic: [         Patient     Agent]   
Syntactic: [          Subj                     V] 
                            /       \  
                      MOD           NP     
                           / \ 
                  Vtr.  Obj          
 (70) (74) (85) (91)                                        (75)   
Thematic: [Location      Patient Agent]        Thematic: [        Patient  Agent    Location]   
Syntactic: [Subj       Vtr.      Obj]                  Syntactic: [          Subj                 V] 
                                             /       \                                           /       \  
                                       MOD      NP                                  MOD           NP     
                                        / \                                                  / \ 
                                Vtr.  Obj                                         Vtr.  Obj          
 
      Figure 45 tun
1
gulping-down as part of the modifier of the subject or object 
                          
        This sense tun1gulping-down also confirms its synonymic correlation 
with yan (咽) when it appears as a definition of tun (吞)‘s in an excerpt 
―tun, yan ye (tun means yan)‖ from the widely recognized authoritative 
dictionaries Shuo Wen which is published during the Eastern Han 
Dynasty Period. This corresponds to how yan ( 咽 ) initiates the 
synonymic correlation via the occurrence of one of its polysemic 
senses yan2swallowing as mentioned in previous chapter 2.1.3.      
       It can be observed that the other three senses of tun (吞 )‘s 
tun2conquering, tun3taking-in, and tun4withholding-expression are metaphorical senses. 
A more detailed progress analysis in chronological order how they are 




3.1.3 The Extension from tun1gulping-down to tun2conquering         
 
      Tun2conquering depicts an action of a powerful conqueror‘s defeating 
his conquered targets, taking control of his conquered targets, or 
gaining control of something from his conquered targets using combat 
force. For example, tun2conquering first occurs alone as a verb in the book 
Wu Ch'i's Art of War written by Wu Ch’i (BC440-BC381) as shown in 
(56) and is involved with a WAR frame. In this occurrence, ‗the 
conquerors‘ (i.e., ―zhi zai tun di zhe (soldiers whose ambition is to 
conquer enemies)‖) are like eaters, whilst ‗the conquered targets‘ (i.e., 
―di (enemy soldiers)‖) are like external edible entities. Similarly, when 
zhi zai tun di zhe aims to ‗gulp down‘ di, it means that zhi zai tun di zhe 
sets a goal of utilizing their powerful combat capability to kill di or make 
di surrender. After being gulped down into the eaters‘ body, the edible 
entities can have two choices of being deformed or remaining its 
original shape based on its digestibility. Similarly, it also makes sense 
that the conquered targets have two results after being conquered by 
the conquerors.  
      Subsequently, there may seem to be a mapping from the source 
domain ―HUMAN INGESTION frame‖ that tun1gulping-down is involved with 
to the target domain ―WAR frame‖ that tun2conquering is involved with 
takes place here. However, we can see that there is mismatch between 
the frame structures: it is the internal entity being gulped down by the 
eater in the HUMAN INGESTION frame, but it is the external entity 
being ‗gulped down‘ by the conqueror in the WAR frame. Namely, the 
movement direction in the image-schematic in the source domain does 
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not match the direction in the target domain. Thus, in this specific 
extension, it is more likely that the structure of the target domain is 
intertwined with the source domain metaphorical expressions more 
closely: its image-schematic structure can be imposed on the source 
domain concept even when the source domain lacks that image-
schematic structure. This fact may be more easily accommodated in 
the blending theory model of metaphor (Fauconnier and Turner 2002), 
in which the metaphor is more of a blend of the two domains than a 
one-way mapping from source to target domain. Nevertheless, all of 
the metaphorical sentences still denote states of affairs in the target 
domain, not the source domain. In conceptual integration theory, 
structure from two or more input spaces is projected into a third mental 
space in which the integration takes place (the blend). The blend space 
gets partial projection from each the inputs and can develop emergent 
structure of its own. For purposes of clarity, a fourth mental space, the 
generic space, is usually given in order to explicitly represent that 
structure which is common to the input spaces. The mental spaces 
contain elements that can be mapped across spaces to one another. 
Additionally, they contain frames that organize these elements and 
their topological relationships or functional roles to one another and 
these frames may be projected to the blend space independently of the 
specific elements (Rohrer 1998). A general schema for conceptual 
integration, after Fauconnier and Turner (1998), is presented in figure 




                           
                Figure 46 Generic diagram of a Conceptual Integration Network 
 
      The blending diagram in Figure 47 below then can explain how 
tun1gulping-down is extended to tun2conquering. Input Space 1 includes frame-
based information about human ingestion: a human patient moves his 
throat muscles to gulp down stomach acid to make the stomach acid 
go back down to the stomach anywhere he wants. Input Space 2 
catalogs the relevant information one needs to know about conquer 
enemy in a war: Solider A uses weapons and strengths to fight against 
solider B to make soldier B die or surrender. These two frames share 
abstract structure in the Generic Space: Both endeavors involve agents, 
patients, procedure, means and goal. The blended space selects 
elements imported from each input space. The role of the patient is 
imported and mapped to the role of the soldier A; While the role of the 
internal stomach acid is mapped to the role of external soldier B; the 
means for solider A to achieve his goal of making soldier B die or 




                                      
                                                             
                      
Figure 47 the CONQUERING IS INGESTION metaphor:  
the visual blend for the HUMAN INGESTION frame and the WAR frame mapping 
(when the conqueror is defeating someone) 
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     This mapping is also supported by the connection between 
tun1gulping-down‘s and tun2conquering‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. In (56), tun2conquering is associated with predicative 
construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative], where tun (吞) is part of 
the subject predicative and links with the thematic role patient; in (53) 
and (54), tun1gulping-down is also behaves associated with predicative 
construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative], but tun (吞) is the subject 
predicate and links with two thematic roles agent and patient. This 
similarity together with the asymmetry again proves both image-
schematic structures from the source domain and target domain play a 
role in this metaphor, which eventually helps propel the sense 
development from tun1gulping-down to tun2conquering as shown in Figure 48 
below.  
              (53)(54)  tun1gulping-down, V, used alone  
                       Thematic:   [Theme               Agent          Patient]   
                    Syntactic:   [Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative]  
                                                                                  / \  
                                                                   (Subj)   Vtr.  (Obj) 
                     Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE 
 Extend to > 
                     (56)  tun2conquering, V, used alone 
                      Thematic:  [Theme                      Patient          Agent]   
                     Syntactic:  [MOD                                             NP]   
                                             / \  
                                        Subj   Vcopula   Subj Predicative  
                                                                           / \  
                                                                  Vtr.  Obj          
          Frame: WAR 




conquering (when the conqueror is  
                                        defeating someone) Extension 
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      Tun2conquering then occurs in ‗Xinyu (新語)‘ published written by Lu 
Jia (240 BC - 170 BC) as shown in (62) and is still associated with the 
WAR frame. However, in this occurrence, the conquerors are not 
ordinary soldiers but ―Qinshihuang (an ambitious emperor Qinshihuang 
and his army)‖, and the military territorial targets are not soldiers but 
feudal states as a whole (i.e., ―da (big states)‖ and ―xiao (small states)‖). 
Correspondingly, when Qinshihuang ‗gulp down‘ da and xiao, it means 
that Qinshihuang set a goal of utilizing their powerful combat capability 
to destroy or annex da and xiao, as illustrated in Figure 49.   
       Figure 49 the mental image of tun
2
conquering (when the conqueror is taking  
                             control of a country or city in a WAR frame) 
 
      What is worth mentioning here is that, after the conquered targets 
are ‗gulped down‘ by the conquerors, all of the conquered targets‘ 
belongings are also ‗gulped down‘ by the conquerors and thus taken 
possession by the conquerors. For example, in (80, 97, & 105), the 
conquerors can gain control of the conquered states‘ Sanheliuyi (Nine 
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Tripod Cauldrons; a sign of royalty), Liang zhou zhi di (two States of 
Zhou‘s land), and yi guo zhi quan (the power of governing one state). 
These conquered targets may not experience any other change but 
only the ownership change after being gulped down by the conquerors. 
     Similar cases of tun2conquering representing the conqueror is taking 
control of a country or city in the WAR frame can be seen in (63, 71, 78, 
81-84, 87, 89, 92-95, 98, 100, 107, 112-113, 122, &124). In these 
occurrences, more external entities (i.e., ―er zhou (two States of Zhou)‖, 
―zhu hou (all feudal States)‖ ―tianxia (ancient China)‖, ―zhi/Zhongshan 
(it/State Zhongshan)‖, ―zhou (State Zhou)‖, ―zhao qi (State Zhao and 
State Qi)‖, ―song zheng (State Song and State Zheng)‖,  ―qi (State Qi)‖, 
―Xianjing (capital city Xianjing)‖, ―chen (State Chen)‖, and ―xiao (small 
states)‖) are conquered by the conquerors (i.e., ―qin (State Qin)‖, ―xiiao 
gong (Duke Xiao of Qin)‖, ―qin wang (emperor of State Qin)‖, ―zhao 
(State Zhao)‖, ―chu (State Chu)‖, ―qinshihuang (Qinshihuang)‖, ―zhou 
ren (State Zhou)‖, ―wu hou (Lord Wu)‖, and ―sui zhu (Lord of State 
Sui)‖).  
       Tun2conquering in those occurrences is also associated with variations 
of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj], where non-core syntactic 
elements such as adverbials and clause complements are also present. 
For example, tun (吞) is associated with common transitive [Subj Vtr. 
Obj] constructions, where it is (part of ) the predicate in (63, 71, 78, 81-
82, 84, 87, 89, 93, 98, 100, 107, 122, & 124) or where it is part of the 
modifier of the object in (83, 92, 94-95, 112-113), as illustrated in the 
following Figure 50 and Figure 51 separately.  
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(71)  (84)                                                          (89) (98) (107)   
Thematic: [Agent                 Patient]                 Thematic: [(Agent)                   Patient]   
Syntactic: [Subj  Advb Vtr.  Obj]                     Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj]         
(82)                                                                   (87)   (100)   
Thematic: [(Agent)       Patient]                       Thematic: [Agent                         Patient]   
Syntactic: [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP]             Syntactic: [Subj  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                    / \                                                                    / \ 
                                              Vtr.  Obj                                                        Vtr.  Obj 
(63) (78)                                                                (81) (93)   
Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient]                          Thematic:  [(Agent)                 Patient]   
Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr1.  Obj1  Vtr2.  Obj2]     Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
                                                                                                                              / \ 
                                                                                                     Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2. Obj2 
(122) (124)   
Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient]   
Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr. Obj      CCOMP]          
 
                       Figure 50 tun
2
conquering as (part of) the predicate 
(83)  (94) (95)                                              (92)   
Thematic: [(Agent)      Patient]                   Thematic: [Agent                     Patient]   
Syntactic: [(Subj)  Vtr.      Obj]                   Syntactic: [Subj Advb  Vtr.         Obj] 
                                           /     \                                                                         /        \ 
                                       MOD   NP                                                           MOD        NP     
                                        / \                                                                           / \ 
                               Vtr.  Obj                                                                Vtr.  Obj             
 (112)                                                             (113)  
Thematic:  [Agent                 Patient]            Thematic:  [(Agent)                        Patient]     
Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.     Obj]                        Syntactic:  [(Subj    Vtr. ) Obj  MOD]           
                                           / \                                                                               / \ 
                                     Vtr.  Obj                                                                   Vtr.  Obj 
                                               /    \ 
                                          MOD  NP  
                                           /    \ 
                                      Vtr.  Obj 
                Figure 51 tun2conquering as part of the modifier of the object 
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      In these constructions, tun (吞) is always the predicate linking with 
argument roles subject and object. Those present or omitted partners--
subject and object—usually correspond to thematic roles agent and 
patient individually. 
     Tun2conquering can also be associated with another FIGHT frame when 
it occurs in the book Tan Bin Lu published during the Tang Dynasty 
(AD 977) as shown in (117).  In this occurrence, fighter A ―Zheng ji (a 
hero who wants to beat down Hui Qi to make everyone happy)‖ is the 
conqueror, while fighter B ―zhi/Hui Qi (a bully who is disliked by many)‖ 
is the target. When Zheng ji tries to ‗gulp down‘ zhi/Hui Qi, Zheng ji‘s 
try to defeat zhi/Hui Qi with his marvelous combat capability together 
with his strong vigour, as illustrated in Figure 52.   
 
Figure 52 the mental image of tun
2
conquering (when the conqueror is defeating  
                                 someone in a FIGHT frame) 
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3.1.4 The Extension from tun1gulping-down to tun3taking-in     
     
      Tun3taking-in depicts an action of a big entity‘s taking in smaller 
entity/entities. After being taken inside the big entity‘s boundary, the 
smaller entity either may turn into an internal part of the big entity or 
cannot be easily noticed as an individual by outsiders when they are 
inside the big entity. For example, tun3taking-in first occurs alone as a verb 
in the poem Master Zixu (子虚赋) published during the Western Han 
Dynasty period (179 BC - 117 BC) as shown in (72). In this occurrence, 
the big entity (i.e., ―Qi (State Qi)‖) is like an eater who has enormous 
tummy space, whilst relatively small external entities such as lakes 
―Yun Meng (Yun-meng Lakes in State Chu)‖ are external edible entities. 
Subsequently, when Qi ‗gulps down‘ Yun Meng, it means that Qi is vast 
in territory so that it would be able to take in Yun Meng inside its 
territory if it feels like doing so. Thus, it can be seen that a mapping 
from the source domain ―HUMAN INGESTION frame‖ that tun1gulping-down 
is involved with to the target domain ―TERRITORIAL LAND frame‖ that 
tun3taking-in  is involved with takes place here, as illustrated in Figure 53. 
 
                            Figure 53 the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor:  




     This mapping is also supported by the connection between 
tun1gulping-down‘s and tun3taking-in‘s associated syntactic constructions and 
thematic roles. In (72), tun3taking-in is associated with variation of 
transitive construction [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP], where tun (吞) is the 
predicate and links with three thematic roles agent, patient and location. 
This is similar to how tun1gulping-down behaves in (68), which eventually 
helps propel the sense development from tun1gulping-down to tun3taking-in as 
shown in Figure 54 below.                           
 
                    (68)  tun1gulping-down, V, used alone 
                               Thematic:  [Agent       Patient   Purpose]   
                               Syntactic:  [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
                               Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
     Extend to > 
                    (72)  tun3taking-in, V, used alone 
                               Thematic:  [(Agent)       Patient Location]   
                               Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP] 
                               Frame: TERRITORIAL LAND 






       Alongside the TERRITORIAL LAND frame, tun3taking-in is associated 
with other three SEA, VIEW, and MOUNTAIN frames in (110), (118), 
and (119) in a similar way, as illustrated in Figure 55. The smaller 
entities turn into an internal part of the big entity in these occurrences. 
In (110), the sea (i.e., ―Boxie (Sea Bohai)‖)‖ is the big entity, and rivers 
―bai chuan (hundreds of rivers)‖)‖ are the smaller entities. When Boxie 
‗gulps down‘ bai chuan, it means that Boxie is vast in territory so that it 
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would be able to take bai chuan inside its territory to make bai chuan 
blend in and eventually turn into seawater. In (118), the view that one 
can see from a very high and strategically located place (i.e., ―yi lan 
(the view that one can see when standing the multi-view tower in 
Sweet Dew Temple)‖) is the big entity, and massive external entities 
from afar (i.e., ―shu zhou (several states)‖) are the smaller entities. 
When yi lan ‗gulps down‘ shu zhou, it means that yi lan can maximally 
stretches viewers‘ vision due to its very high and strategically location 
so that it would be able to take shu zhou inside its boundary to make 
shu zhou part of the spectacular panoramic view. In (119), a chain of 
mountains (i.e., ―shan (Taihang Moutain Chain)‖)‖ is the big entity, and 
commanderies (i.e., ―san jun (three commanderies)‖) are the smaller 
entities. When shan ‗gulps down‘ san jun, it means that shan creates 
colossal territorial space so that it would be able to take san jun inside 





                                 Figure 55   the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor:  
              HUMAN INGESTION frame > SEA / VIEW / MOUNTAIN frame Mapping  
 
     Those mappings are also sustained by the fact that tun3taking-in is also 
associated with variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] 
and relates with the two thematic roles agent and patient in these 
occurrences. This similarity is shown in Figure 56 below. 
 
(110) Thematic: [Agent        Patient]                      (118) Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
          Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP]                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
(119) Thematic: [Agent                              Patient]   
          Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr1. Obj1 Vtr2.  Obj2]   
                          Figure 56 tun
3
taking-in with Transitive Construction  
                                        in SEA/VIEW/MOUNTAIN frame 
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       Along with the above TERRITORIAL LAND, SEA, VIEW, and 
MOUNTAIN frames when the big entity is able to take in smaller 
external entities to make those entities part of the big entity, tun3taking-in 
is associated with other two POET SPIRIT and COLOUR frames in 
(115) and (116). In these two occurrences, the big entity just happens 
to have the ability of taking in smaller external entities, which can lead 
to the result that these smaller external entities are not part of the big 
entity but just cannot be easily noticed by outsiders when they are 
inside the big entity, as illustrated in Figure 57. In (115), a famous poet 
(Du Fu)‘s poems are considered to be so nicely composed in a unique 
style that these poems can even bring out a special spirit branding to 
the poet himself. The spirit brought out by the style of how his poems 
are composed (i.e., ―qi (the spirit of Du Fu’s poems)‖) is the big entity. 
Meanwhile, another two famous poets Cao Zhi and Liu Xi Yi’s also 
compose beautiful poems in their own styles, so their poems also 
radiate special spirits branding to the two poets. Equally, the two poets‘ 
poem spirits (i.e., ―Cao Liu (the spirits of Cao Zhi’s and Liu Xiyi’s 
poems)‖) are the smaller external entities. So, when qi ‗gulps down‘ 
Cao Liu, it means that qi is big enough to be able to take Cao Liu inside 
its boundary to make Cao Liu unnoticeable by readers when the three 
of them are put together for comparison purpose. In (116), the 
gorgeous colour of two barringtonia racemose trees‘ blossom (i.e., 
―yan‖) is the big entity, and the luxuriant colours of plum trees‘ blossom 
(i.e., ―nong li fang‖) are the smaller external entities. when yan ‗gulps 
down‘ nong li fang, it means that yan is spacious enough to be able to 
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take nong li fang inside its boundary to make nong li fang 
unremarkable by viewers when the two of them are put together for 
comparison purpose. 
                              Figure 57   the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor:  
              HUMAN INGESTION frame > POEM SPIRIT / COLOUR frame Mapping  
 
     Those mappings are also strengthened by the fact that tun3taking-in is 
also associated with typical transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] and 
links with the two thematic roles agent and patient in these occurrences. 
This similarity is shown in Figure 58 below. 
                            (115) (116) Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                                                Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                                         Figure 58 tun
3
taking-in with Transitive Construction  
                                                     in POEM SPIRIT/COLOUR frame  
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3.1.5 The Extension from tun1gulping-down to tun4withholding-
expression        
 
       Similar to yan6withholding-expression, tun4withholding-expression depicts an action 
of some one‘s refraining himself from expressing his feelings, etc. For 
example, tun4withholding-expression first occurs alone as a verb in the Han 
Yu‘s poem published during Tang Dynasty (AD 768 - AD 824) as 
shown in (114) and is involved with a FEELING OF SORROW frame. 
In this occurrence, the experiencer (i.e., I/Han Yu (the poet who 
withholds the expression of his sorrow of losing a good friend)‖) is like 
an eater, whilst a feeling (i.e., ―bei shang (the sorrow of losing you)‖) is 
like an internal edible entity. When I/Han Yu aims to ‗gulp down‘ bei 
shang, it means that /Han Yu decides to keep his mouth shut and not 
let a word about expressing his sorrow bei shang slip out from his 
mouth. Subsequently, it can be seen that a mapping from the source 
domain ―HUMAN INGESTION frame‖ that tun1gulping-down is involved with 
to the target domain ―FEELING OF SORROW frame‖ that tun4withholding-
expression is involved with takes place here, as illustrated in Figure 59.  
Figure 59   the WITHHOLDING-EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor: 
HUMAN INGESTION frame > FEELING OF SORROW frame Mapping 
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     This mapping is also strengthened by the connection between 
tun1gulping-down‘s and tun4withholding-expression‘s associated syntactic 
constructions and thematic roles. In (114), tun4withholding-expression is 
associated with a transitive construction [(Subj) Vtr.  (Obj)  CCOMP], 
where tun (吞) is the predicate linking with two thematic roles agent 
and patient. This is similar to how tun1gulping-down behaves in (103), which 
eventually helps push the sense development from tun1gulping-down to 
tun4withholding-expression as shown in Figure 60 below.  
                (103)   tun1gulping-down, V, used alone 
                   Thematic:  [(Agent)      Patient   Purpose]   
                  Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj      CCOMP] 
                  Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
 Extend to > 
                (114)  tun4withholding-expression, V, used alone  
                  Thematic:  [(Agent)          (Patient)     Purpose]   
                 Syntactic:  [(Subj)  Vtr.    (Obj)         CCOMP] 
                 Frame: FEELING OF SORROW 






3.1.6 Summary of the Historical Development of tun (吞)’s 
Senses 
      Briefly, the development of tun (吞 )‘s four historical polysemic 
senses is motivated by the CONQUERING IS INGESTION metaphor, 
the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor, and the WITHHOLDING-
EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor. The similarities between the 
four senses‘ associated syntactic constructions and thematic roles also 
help propel this historical development. A concise summary of the 






3.2 Modern Development of tun (吞)’s Senses 
 
         In this chapter, the focus will shift to a synchronic reflection on 
how tun (吞) develops in Modern Chinese.  It can be seen that tun (吞) 
has six senses including the four historical senses and another two 
newly emerged senses reflected in its 3,000 occurrences collected 
from CCL corpus, Chinese Gigaword 2 corpus, Google and Baidu. All 
the four historical senses remain to be used as verb and pronounced 
as /tun1/ but have new developments in their usages, involved frames 








tun4withholding-expression hereafter.  The other 






tun6enduring.  Both 
of them are also used as verb and pronounced as /tun1/, but they differ 
in terms of their involved frames and associated constructions. 
Amongst all of them, 
M
tun2conquering (44% of the total occurrences) is the 
most frequently occurring senses. 
 
Subsequently, this sense is followed 











tun5appropriating (4%), based 
upon the frequencies of occurrences. A summary of these six modern 








  Mtun1gulping-down,           /tun1/,   V                                                  7% 
                                                              Frame: HUMAN INGESTION,  
                                                          ANIMAL INGESTION,  
                                                          MEDICINE, ILLNESS, DEATH                                                                 
  Mtun2conquering,             /tun1/,   V                                                  44% 
                                             Frame: WAR, CANCER TREATMENT,  
                                                          IDEOLOGY COMPETITION,  
                                                          LANGUAGE COMPETITION,  
                                                          DROWNING, BURNING,  
                                                          GAMBLING,  BUSINESS WAR,  
                                                          INVESTMENT              




 Mtun3taking-in,                /tun1/,   V                                                  18% 
                                                              Frame:           GALAXY, RIVER, PLANTS,  
                                                          READING, TRADING,  
                                                          PETROLEUM SHADOW, CROWD,  
                                                          SANDSTORM, ECLIPSE, CLOUDS 
 
  Mtun4withholding-expression, /tun1/,    V                                                  16% 
                                                              Frame:                         SPEECH (COMFORTING  
                                                           SPEECH),  
                                                           FEELING (SORROW,  
                                                           REGRET, ANGER),  
                                                           LAUGHTER                                          
  Mtun5appropriating,          /tun1/,   V                                                     4%                                                                   
                                                              Frame:  CORRUPTION, CREDIT,  
                                                           COMPANY OWNERSHIP  
 
  Mtun6enduring,              /tun1/,   V                                              11% 
                                                               Frame: HARDSHIP, CONSEQUENCE,  
                                                           INJUSTICE, SUFFERING,  
                                                           HUMILIATION, INSULT,  
                                                           FAILURE, PROBLEM,  





       The rest of this chapter 3.2 will start with what the new 
development of the four historical senses are first, since the extension 
relationship between the four historical senses are already made clear 
in chapter 3.1. Then it will continue with discussions on the 






3.2.1 The Four Historical Senses Which Are Still Active In 
Modern Chinese 
Mtun1gulping-down 




tun1gulping-down is still 
used as a verb in modern Chinese, denoting the ingestion action of 
how animals and humans gulp down external entities to allow them 
pass through the throat and then enter into animal or human bodies, or 
how they gulp down internal entities to prevent them from exiting from 
their bodies. Those external entities can be regular food and drink (i.e., 
Chinese meatballs, water, and shrimp and seawater in (125a-c) or 
irregular meal (i.e., gold, pill, poison, and stone in (125d-g). A new 
development with 
M
tun1gulping-down is that more internal entities, such as 
saliva, drool, tooth, and blood in (125h-k), can be gulped down. 
Stomach acid is still one of the internal entities that can be gulped 
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down, and tun (吞) even forms a compound word ―tun suan (gulping 
down stomach acid)‖ together with the character ―suan (stomach acid)‖ 
to solidify this collocation, as shown in (125l). Tun (吞) is also often 
used together with another character ―xia (down)‖ or ―ru (in)‖ to form 
compound words ―tunxia‖ or ―tunru‖ to represent this sense. Similar to 
tun1gulping-down, the eaten entities can still either be deformed if they are 
digestible or just stay put if not after being gulped down into the eaters‘ 
body. Briefly, as shown in (125a-l) below,
 M
tun1gulping-down is involved 
with not only the original HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL 
INGESTION frames but also a MEDICINE frame, an ILLNESS frame, 
and a DEATH frame. 
M
tun1gulping-down also focuses on how volitional and 
capable the eater can be when deciding such entrance or exit in 
addition to how crucial the eater‘s throat is in determining internal or 
external entity‘s entrance into or exit from the eater‘s body. 
 
 (125) a. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     我   一      口          气            呑             了        三          个                  狮子 头。 
                     wo yi     kou       qi           tun           le      san        ge                 shizi tou 
                    I    One mouth breath gulp down aux. three quantifier Chinese meatballs 
                     ‘I gulped down three Chinese meatballs without a break.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
           b. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      (我)  就    要    多          呑                 两        口             水。 
                      wo  jiu   yao duo      tun            liang    kou        shui 
                    I    then will more  gulp down two quantifier water 
                     ‘I then will gulp down two more mouthfuls of water.’  
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                 Thematic: [(Agent)                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj) Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
           c. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     蓝鲸              把        虾      和      海水           一起          呑             入  口          中。 
                     Lanjing        ba     xia      he   haishui       yiqi          tun         ru  kou    zhong 
                   Blue whale BA shrimp and seawater together gulp down in mouth middle 
                     ‘The blue whale gulped down shrimp together with seawater into his  
                     mouth.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent     Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj  BA    Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
            d. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                       我   不       小心         呑            了     不   到   10       K       的  金子。 
                       wo bu  xiaoxin       tun         le     bu dao  shi Karat  de  jinzi 
                     I     not careful gulp down aux. no reach ten karat aux. gold 
                     ‘I accidentally gulped down ten karat gold.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
           e. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
首长               仍然      把   这     丸              药    一丝不苟 地         呑            进        肚         里。 
shouzhang renrang ba zhe wan          yao yisibugou de       tun          jin      du         li  
chief             still     BA this quantifier pill carefully aux. gulp down into tummy inside 
                     ‘I gulped down three Chinese meatballs without a break.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                  Patient      Goal]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA    Advb  Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, MEDICINE 
           f. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     她             呑            了    一           点         毒药。 
                      ta           tun          le     yi       dian      duyao 
                    she  gulp down aux. one quantifier poison 
                     ‘She gulped down a little poison.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent         Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
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                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, DEATH 
          g. 
M
tun1gulping-down, V, used alone  
                      美国             纽约        一    哈巴狗             吞                百           余     
                    meiguo      niuyue    yi   habagou        tun             bai         yu  
                    America New York one Pekingese gulp down hundred extra  
                      石块       荣         获           “最        蠢         宠物          奖”。 
                    shikuai rong    huo         zui    chun  chongwu  jiang 
                    stone honour  receive most stupid     pet       award 
                    ‘A New York-based American Pekingese received the ‘stupidest pet’  
                    award for gulping down more than hundreds of stones.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent         Patient  Result]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj       C] 
                 Frame: ANIMAL INGESTION 
         h.  
M
tun1gulping-down, V, used alone 
                      小孙                 吞             了       口           唾沫   没    敢    发话。 
                    xiaosun         tun           le     kou     tuomo mei gan fahua       
                    Xiaosun   gulp down  aux. mouth saliva  not dare speak   
                      ‘Xiaosun gulped down his saliva but still does not dare to speak.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent         Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj       C] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
          i.   
M
tun1gulping-down V, used alone 
                 Grammatical construction: [Subj  Adv  Vtr.  Obj] 
                       我    不  停   地          呑              口水。     
                     wo bu ting de       tun         koushui ma 
                      I    no stop aux. gulp down saliva   aux. 
                     ‘I cannot stop gulping down my saliva.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
          j.   
M
tun1gulping-down V, used alone 
 (孟         老者)    有        三        枚           (牙齿)在     忙乱          中         呑         入  了       肚。 
meng    laozhe you   san      mei       yachi zai mangluan zhong  tun       ru   le      du 
Meng old man have three quantifier teeth at rush middle  gulp down in aux. tummy 
‘Mr. Old Meng gulped down three of his own teeth in the rush.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent       Patient               Goal]   
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                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj  CCOMP] 
                                                                 /      \  
                                                          Advb  Vtr.  CCOMP          
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
          k.  
M
tun1gulping-down /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       (她)   一       口            呑            下       (鲜     血)。 
                      ta     yi     kou         tun         xia     xian  xue 
                      she one mouth gulp down aux. fresh blood 
                     ‘She gulped down the fresh blood without hesitation.’ 
                 Thematic: [(Agent)                    (Patient)]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj)  Advb  Vtr.  (Obj)] 
                 Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, ILLNESS 
           l. 
M
tun1gulping-down, /tun1/, V, used together with suan (酸) 
                      它  可以   治疗     胃痛                    吞                     酸                  等         病。 
                    ta   keyi zhiliao weitong            tun                suan             deng  bing         
                    it    can  cure     stomachache gulp down  stomach acid   kind illness   
                      ‘It can cure illness such as stomachache or gulping down stomach acid.’ 
                 Thematic:  [                                 (Agent)          Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [Subj   Vmodal   VCOMP]   
                                                                   / \  
                                                             Vtr.  Obj          
                                                                      / \  
                                                               MOD  NP      
                                                                   / \  
                                                 Subj1  Vint1. (Subj2) Vtr2.  Obj2             
                     Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, MEDICINE 
 
     
M
tun1gulping-down is also associated with variations of common 
transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates 
or special transitive [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] constructions where objects 
precede predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
BA. Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials are also seen 
there. For example, tun (吞 ) is associated with common transitive 
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constructions in (125a-d, &125f-l) and special transitive constructions in 
(125c & 125e). In these constructions, tun (吞) is always the predicate 
linking with argument roles subject and object that correspond to 
thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
      Another interesting fact is that, beside lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽) 
mentioned in Chapter 2.2.1 which reinforces tun (吞)‘s and yan (咽)‘s 
synonymic correlation, 
M
tun1gulping-down also appears in more idioms such 
as qi shen tun tan (漆身吞炭), tun dao tu huo (吞刀吐火), sheng tun 
huo bo (生吞活剥), tun zhou zhi yu (吞舟之鱼), and tun yun tu wu (吞云
吐雾) in modern Chinese, as shown in (126a-e). Some of these idioms 
such as sheng tun huo bo (生吞活剥 ) also has both literal and 
metaphor meanings, but its metaphorical meanings will be presented 
with 
M
tun3taking-in due to the meaning relevance.  
 
(126) a.   qi shen tun tan, idiom   
                       (聂     政)       便      漆          身           呑                炭，       改变     音    容。 
                     Nie Zheng  bian   qi      shen        tun            tan      gaibian  yin  rong 
                     Nie Zheng  then tattoo body gulp down charcoal change voice face 
                     ‘Nie Zheng then tattooed his body and gulped down charcoal to change  
                     his look and voice.’ 
          b.   tun dao tu huo, idiom   
                      过来      的    一      队        队     都    是     呑               刀    吐    火   的        杂耍。                     
                    guolai de    yi    dui      dui   dou shi    tun          dao   tu  huo de    zashua 
                    come aux. one group group all be gulp down knife spit fire aux. sideshow 
                    ‘Here comes sideshows featuring gulping down knife and spitting out fire  
                     group by group.’ 
          c.   sheng tun huo bo, idiom   
                       六    岁        就         敢    刀       砍     生       母，       长大      了     岂    不   是  
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                     liu  sui       jiu      gan  dao   kan sheng mu      zhangda   le    qi    bu shi  
                     six year already dare knife stab birth mother grow up aux. then not be  
                       要   把               父母                    生         呑             活      剥。                     
                     yao ba            fumu              sheng     tun        huo    bo        
                     will BA father and mother alive gulp down alive skin  
                    ‘He is only six years old and already dare to attach his mother with knife.  
                    Will he just skin and gulp down his parent alive after he grows up. ’ 
          d.   lou wang zhi yu, idiom   
                      竟然                       出现       网     漏             呑            舟      之    鱼    的 
                    jingran             chuxian wang lou          tun        zhou zhi   yu   de     
                    unexpectedly show up mesh miss  gulp down boat aux. fish aux.  
                      现象，              与          这样     的    大  题目   失   之  交  臂。 
                    Xianxiang       yu    zheyang  de   da timu  shi zhi jiao bi 
                    phenomenon with this kind aux. big topic      miss 
                   ‘Unexpectedly we missed such obviously big topic.’ 
          e.  tun yun tu wu, idiom   
         烟民        只    能     在     春     寒          依旧  的      室外       “呑                  云     吐   雾”。             
        yanmin zhi neng zai chun han        yijiu  de   shiwai      tun              yun   tu  wu 
        smoker only can at spring coldness same aux. outdoor gulp down cloud spit fog 







         M
tun2conquering can still depict the action of a powerful conqueror‘s 
defeating his conquered targets, taking control of his conquered targets, 
or gaining control of something from his conquered targets, but through 
the use of more kinds of forces than just combat force; subsequently, 
M
tun2conquering is involved more frames than the original WAR frame in 
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modern Chinese. Let us look at how it is associated with the WAR 
frame in modern Chinese first. His army would defeat two strong army 
troops if he has enough powerful combat capability to ‗gulp them down‘ 
in (127a). South Korea and Enemy could take control of the two 
countries North Korea and ancient China with enough powerful combat 
capability by ‗gulping down‘ the two targets separately in (127b-c).  
Nurhaci’s army and France could gain control of two targets‘ 
belongings Ming Dynasty’s territorial land and war loot  with enough 
powerful combat capability by ‗gulping down‘ the two targets separately 
in (127d-e). Overall, if the conquering action is successful, it generally 
means that the conquerors are more powerful than the conquered 
targets in terms of combat capability. ‗The conquerors‘ are still like 
eaters, whilst ‗the conquered targets‘ are still like external edible 
entities. Similarly, when ‗the conquerors‘ aim to ‗gulp down‘ ‗the 
conquered targets‘, it means that ‗the conquered targets‘ aim to 
conquer ‗the conquered targets‘. The CONQUERING IS INGESTION 
metaphor is still at work here. The edible entities may still have two 
results of being destroyed or being restructured after being conquered 
by the conquerors.  
 
(127) a.  
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
               他   当时      的   力量，无法      一    口         吞下     两        支实力           军队。 
               ta  dangshi de liliang wufa     yi   kou    tunxia  liang    zhi shili        jundui 
               he  then   aux. power  unable one bite conquer two quantifier strength   army 
           ‘He did not have enough military strength to conquer two strong army  
            troops in one attempt.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent  Manner        Patient]   
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                 Syntactic: [Subj     Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: WAR 
          b.   
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                       韩国                   可     干净利落          吞          了            朝鲜？ 
                     hanguo            ke  ganjingliluo     tun        le          chaoxian 
                     South Korea  can     neatly          conquer   aux.   North Korea 
                     ‘South Korea can conquer North Korea neatly?’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent      Manner      Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vmodal  VCOMP  ] 
                                                               /  \ 
                                                  Advb  Vtr.  Obj 
                 Frame: WAR 
          c.   
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with mie (灭)  
                      这    是   敌人        吞灭        中国          独          霸              东   亚     进而     
                    zhe shi  diren     tunmie  zhongguo du        ba          dong ya   jin’er  
                    this  is enemy conquer  China       alone dominate  east Asia then          
                      征服            世界     的        阴谋。 
                    zhengfu     shijie   de    yinmou 
                    conquer   world  aux. conspiracy 
                   ‘This is the enemy’s conspiracy: conquering China first and then   
                   dominate East Asia exclusively and eventually conquer the whole  
                   world.’  
                 Thematic: [                     Agent       Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vcopula    Subj Predicative] 
                                                                        /            \ 
                                                                MOD         NP 
                                                                  /  \ 
                                                       Subj  Vtr.  Obj VCOMP 
                 Frame: WAR 
        d.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                       这     大        明               江山，咱   不    能    让    努尔哈赤   把  它    吞    了。    
                     zhe   da      ming      jiangshan   zan bu neng rang  nu’erhachi  ba   ta   tun    le 
                       This big  Ming Dynasty land    we  not  can    let    Nurhaci    aux.  it  conquer  it 
                       ‘We cannot let Nurhaci just seize our Ming Dynasty’s great land.’ 
                 Thematic: [                    Agent    Patient]   
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                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vmodal   VCOMP] 
                                                                  /  \ 
                                                       Subj BA. Obj   Vtr.   
                 Frame: WAR 
        e.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                       法兰西      帝国     吞下        了      这        次            胜利       的   一半     赃物。    
                     Falanxi diguo    tunxia      le     zhe      ci         shengli   de  yiban zangwu 
                     France empire  conquer  aux. this quantifier victory aux. half      loot 
                       ‘France seized half of the loot collected from this victory.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent            Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj    Vtr.   Obj] 
                 Frame: WAR 
 
 
        
As mentioned earlier, the new development of 
M
tun2conquering its 
involvement with more frames than the original WAR frame in modern 
Chinese. As shown in (128a-f), the stronger conquerors can only 
destroy the conquered targets but not just make them surrender or 
annex them in a CANCER TREATMENT frame, an IDEOLOGY 
COMPETITION frame, a LANGUAGE COMPETITION frame, a 
DROWNING frame, a BURNING frame, and a GAMBLING frame. The 
conquered target Cancer cells would not exist after being gulped down 
by the conqueror Phagocyte in (128a). The conquered target Taiwan’s 
ideological values would diminish after being gulped down by the 
conqueror socialism in (128b). The conquered target Chinese language 
would not be used the way it is now after being gulped down by the 
conqueror some language in (128c). The conquered target 83 lives 
would be drown to death after being gulped down by the conqueror 
river in (128d). The conquered target the child would be dead after 
being gulped down by the conqueror fire in (128e). The conquered 
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target six-year happiness would be gone after being gulped down by 
the conqueror slot machine in (128f).   
 
(128) a.   
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with diao (掉)  
                       体          内       巨噬细胞   能       把     癌         细胞  逐个              吞掉。 
                     ti           nei    ju shi xibao neng ba   ai       xibao zhuge         tundiao 
                     body inside phagocyte can    aux. cancer cell one by one  conquer  
                    ‘Phagocyte can conquer cancer cells in the body one by one.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                  Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vmodal   VCOMP] 
                                                                  /  \ 
                                                         BA. Obj     Advb  Vtr.   
                 Frame: CANCER TREATMENT 
       b.     
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with diao (掉) 
                     社会主义        吞掉       台湾？ 
                   shehuizhuyi tundiao taiwan  
                   Socialism   conquer Taiwan  
                   ‘Will Socialism conquer Taiwan’s ideological values?’  
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: IDEOLOGY COMPETITION 
      c.     
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with mie (灭) 
                      我们       不   能      容忍        某     一      种       语言           肆无忌惮            
                    women bu neng rongren mou  yi   zhong yuyan      siwujidan           
                    we        not can tolerate   some one kind language  unscrupulously  
                       地        吞灭             汉语。 
                     de      tunmie      hanyu 
                     aux.  conquer    Chinese language 
                     ‘We cannot tolerate that some language just conquer Chinese                       
                     language unscrupulously.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent   Manner       Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj     Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: LANGUAGE COMPETITION 
       d.     
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                       清        水     江    一    河        段         13        年   吞       83              条           
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                    qing shui jiang yi    he    duan  shi san nian tun ba shi san tiao   
                    clear water river one river segment thirteen year conquer eighty-three quantifier  
                    生命。 
                    shengming 
                      life   
                   ‘A river reach in Clear Water River has taken away 83 lives 13 years.’        
                 Thematic: [Agent  Time          Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj    Advb      Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: DROWNING 
       e.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                小孩          玩     火,       (小孩)     被     火   吞   了。 
                   xiaohai  wan huo     xiaohai  bei   huo tun le 
                   child       play  fire       child    aux. fire conquer aux.   
                   ‘(First it was just a spark when he started playing with it. Then the fire  
                     spread rapidly and turned into raging flames.) The child eventually died  
                     in the burning flames.’ 
                 Thematic: [Patient     Agent                    ]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj  BEI  Subj  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: BURNING  
       f.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                       坑人         “老虎机”，        吞          了     六     年        幸福。 
                     kengren   laohuji            tun         le    liu  nian   xingfu 
                     entrap  slot machine  conquer aux. six year happiness 
                     ‘The rip-off slot machine has ripped off my six-year happiness.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent           Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj    Vtr.   Obj] 
                 Frame: GAMBLING 
 
       M
tun2conquering can also be involved with another BUSINESS WAR 
frame as shown in (129a-c), where the financially or strategically 
stronger conquerors can take control of the conquered targets to make 
preferred changes to the targets but not destroy the targets. The 
conquered target Little Sheep Hot Pot Restaurant would possibly 
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become a subsidiary company of the conqueror Yum! Brands Inc‘s 
after being gulped down by Yum! Brands Inc. in (129a). Maybe Little 
Sheep Hot Pot Restaurant will have a new name, a new manager, a 
new business strategy, but it is unlikely for it to be burned down by 
Yum! Brands Inc. and left nothing behind. The same situation may also 
apply to the conquered target Walt Disney Company in (129b). In 
(129c), the conquered target the beverage market in China would be 
dominated by the conqueror some foreign beverage companies after 
being gulped down by some foreign beverage companies.  The 
beverage market in China would always be there, some foreign 
beverage companies just aim to break the market‘s original supply and 
demand balance so that they monopolize the entire market and 
maximize their profits from the market. 
 
(129) a.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                       百胜                           “吞”    了                      小  肥 羊。 
                     Baisheng                 tun     le                  xiao fei yang 
                     Yum! Brands Inc. conquer aux. Little Sheep Hot Pot Restaurant 
                     ‘Yum! Brands Inc. has acquired Little Sheep Hot Pot Restaurant.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: BUSINESS WAR  
        b.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with bing (并) 
                       温克勒         电影        公司       想         吞并          迪斯尼            公司。 
                     wenkele dianying gongsi   xiang   tunbing     disini            gongsi 
                     Winkler   Film    Company want   conquer  Walt Disney Company 
                     ‘Winkler Film Company wants to acquire Walt Disney Company.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.   VCOMP  ] 
                                                         / \ 
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                                                       Vtr.   Obj 
                 Frame: BUSINESS WAR 
         c.    
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used together with qin (侵) 
               有的      是   有   计划、有   步骤     地    蚕食、侵吞    中国            饮料       市场。 
              youde shi you jihua you buzhou de canshi qintun zhongguo yinliao shichang 
              some   be have plan  have step  aux. conquer. conquer China beverage market 
              ‘Some foreign beverage companies have detailed plans to conquer the   
               beverage market in China step by step.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent  Manner        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj     Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: BUSINESS WAR 
      
        M
tun2conquering can also be involved with another INVESTMENT and 
GAMBLING frame as shown in (130a-b), where the devilishly cruel and 
attractive conquerors can take possession of the conquered targets 
without destroying the targets. The conquered target one-year profit 
once belonged to its original owner but now is a property of the 
conqueror the annual tickets sellers’ after the annual tickets sellers 
gulped it down in (130a). The amount of the one-year profit may not 
increase or decrease, but it is ownership has changed after being 
gulped down by the annual tickets sellers. In (130b), the conquered 
target thousands of the man’s wealth would be possessed by the 
conqueror dealers who run the ball games after dealers who run the 
ball games gulped it down.  The thousands of the man’s wealth was 







(130) a.  
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      一     年     的    利润    都   被         年          票         吞           了。 
 
                     yi    nian  de   lirun dou bei      nian     piao     tun          le 
                    one year aux. profit  all  BEI.  annual ticket conquer aux. 
                    ‘The whole year’s profit belongs to the annual tickets sellers.’  
                 Thematic: [Patient      Agent]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj  BEI   Subj  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: INVESTMENT 
          b. 
M
tun2conquering, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     男子      因         赌      球   被     (庄家)           吞        千             万               家财。 
                   nanzi   yin      du    qiu   bei  zhuangjia   tun     qian        wan           jiacai 
                     man  because gamble ball BEI dealer   conquer  thousand ten thousand wealth 
                   ‘Thousands of this man’s wealth is gone as he gambled on ball games.’ 
                Thematic: [        Cause          Agent          Patient]   
                Syntactic: [Obj*  Advb  BEI   (Subj)  Vtr.  Obj*] 
                Frame: GAMBLING 
  
       
 It can also be observed that, even 
M
tun2conquering can deliver the 
conquering meaning alone, but it is more often used together with 
another character such as diao (掉), xia (下), bing (并), qin (侵), or mie 
(灭) to form compound word tundiao (吞掉), tunxia (吞下), tunbing (吞
并), qintun (侵吞), or jingtun (吞灭) in modern Chinese to represent this 
conquering meaning. 
       
M
tun2conquering is associated with variations of common transitive 
[Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates, 
predicative construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative] where tun (吞) 
is part of the subject predicative, special transitive construction [Subj 
BA Obj Vtr.] where objects precede predicates, with a new help from 
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modern prepositions such as BA, and another special transitive 
construction [Obj BEI Subj Vtr.] where objects precede subjects, with a 
new help from modern prepositions such as BEI. For example, tun (吞) 
is associated with common transitive constructions in (127a-b, 127e, 
128b-d, 128f, & 129a-c), predicative constructions in (127c), special 
transitive constructions with BA in (127d & 128a), and special transitive 
constructions with BEI in (128e & 130a-b). Non-core syntactic elements 
such as adverbials are also seen there. In these constructions, tun (吞) 
is generally the predicate linking with argument roles subject and object 
that correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
      
M
tun2conquering also appears in idioms such as jing tun can shi (鲸吞
蚕食), or can shi jing tun (蚕食鲸吞) in modern Chinese, as shown in 
(131a-c). These idioms also represent the conquering meaning like 
M
tun2conquering does, even though the other characters in the idioms also 
contribute to defining the manner of this conquering action.   
 
 (131) a.   jing tun can shi, idiom   
                       全球化            的    过程          就  是    强势           文化      对   弱势     文化      的  
                     Quanqiuhua de guocheng jiu shi qiangshi wenhua dui ruoshi wenhua de  
                     globalisation aux. process just be strong  culture toward weak culture aux.  
                       鲸             呑                    蚕        食。                     
                     jing         tun               can      shi        
                    whale gulp down silkworm eat 
                    ‘The process of globalisation is how strong cultures conquer weak  
                     cultures progressively.’ 
          b.   can shi jing tun, idiom   
                       外国          侵略者      对    我    国        的            蚕          食    鲸          呑。                     
                     waiguo qinluezhe dui   wo  guo      de         can      shi   jing       tun 
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                     foreign invader   toward I country aux. silkworm eat whale gulp down  
                    ‘Foreign invaders are conquering our country little by little.’ 
          c.  can shi jing tun, idiom   
                      两           家              中        英        大     金融         机构                蚕          食  
                    liang     jia         zhong   ying    da  jinrong       jigou            can      shi    
                    two quantifier Chinese British big finance organization silkworm eat  
                    鲸               呑            所有           中小型             金融           公司       的         生意。             
                     jing         tun        suoyou zhongxiaoxing   jinrong    gongsi    de    shengyi 
                     whale gulp down all medium small size finance company aux. business 
                       ‘Two big Chinese and British Finance Organizations are taking over all  





         M
tun3taking-in can still depict the action of a big entity‘s taking in 
smaller entity/entities. After being taken inside the big entity‘s boundary, 
the smaller entity either may still turn into an internal part of the big 
entity or cannot be easily noticed as an individual by outsiders when 
they are inside the big entity. 
M
tun3taking-in is also involved more frames 
in modern Chinese. Overall, if the taking-in action is successful, it 
generally means that the taker is much bigger than the taken in terms 
of capacity. ‗The taker‘ is still like an eater, whilst ‗the taken‘ is still like 
an external edible entity. Similarly, when ‗the taker‘ ‗gulps down‘ ‗the 
taken‘, it means that ‗the taker‘ takes in ‗the taken‘. The TAKING-IN IS 
INGESTION metaphor still functions here. What is worth pointing out 
here is that, all these external entities carry a neutral or positive 





from another newly emerged sense 
M
tun6enduring that is marked with 
negative prosody. 
        
As shown in (132a-h), the bigger takers take in the smaller external 
entities and turn them into the takers‘ internal parts in a GALAXY frame, 
a RIVER frame, a PLANTS frame, a READING frame, a TRADING 
frame, and a PETROLEUM frame. The smaller entity planet would 
become an internal part of the bigger entity black hole temporarily after 
being gulped down by the black hole in (132a), though the planet can 
also be a free individual again if it is being spit out. The smaller entities 
small rivers would blend in and eventually turn into a part of river water 
permanently after being gulped down by the big entities big rivers in 
(132b). The smaller entity rain would stay inside the bigger entity 
greeneries after being gulped down by the greeneries in (132c), though 
the rain can also leave the greeneries if it is being spit out in dry 
seasons. After being gulped down by the reader I, the relatively small 
entities all the wisdom embedded in the text of a book and knowledge 
about theoretical history would be absorbed by the theoretically infinite 
brain of the reader I and become permanent or temporary components 
of the human brain (which depends on how good the reader‘s memory 
is) in (132d-e). The two relatively small entities Japanese Yen and gold 
would become temporary component of the two relatively big entities 
Miss Zhang’s investment portfolio and Shanghai securities market’s 
trading portfolio after being gulped down by these two big entities in 
(132f-g), though the two small entities would be removed to earn profit 
from time to time. The smaller entity crude oil would become an 
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important internal material for the bigger entity private oil refineries to 
distil fine petroleum after being gulped down by the conqueror private 
oil refineries in (132h).   
 
(132) a.   
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                 Grammatical construction: [Subj Vmodal   Vtr.  (Obj)] 
                       黑洞             能             吞      （行星）。      亦     能   吐（行星）。 
                     heidong   neng         tun      xingxing    yi  neng tu xingxing 
                     black hole can      take in    planet          also can spit planet 
                     ‘Black holes can either take in planets or spit them out.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent                       Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj Vmodal1  VCOMP1 Vmodal2  VCOMP2] 
                                                                /   \                        /   \ 
                                                          Vtr1.  (Obj1)        Vtr2.  (Obj2) 
                 Frame: GALAXY 
          b.   
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                        大     河        吞                       小      河。 
                      da     he     tun                  xiao    he 
                      big river take in  small river 
                     ‘Big rivers can take in small rivers.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: RIVER 
      c.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      绿色            紧紧    地    包裹        着    大地， 大     雨    (绿色) 能      吞    (水)，      
                    lvse            jinjin   de   baoguo zhe  dadi      da    yu lvse neng  tun   shui 
                    greenery tightly aux. wrap  aux. earth  big rain greenery can take in water 
                   干旱        能       吐。 
                    ganhan neng   tu 
                    draught can spit out 
                  ‘Greeneries tightly wrap soils, so they can take in the water during 
                    heavy rain and contribute moisture during draught.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                                   Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj)  Advb  Vmodal  VCOMP] 
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                                                                              /   \                          
                                                                        Vtr.  (Obj)         
                 Frame: PLANTS 
 
      d.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     我   合       上    书，(我)好象          把   所有     的      智慧       都    吞     了    下去。 
                   wo he  shang shu wo haoxiang ba suoyou de    zhihui  dou tun     le   xiaqu 
                    I   close   up book I seem       aux.  all      aux. wisdom all take in aux. down 
                    ‘I close the book and feel like that I have already taken in all the wisdom  
                     embedded in the book.’  
                 Thematic: [(Agent)                   Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj)  Advb  BA  Obj  Advb  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: READING 
       e.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     我   把      理论        史        彻彻底底    的        吞       了    一       遍。 
                   wo ba     lilun      shi     chechedidi  de      tun      le    yi     bian 
                    I    aux. theory history thoroughly aux. take in aux. one time 
                    ‘I have already taken in all the knowledge about theoretical history          
                    quickly without really understanding it.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA  Obj  Advb  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: READING 
        f.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                     上海              证券            市场        每      天        吞      金          吐        银。 
                   shanghai zhengquan shichang mei  tian    tun     jin        tu       yin 
                   Shanghai securities   market every day take in gold spit out silver   
                   ‘Shanghai securities market trade gold and silver in and out every 
                    day.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb Vtr1.  Obj1     Vtr2.  Obj2] 
                 Frame: TRADING 
       g.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used together with jin (进) 
                      张          小姐   一会儿       买    进           马克、      卖      掉         美元， 
                    zhang xiaojie yihui’er    mai jin         make       mai   diao  meiyuan  
                    Zhang Miss sometimes buy  in  German Mark sell finish US dollar   
                     一会儿              吞      进           日元            吐    出      英镑。 
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                    yihui’er         tun    jin        riyuan         tu chu yingbang 
                     sometimes take in in  Japanese Yen  spit  out  Pound 
                   ‘When trading, Miss Zhang sometimes buys in German Mark and 
                    sell out US dollar. She also takes in Japanese Yen and let go of  
                    Pound sometimes.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                    Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb Vtr1.  Obj1     Vtr2.  Obj2] 
                 Frame: TRADING 
         h.   
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                      私人         炼油厂           吞      下        了         原油，   蒸馏       
                    siren lianyouchang  tun    xia        le    yuanyou zhenliu  
                    private oil refinery take in down aux. crude oil   distil    
                      出  了     不     合格          的        汽油。 
                    chu le    bu    hege         de      qiyou 
                    out aux.  no qualified aux. petroleum 
                    ‘Private oil refineries cannot distil good qualify petroleum  
                     after taking in crude oil.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj       C] 
                 Frame: PETROLEUM  
 
       M
tun3taking-in can also be involved with a SHADOW frame, a CROWD 
frame, a SANDSTORM frame, an ECLIPSE frame, and a CLOUDS 
frame as shown in (133a-e), where the bigger takers take in the smaller 
external entities and make the smaller entities unnoticeable to 
outsiders when they are inside the big entity. The smaller entity does 
not necessarily become the internal part of the big entity. In (133a), the 
smaller entity he becomes nearly invisible after being gulped down by 
the big entity shadow. In (133b), the smaller entities you blend in with 
the crowd and cannot easily be spotted after being gulped down by the 
big entities crowd. In (133c), the relatively small entity the whole city is 
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not visible after being gulped down by the superpower sandstorm, even 
though it is not a component of the superpower sandstorm. In (133d), 
when an eclipse takes place, the relatively small entity the sun cannot 
be seen after being gulped down by the shadow of the moon, though it 
does not become part of the shadow. In (133e), the relatively small 
entity half of the town is not visible after being gulped down by the big 
chunk of the dark clouds, even though it is not a component of the dark 
clouds. 
 
 (133) a. 
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     (他)   一          恍       似的  被        黑影    给     吞           了    去。 
                    ta     yi      huang shide bei   heiying gei    tun        le   qu 
                    he one suddenly like BEI    shadow GEI take in  aux. go 
                    ‘He disappeared in the shadow quickly.’ 
                 Thematic: [(Patient)   Manner        Agent  ]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj           Advb  BEI   Subj   GEI  Vtr.   C] 
                 Frame: SHADOW 
 
       b.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     你    是   被     人群          吞               了     吧?  
                    ni    shi bei   renqun    tun             le    ba 
                   you be BEI   crowd    take in     aux.    aux. 
                   ‘You must be taken in by the crowd so we cannot see you.’ 
                 Thematic: [Patient                Agent]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj  Vcopula VCOMP] 
                                                              /   \                          
                                                        BEI   Subj  Vtr. 
                 Frame: CROWD 
       c.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      整              个       城市       便      被    沙        尘     一       口      吞           了。 
                    zheng        ge    chengshi bian bei  sha   chen  yi      kou    tun        le 
                    whole quantifier city       so    aux. sand dust one mouth take in  aux. 
                    ‘The whole city is all taken in by the superpower sandstorm.’ 
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                 Thematic: [Patient      Agent  Manner       ]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj  BEI   Subj     Advb   Vtr.] 
                 Frame: SANDSTORM 
       d.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used together with jinqu (进去)  
                      太阳       被           月亮           吞                进去   的    速度     很     快。  
                    taiyang bei    yueliang       tun             jinqu de    sudu  hen  kuai  
                    the Sun aux. the Moon take in  inside aux. speed very fast 
                    ‘It is very fast to the Sun to be taken in by the shadow of the Moon (during  
                     eclipse).’ 
                 Thematic: [Patient    Agent        ]   
                 Syntactic: [      Subj        V] 
                                         /      \       
                                      MOD   NP       
                                     /      \       
                                  Obj  BEI   Subj  Vtr. 
                 Frame: ECLIPSE 
        e.     
M
tun3taking-in, /tun1/, V, used together with diao (掉) 
                Grammatical construction:  
                      黑         雲               聚集            吞掉       了     半        個           城鎮。 
                   hei     yun             juji              tundiao  le    ban     ge  chengzhen 
                   black cloud gather together take in  aux. half quantifier     town 
                     ‘Half of the town is taken in by the big chunk of dark clouds.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                   Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj Vint.   CCOMP] 
                                                          /      \       
                                                      Vtr.   Obj 
                 Frame: CLOUDS 
 
     
 It can also be observed that, even 
M
tun3taking-in can deliver the taking-
in meaning alone, but it can also be used together with another 
character such as jin (进), xia (下), or jinqu (进去) to form compound 
word tunjin (吞进 ), tunxia (吞下 ), or tunjinqu (吞进去 ) in modern 
Chinese to represent this taking-in meaning. 
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M
tun3taking-in is associated with variations of common transitive [Subj 
Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates, special 
transitive construction [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] where objects precede 
predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as BA, and 
another special transitive construction [Obj BEI Subj Vtr.] where objects 
precede subjects, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
BEI. For example, tun (吞 ) is associated with common transitive 
constructions in (132a-c, 132f-h, &133e), special transitive 
constructions with BA in (132d-e), and special transitive constructions 
with BEI in (133a-d). Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials 
are also seen there. In these constructions, tun (吞) is generally the 
predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
      
M
tun3taking-in also appears in idioms such as sheng tun huo bo (生吞
活剥), or qi tun shan he (气吞山河) in modern Chinese, as shown in 
(134a-b). These idioms also represent the taking-in meaning like 
M
tun3taking-in does, even though the other characters in the idioms also 
contribute to defining the manner of this taking-in action.   
 
(134) a.  sheng tun huo bo, idiom   
                      冬      儿 读     书,    第      一           遍            几乎 是   生         吞       活     剥。 
                    dong er du   shu   di      yi         bian         jihu shi sheng  tun    huo  bo 
                    Dong’er read book rank first quantifier almost be alive take in alive peel   
                    ‘when Dong’er read a book for the first time, she is almost used  
                     to take in all the texts without understand.’ 
         b.  qi tun shang he, idiom   
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                      读       着           邓小平           这         些           气           吞                    
                    du     zhe  deng xiao ping zhe      xie         qi           tun               
                    read aux. Deng Xiaoping this quantifier spirit take in  
                      山                   河        的      讲话，  他们     感到       亲切。 
                    shan             he       de jianghua tamen gandao qinqie 
                      mountain  river aux. speech    they      feel      warm 
                   ‘They feel warm while reading Deng Xiaoping’s speech  
                    which has the spirit greater than any great mountain and  





         M
tun4withholding-expression can still depict the action of some one‘s 
refraining himself from expressing his feelings or thoughts, etc. The 
experiencer or the speaker is like an eater, whilst his feelings or 
thoughts are like internal edible entities. When the experiencer or the 
speaker tries to ‗gulp down‘ his feelings or thoughts, it means that he 
decides to keep his mouth shut and not let a word about expressing his 
feelings or thoughts slip out from his mouth.
  
The WITHHOLDING-
EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor still functions here.  
        
As shown in (135a-f), 
M
tun4withholding-expression is also involved more 
frames including a COMFORTING SPEECH frame, a FEELING OF 
SORROW frame, a FEELING OF REGRET frame, a SPEECH frame, a 
FEELING OF ANGER frame, and a LAUGHTER frame in modern 
Chinese. The experiencer or the speaker (i.e., he, I, you, he, the Yao 
family, or every one) controls himself from saying comforting words, 
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expressing feeling of sorrow, expressing feeling of regret, say things, 
expressing feeling of anger, and laughing, so he ‗gulps down‘  the 
internal entities (i.e., words that meant to comfort her, speech about the 




tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                    他   把    准备         安慰     她    的       话            吞           了    回去。 
                   ta   ba zhunbei  anwei    ta    de     hua        tun         le   huiqu 
                   he BA prepare comfort she aux. words withhold aux. back 
                   ‘He withheld himself from saying these words that were meant to comfort  
                    her.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent      Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA  Obj       Vtr.] 
                 Frame: COMFORTING SPEECH 
       b.    
M
tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                       (我)囫囵       吞      地       忍受      的      整            块            痛苦。 
                   wo    hulun    tun    de    renshou de zheng      kuai      tongku 
                   I  whole withhold aux. tolerate aux. whole quantifier sorrow 
                   ‘(I) had to withhold myself from speaking about all the sorrow.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent  Manner       Patient]   
                 Syntactic:  [       MOD                           NP]       
                                           /      \       
                                   Subj    Advb    Vtr.  Obj 
                 Frame: FEELING OF SORROW 
       c.   
M
tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                       (你) 吞                了     悔恨    这       世间   最       毒           的      药，  
                     ni  tun              le  huihen zhe   shijian zui   du          de    yao    
                    you withhold aux. regret  this world most noxious aux. drug  
                     你   便      觉          万                       箭            穿          心。  
                      ni bian   jue      wan                 jian       chuan    xin 
                        you will feel  ten thousands  arrow penetrate heart  
                      ‘You will feel like that thousands of arrows penetrate through your heart  
                       once you withhold yourself from speaking out your regret which is the  
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                       most noxious drug in the world.’  
                 Thematic: [(Agent)          Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj)   Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: FEELING OF REGRET 
 
       d.     
M
tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used together with huiqu (回去)  
                     他    把       话        又           吞回去   了。  
                    ta    ba     hua    you       tunhuiqu le 
                    he  aux. words again   withhold   aux.   
                    ‘He withheld himself from speaking again.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent      Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA  Obj  Adv  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: SPEECH 
        e.    
M
tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used together with huiqu (回去)  
                     姚      家       把         滔     天    怒火     吞回去。  
                   yao    jia      ba        tao tian nuhuo  tunhuiqu 
                   Yao family BA  wave  sky fury      withhold  
                   ‘The Yao Family withheld themselves from letting their great fury out.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA   Obj  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: FEELING OF ANGER 
        f.    
M
tun4withholding-expression, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                      大家          把          笑声          吞               入       腹          中。 
                    dajia         ba   xiaosheng    tun           ru       fu      zhong 
                    everyone BA laughter    withhold  into tummy middle   
                    ‘Everyone withheld themselves from laughing out loud.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent      Patient       Goal]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  BA  Obj  Vtr.   C] 
                 Frame: LAUGHTER 
 
       
M
tun4withholding-expression is associated with variations of common 
transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates 
and special transitive construction [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] where objects 
precede predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
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BA. For example, tun (吞 ) is associated with common transitive 
constructions in (135b-c), and special transitive constructions with BA 
in (135a & 135d-f). Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials are 
also seen there. In these constructions, tun (吞 ) is generally the 
predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
      
M
tun4withholding-expression also appears in idioms such as ren qi tun 
sheng (忍气吞声), tun tun tu tu (吞吞吐吐), or tun tun tu tu (吞声忍泪) in 
modern Chinese, as shown in (136a-c). These idioms also represent 
the withholding-expression meaning like 
M
tun4withholding-expression does, 
even though the other characters in the idioms also contribute to 
defining the manner of this withholding-expression action.   
 
 (136) a.  ren qi tun sheng, idiom   
                     为   了    这        个           职业      我   又    会      忍         气       吞           声。   
                   wei le zhe       ge         zhiye    wo you hui   ren        qi      tun     sheng 
                   for aux. this quantifier profession  I again can tolerate insult withhold voice 
                   ‘I can tolerate all the insults and withhold myself from speaking out for  
                   this job.’  
       b.     tun tun tu tu, idiom   
  (女人)          呑               呑              吐        吐      的     言词        居然                迷惑     了    他。                     
  nvren         tun           tun           tu        tu     de    yanci       juran            mihuo   le    ta        
  woman  withhold withhold speak speak aux. words unexpectedly confuse aux. him 
  ‘It confuses him that the woman tries to say something but obviously withholding  
   herself from telling the whole story.’ 
       c.     tun sheng ren lei, idiom   
                      马德兰          先生            转身              朝着             她，   好象       一      个  
                    madelan xiansheng zhuanshen    chaozhe        ta   haoxiang  yi      ge  
                    Madrid        Mr.        turn around  face toward her   look like one quantifier       
                       呑                 声           忍            泪     的        长者。             
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                     tun           sheng      ren        lei    de    zhangzhe 
                     withhold voice withhold tears aux.    old man 
                      ‘Mr. Madrid turned around and face toward her. He looks like an old man  







3.2.2 The Two New Senses Emerged In Modern Chinese 
3.2.2.2 Mtun5appropriating 
      It is time to look at the two new senses emerged in modern 
Chinese now. 
M
tun5appropriating depicts an action of some one‘s taking or 
getting something in an illegal or unfair way. Though this sense is 
somewhat similar to the gaining control of something action that is 
associated with 
M
tun2conquering, the two senses are actually different in 
terms of their ‗publicity‘. The action associated with 
M
tun5appropriating is 
generally low-key or secretive due to its illegal or unfair nature, while 
the conquering action is high profile and publicly known on average. As 
shown in (137a-f), the greedy people ‗the director of the Village 
Association Committee, some people, several organizers, Henry 
Christopher, he, and local officials‘ appropriate ‗compensation fund, 
public money, school property, all the credits for the victory, and co-
owned company‘ through all kinds of filthy ways such as making 
falsified accounts. In these occurrences, the greedy people are like 
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starving eaters, whilst the appropriated properties are like external 
edible entities. When the greedy people ‗gulp down‘ the appropriated 
properties, it means that the greedy people use dishonorable ways to 
obtain things that do not belong to them.  Subsequently, 
M
tun5appropriating 
is involved with a CORRUPTION frame, a CREDIT frame, and a 
COMPANY OWNERSHIP frame. To sum things up, it is more possible 
to conclude that from the source domain ―HUMAN INGESTION frame‖ 
that 
M
tun1gulping-down is involved with to those target domains that 
M
tun5appropriating is involved with may take place here.  
 
(137) a.   
M
tun5appropriating, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                     村                 委                   会             主任              吞          了          
                   cun           wei               hui         zhuren         tun         le        
                   village committee association director appropriate aux.   
                   400                     万                               补偿            款。 
                   si bai                wan                      buchang     kuan 
                     four hundred ten thousand compensation fund   
                   ‘The director of the Village Association Committee appropriated forty  
                    thousand compensation fund.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: CORRUPTION 
       b.     
M
tun5appropriating, /tun1/, V, used together with mo (没) 
           有的       造           假帐                        吞没               公款。            
                    youde  zao       jiazhang                tunmo          gongkuan      
                    some   make  falsified accounts appropriate public money 
                   ‘Some people just falsify accounts to appropriate public money.’  
                 Thematic: [Agent              Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vint.  CCOMP] 
                                                     /      \       
                                                   Vtr. Obj   
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                 Frame: CORRUPTION 
       c.     
M
tun5appropriating, /tun1/, V, used together with qin (侵) 
                   一些       举办者        转移、          挪用           甚至         侵呑            学校      财产。                     
                 yixie     jubanzhe zhuanyi     nuoyong     shenzhi   qintun     xuexiao caichan     
                 several organizer transfer misappropriate even appropriate school property 
                 ‘Several organizers transfer, misappropriate or even appropriate school  
                  property.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                             Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr1.  Vtr2.  Vtr3.  Obj] 
                 Frame: CORRUPTION 
       d.     
M
tun5appropriating, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                Grammatical construction:  
                      亨利·   克里斯托夫    独   吞     胜利       果实。 
                    hen li    ke li si tuo fu du           tun        shengli guoshi 
                    Henry  Christopher alone appropriate victory   fruit   
                    ‘Henry Christopher took all the credits for the victory by himself  (without  
                    sharing it with others).’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Advb  Vtr. Obj] 
                 Frame: CREDIT  
 
       e.     
M
tun5appropriating, /tun1/, V, used alone  
                     若是      (他) 将         公司             吞                为             私           有                
                   ruo shi  ta  jiang  gongsi         tun            wei           si         you            
                   if     is   he       JIANG company appropriate become private possession  
                   会     有       什么          样      的          后果？ 
                   hui  you    shenme    yang de       houguo 
                    will  have what      kind  aux. consequence   
                  ‘What is the consequence if the company is appropriated by (him) to be a  
                  private company.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent             Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  JIANG  Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                 Frame: COMPANY OWNERSHIP 
 






tun5appropriating‘s associated syntactic constructions 
and thematic roles. 
M
tun5appropriating is associated with variations of 
common transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] in (137a-d). It is also 
associated with special transitive construction [Subj JIANG Obj Vtr.] in 
(137e) where objects precede predicates, with a new help from modern 
prepositions such as JIANG. In those constructions, tun (吞) usually 
assumes predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles agent and 
patient. This is similar to how 
M
tun1gulping-down behaves in its occurrences, 





tun5appropriating as shown in Figure 62 below.  
 
           (125) a. 
M
tun1gulping-down, V, used alone 
                           Thematic:   [Agent                Patient]   
                           Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                           Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
           Extend to > 
          (137) a.   
M
tun5appropriating, V, used alone 
                            Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                            Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                            Frame: CORRUPTION 
 



















tun6enduring also depicts the action of some 
one‘s forcing himself to accept negative externalities, including ―jiannan 
(hardship)‖, ―quru (humiliation)‖, ―ku guo (consequence)‖, ―weiqu 
(injustice)‖, ―ku shui (suffering)‖, ―quru (humiliation)‖, ―qi (insult)‖, ―yi bai 
(failure)‖, ―wenti (problem)‖, and ―ku jiu (bitterness)‖, etc, as shown in 
(138a-i).  
 
 (138)  a. 
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
          (我们)    把    所有     的    艰难    屈辱，硬生生                 地     吞下       肚子     里。 
         women ba suoyou de jiannan quru  yingshengsheng de  tunxia    duzi      li 
         we       BA all      aux. hardship humiliation forcibly aux. endure tummy inside 
          ‘We force ourselves to endure all the hardship and humiliation.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent     Patient   Manner]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj BA  Obj       Advb  Vtr.   C] 
                 Frame: HARDSHIP, HUMILIATION 
           b. 
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                     中国                就    会       吞下     这    一          苦果。 
                    Zhongguo  jiu   hui   tunxia  zhe   yi          kuguo 
                    China        then will  endure this one  bitter consequence 
                     ‘China then will endure this bitter consequence.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                       Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vmodal  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: CONSEQUENCE 
           c. 
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                     什么              委屈       都      结结实实   自己       吞       了。 
                    shenme     weiqu    dou jiejieshishi  ziji        tun      le       
                    whatever injustice all       bravely    self   endure  aux.  
                     ‘I just bravely endure all kinds of injustice by myself.’ 
                 Thematic: [Patient  Manner  Agent]   
                 Syntactic: [Obj       Advb      Subj  Vtr. ] 
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                 Frame: INJUSTICE 
          d. 
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                     你一口一口吞       苦        水。 
                    ni yi kou yi kou    tun     kushui 
                    you one mouth one mouth endure suffering 
                     ‘You just endure the suffering little by little.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent  Manner          Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj    Advb     Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: SUFFERING 
          e. 
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with huiqu (回去) 
                唐小舟                 将     一    生        中       最   大    的           屈辱， 
                   tang xiao zhou jiang yi sheng zhong zui  da   de         quru  
                   Tang Xiaozhou aux. one life middle most big aux. humiliation   
                   硬生生                    地     吞          了     回去。 
                    yingshengsheng de   tun        le    huiqu 
                      forcibly               aux. endure aux. back 
                    ‘Tang Xiaozhou forced herself to endure the biggest humiliation in her  
                    life.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent            Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  JIANG  Obj  Adv  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: HUMILIATION 
         f.   
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used alone 
                      饭      没   吃   到，吞        了     一     肚子      气。 
                    fan  mei chi dao  tun       le     yi    duzi      qi 
                    meal no  eat  at  endure aux. one tummy insult   
                    ‘(He) did not get to eat but just endured the insult.’  
                 Thematic: [(Agent)        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [(Subj)  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: INSULT 
         g.   
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                      邓华德                吞 下       赛         季         最         尴尬                 一      败。 
                    deng hua de    tunxia     sai         ji        zui      ganga               yi    bai 
                    Deng Huade endure game season most embarrassment one failure   
                    ‘Deng Huade had to endure the most embarrassing failure in this game  
                    season.’ 
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                 Thematic: [Agent        Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: FAILURE 
        h.    
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with xiaqu (下去) 
                      中国             会     把       台湾      问题          吞下去。 
                    zhongguo hui   ba    taiwan  wenti       tunxiaqu 
                    China       will  aux. Taiwan problem     endure  
                    ‘China will endure the Taiwan territory problem.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                     Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj Vmodal  BA  Obj  Vtr.] 
                 Frame: PROBLEM 
          i.  
M
tun6enduring, /tun1/, V, used together with xia (下) 
                     许多         地方         政府           也    不得不      吞下     自     酿     的    苦       酒。 
                    xuduo  difang  zhengfu         ye  budebu   tunxia  zi   niang de    ku      jiu 
                    many  local     government also  have to  endure self brew aux. bitter wine 
                     ‘Many local governments have to endure the bitter result caused by their  
                    own decisions.’ 
                 Thematic: [Agent                  Patient]   
                 Syntactic: [Subj   Adv  Vtr.  Obj] 
                 Frame: BITTERNESS      
 
 
       Subsequently, 
M
tun6enduring is involved with a HARDSHIP frame, a 
CONSEQUENCE frame, an INJUSTICE frame, a SUFFERING frame, 
a HUMILIATION frame, an INSULT frame, a FAILURE frame, a 
PROBLEM frame, and a BITTERNESS frame. ‗The person who 
endures all these negative externalities‘ is like an eater, whilst ‗the 
negative externalities‘ are like external edible entities. Similarly, when 
‗the person‘ ‗gulps down‘ ‗the negative externalities‘, it means that ‗the 
person‘ decides or has to accept ‗the negative externalities‘ and find a 
way to live with them. The ENDURING IS INGESTION metaphor 
functions here. To sum things up, it can be seen that a mapping from 
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the source domain ―HUMAN INGESTION frame‖ that 
M
tun1gulping-down is 
involved with to those target domains that 
M
tun6enduring is involved with 
may take place here.  




tun6enduring‘s associated syntactic constructions 
and thematic roles. 
M
tun6enduring is associated with variations of common 
transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] in (137a-d). It is also associated 
with special transitive construction [Subj BA/JIANG Obj Vtr.] in (137e) 
where objects precede predicates, with a new help from modern 
prepositions such as BA/JIANG. In those constructions, tun (吞) usually 
assumes predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles agent and 
patient. This is similar to how 
M
tun1gulping-down behaves in its occurrences, 





tun6enduring as shown in Figure 63 below.  
 
           (125) a. 
M
tun1gulping-down, V, used alone 
                           Thematic:   [Agent                Patient]   
                           Syntactic:   [Subj Advb  Vtr.  Obj] 
                           Frame: HUMAN INGESTION 
           Extend to > 
          (138) d. 
M
tun6enduring, V, used alone 
                          Thematic: [Agent  Manner          Patient]   
                          Syntactic: [Subj    Advb     Vtr.  Obj] 





           (125)  e. 
M
tun1gulping-down, V, used alone  
                                Thematic: [Agent                  Patient      Goal]   
                            Syntactic: [Subj  BA    Advb  Obj  Vtr.  C] 
                            Frame: HUMAN INGESTION, MEDICINE 
           Extend to > 
          (138)  a. 
M
tun6enduring, V, used together with xia (下) 
                          Thematic: [Agent     Patient   Manner]   
                          Syntactic: [Subj BA  Obj       Advb  Vtr.   C] 
                         Frame: HARDSHIP, HUMILIATION 
 












3.2.3 Summary of the Modern Development of tun (吞)’s 
Senses 
 
            Briefly, the development of tun (吞)‘s six modern polysemic 
senses is motivated by the CONQUERING IS INGESTION metaphor, 
the TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor, the WITHHOLDING-
EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor, the APPROPRIATING IS 
INGESTION metaphor, and the ENDURING IS INGESTION metaphor. 
The similarities between the six senses‘ associated syntactic 
constructions and thematic roles also help propel this modern 
development. A concise summary of the development is provided in 







CHAPTER 4. THE CONNECTION AND DISTINCTION 
BETWEEN YAN (咽 )’S AND TUN (吞 )’S POLYSEMIC 
DEVELOPMENT  
 
      Yan (咽 ) has six historical senses reflected in its occurrences. 
Yan1throat, yan3stronghold, and yan5blockage share the pronunciation /yan1/ 
and are used as noun. Yan2swallowing, yan6withholding-expression, and yan4blocking 
are used as verb, but the first two are both pronounced as /yan4/ when 
the last yan4blocking /ye4/. These six historical senses also differ in terms 
of their associated frames, grammatical constructions and thematic 
roles. 
      Yan1throat is considered to be yan (咽)‘s original sense, because it is 
the real earliest occurrence of yan (咽)’s. Yan1throat first occurs alone as 
a noun, where it depicts the human tubular organ inside the neck that 
leads to the stomach and lungs. yan1throat is involved with two literal 
HUMAN BODY and CHINESE MEDICINE frame. Yan1throat is also 
associated with variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj], 
intransitive construction [Subj  Vint.], and predicative construction [Subj  
Vcopula Subj Predicative], where yan (咽 ) can take up different 
syntactic slots that correspond to various thematic roles. For instance, 
yan (咽) can assume (part of) subject slot but it corresponds to two 
different thematic roles actor and theme. Yan (咽) can also take up the 
object role, but it links with three different thematic roles location, goal 
and Patient. Yan (咽 ) can also become the NP in a Prepositional 




      Yan2swallowing first occurs alone as a transitive verb and denotes the 
ingestion action of how external entities pass through the throat to 
enter into human or animal body. Yan2swallowing is involved with two literal 
HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL INGESTION frame. Yan2swallowing is 
also associated with variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj] 
including common transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects 
follow predicates as well as special transitive [Subj Obj Vtr.] 
constructions where objects precede predicates, where non-core 
syntactic elements such as adverbials and clause complements are 
also present. In these constructions, yan (咽) is always the predicate 
linking with argument roles subject and object. Those present or 
omitted partners--subject and object—usually correspond to thematic 
roles agent and patient individually. Yan2swallowing is extended from 
yan1throat with the motivation from the correlation between the HUMAN 
BODY frame that yan1throat is associated with and the HUMAN 
INGESTION frame that yan2swallowing is associated with. The similarity 
between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. This extension is 
also accompanied by the part of speech change from noun to verb as 
well as pronunciation change from /yan1/ to /yan4/. 
       Yan3stronghold first occurs together with hou (喉) as a compound 
noun and finally stabilize as a polysemic sense of yan (咽)’s at a later 
time when it occurs alone.  Yan3stronghold sketches a protected place that 
is strongly built and difficult to attack, where the members of a military 
group stay and defend themselves in a war. A stronghold is meant to 
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be impregnable so the invaders cannot pass through it to further 
approach the broader military target behind it. Yan3stronghold is involved 
with a metaphorical WAR frame. Yan3stronghold is also associated with 
variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj] and predicative 
construction [Subj Vcopula Subj Predicative]. For instance, yan (咽) 
can assume part of Subject Predicative slot, corresponding to thematic 
role predicative NP. Yan (咽) can also take up (part of) object role, 
linking with the thematic role Patient. Yan3stronghold is extended from 
yan1throat with the motivation from the STRONGHOLD IS THROAT 
metaphor, where the HUMAN BODY frame that yan1throat is associated 
with is mapped onto the WAR frame that yan3stronghold is associated with. 
The similarity between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic 
slots, and thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. 
Yan3stronghold remains a noun and keeps the pronunciation /yan1/ as 
yan1throat does.  
       Yan4blocking first occurs alone as a verb and depicts an action of 
blocking the exit or entrance of something (A) with something (B), so 
entities inside A cannot come out from A and other external people or 
things cannot go into A or see entities inside A. Yan4blocking is involved 
with a SKY frame, a TRAFFIC frame, a WELL frame, and a SPEECH 
frame. In these frames, yan4blocking can be associated with transitive 
construction [Subj Advb Vtr. (Obj)], where yan (咽) is a transitive verb 
linking with two thematic roles agent and patient. Yan4blocking is also 
involved with a SOB frame, a RIVER frame, and a FLUTE frame. In 
these frames, it can be associated with variations of intransitive 
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construction [Subj Vint.], where yan (咽) is an intransitive verb relating 
with the thematic role experiencer. Yan4blocking is extended from yan1throat 
with the motivation from the BLOCKING IS THROAT‘S CLOSING UP 
metaphor, where the HUMAN BODY frame that yan1throat is associated 
with is mapped onto the 
SKY/TRAFFIC/WELL/SPEECH/SOB/RIVER/FLUTE frame that 
yan4blocking is associated with. The similarity between the two senses‘ 
associated frame, syntactic slots, and thematic roles also help trigger 
this sense extension. This extension is also accompanied by the part of 
speech change from noun to verb as well as pronunciation change 
from /yan1/ to /ye4/. 
       Yan5blockage first occurs alone as a noun and denotes a thing that 
blocks flow or movement, such as stopping a liquid from moving 
through a narrow place. Yan5blockage is involved with a SPRING frame. 
Yan5blockage is associated with an intransitive construction [Advb1 Subj  
Advb2  Vint.], where yan (咽) assumes the subject slot, corresponding 
to thematic role theme. Yan5blockage is extended from yan1throat with the 
motivation from the BLOCKAGE IS THROAT metaphor, where the 
HUMAN BODY frame that yan1throat is associated with is mapped onto 
the SPRING frame that yan5blockage is associated with. The similarity 
between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. Yan5blockage 
remains a noun and keeps the pronunciation /yan1/ as yan1throat does. 
       Yan6withholding-expression first occurs alone as a verb and depicts an 
action of some one‘s refraining himself from expressing his feeling and 
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thoughts, etc. Yan6withholding-expression is involved with a SPEECH frame. 
Yan6withholding-expression is associated with a transitive construction [(Subj) 
Advb  Vtr. (Obj)], where yan (咽) assumes the predicate slot, linking 
with two thematic roles agent and patient. Yan6withholding-expression is 
extended from yan1throat with the motivation from the WITHHOLDING 
EXPRESSION IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN BODY 
frame that yan1throat is associated with is mapped onto the SPEECH 
frame that yan6withholding-expression is associated with. The similarity 
between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. This extension is 
also accompanied by the part of speech change from noun to verb as 
well as pronunciation change from /yan1/ to /yan4/. 
      Based on the analysis on 3,000 random occurrences of yan (咽)‘s 
collected from CCL corpus, Chinese Gigaword 2 corpus, Google and 
Baidu, it can be observed that yan (咽) has eight senses including the 
six historical senses and another two newly emerged senses. All the 












yan6withholding-expression’ remain the same part of speech 
and pronunciation as in the old days but have new developments in 
their usages, involved frames and associated constructions. The other 




yan8taking-in. Both of 
them are both used as verb and pronounced as /yan4/, but they also 
differ in terms of their associated frames. Amongst all of them, 
M
yan1throat (56% of the total occurrences) and 
M
yan2swallowing (26%) are 
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the most frequently occurring senses, especially the former. 
 

















the frequencies of occurrences.  
          M
yan1throat is still used as a noun in modern Chinese and depicts 
the human tubular organ inside the neck that leads to the stomach and 
lungs. It can be used alone, but it can also be used together with other 
characters (i.e., hou (喉), yan (炎), qiang (腔), and ai (癌)) to form 
compound words (i.e., yan hou (咽喉), yan yan (咽炎), yan qiang (咽腔), 
and yan ai (咽癌)). It is involved with not only the original HUMAN 
BODY and CHINESE MEDICINE frame but also an ANIMAL BODY 
frame, a WESTERN MEDICINE frame, and a CHINESE MARTIAL 
ART frame. Similar to yan1throat, 
M
yan1throat is also associated with 
variations of transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj], intransitive 
constructions [Subj Vint.], or predicative constructions [Subj Vcopula 
Subj Predicative]. In these constructions, yan (咽) or its compound 
words can also take up (part of) subject, object, adverbial slots that 
correspond to various thematic roles such as theme, Patient, and 
Manner. They are also frequently used, as either attributive modifiers 
or head nouns in noun phrases or as nouns in prepositional phrases. 
         M
yan2swallowing is still used alone as a verb in modern Chinese and 
denotes the ingestion action of how external entities pass through the 
throat to enter into human or animal body , when the throat can either 
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be opened to allow this action to happen or be closed to prevent this 
action from taking place. Even 
M
yan2swallowing can deliver the swallowing 
meaning alone, it is also often used together with another character 
such as xia (下) to form a compound word yanxia (咽下) in modern 
Chinese to represent this swallowing meaning. Another new 
development of this sense is that now it can also indicate the action of 
how the throat can be closed to prevent internal entities from exiting 
from the body. 
M
yan2swallowing is involved with not only the original 
HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL INGESTION frame but also a 
MEDICINE frame, an ILLNESS frame, and a DEATH frame. Similar to 
yan2swallowing, 
M
yan2swallowing is also associated with variations of common 
transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates. 
It is new development is that, even it is still associated with the special 
transitive constructions where objects precede predicates, it is 
associated with the modern version of the special transitive 
constructions [Subj BA/JIANG Obj Vtr.] with a new help from modern 
prepositions such as BA/JIANG. Non-core syntactic elements such as 
adverbials are also seen there. In these constructions, yan (咽 ) is 
always the predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually.
 
M
yan2swallowing also reinforces yan (咽)‘s synonymic correlation with tun 
(吞): yan (咽) frequently appears with tun (吞) together as a compound 
word tunyan (吞咽) or in pair as an idiom lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽). In 
these occurrences, tunyan (吞咽) and lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽) 
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basically still denote the action of allowing external entities to enter into 
human or animal body while throat is open, even though the other 
characters in lang tun hu yan (狼吞虎咽) also contribute to defining the 
manner of this swallowing action. Thus, they are also involved with 
HUMAN INGESTION and ANIMAL INGESTION frame like 
M
yan2swallowing is. 
       
M
yan3stronghold is still used as a noun in modern Chinese and 
sketches a protected place that is strongly built and difficult to attack. It 
is often used together with hou (喉) to form compound word yanhou (咽
喉) and gives up its independent usage. Myan3stronghold is still involved 
with the original WAR frame. Similar to yan3stronghold, 
M
yan3stronghold is 
also associated with variations of transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj]. 
Non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials are also seen there. 
Yanhou (咽喉) can also take up (part of) object role that links with 
thematic role Patient. It is also frequently used as either attributive 
modifiers or head nouns in noun phrases. 
         M
yan4blocking still depicts the action of blocking the exit or entrance of 
something (A) with something (B), so entities inside A cannot come out 
from A and other external people or things cannot go into A or see 
entities inside A. It can still be used as a transitive verb in variations of 
transitive construction [Subj Advb Vtr. (Obj)] or as an intransitive verb 
which is more often used together with another character qi (泣), geng 
(哽), wu (呜), ning (凝) to form compound word yeqi (咽泣), gengye (哽
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咽), wuye (呜咽), ningye (凝咽) in modern Chinese. Similar to yan4blocking, 
M
yan4blocking is associated with intransitive construction [Subj Vint.] here, 
where yan (咽) links with thematic roles actor, manner and location. 
M
yan4blocking is not only involved with the original TRAFFIC, SOB, 
RIVER, and FLUTE frame but also a TRUMPET frame, a FLOOD 
frame, a SEA frame, a SKY frame, a WIND frame, and a SPRING 
frame. 
       
M
yan5blockage is still used alone as a noun in modern Chinese and 
denotes a thing that blocks flow or movement, such as stopping a liquid 
from moving through a narrow place. It is still involved with the original 
SPRING frame. Unlike yan5blockage, 
M
yan3stronghold is associated with 
variations of transitive constructions [Subj Vtr. Obj] where yan (咽) 
assumes part of the subject slot, corresponding to thematic role source.  
         Myan6withholding-expression is still used alone as a verb in modern 
Chinese and depicts the action of some one‘s refraining himself from 
expressing his internal feeling and thoughts. It can even be used 
together with tun (吞) to form a compound word tunxia (吞咽) in modern 
Chinese to represent this withholding-expression meaning. 
M
yan6withholding-expression is involved with the original SPEECH frame as 
well as some other new frames, including a LAUGHTER frame, the 
SPEECH frame‘s sub-frames such as a COMFORTING SPEECH 
frame, a SPEECH ABOUT DIFFICULTY frame, a PROMISE frame, 
and a SPEECH ABOUT TROUBLE frame, as well as a FEELING 
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frame with relevant sub-frames such as a SORROW frame, a REGRET 
frame, and an ANGER frame. 
M
yan6withholding-expression is also freshly 
associated with special transitive constructions [Obj Subj Vtr.] or [Subj 
Obj Vtr.] where objects precede predicates, with a new help from 
modern such as BA/JIANG/SHI. Ba-structure, jiang-structure, and shi-
structure are very basic and popular in modern Chinese, and they 
emphasize more on what the verb has done to the object. In these 
constructions, yan (咽) is always the predicate linking with argument 
roles subject and object that correspond to thematic roles agent and 
patient individually. 
         M
yan7enduring depicts an action of some one‘s forcing himself to 
accept negative externalities. It cannot only be used a verb alone but 
used together with another character such as xia (下 ) to form a 
compound word yanxia (咽下) in modern Chinese to represent this 
enduring meaning. Subsequently, 
M
yan7enduring is involved with a 
HARDSHIP frame, a FRUSTRATION frame, a CONSEQUENCE frame, 
an INJUSTICE frame, a SUFFERING frame, a CRITICISM frame, an 
UNFAIRNESS frame, a HUMILIATION frame, an INSULT frame, and a 
BITTERNESS frame. 
M
yan7enduring is associated with variations of 
common transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] and special transitive 
constructions [Obj Subj Vtr.] or [Subj Obj Vtr.], where objects precede 
predicates, with a new help from modern such as BA/JIANG/SHI 
sometimes. In those constructions, yan (咽 ) usually assumes the 




yan7enduring is extended from 
M
yan2swallowing with the motivation from the 
ENDURING IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN INGESTION 
frame that 
M
yan2swallowing is associated with is mapped onto the 
HARDSHIP / FRUSTRATION / CONSEQUENCE / INJUSTICE / 
SUFFERING / CRITICISM / UNFAIRNESS / HUMILIATION / INSULT / 
BITTERNESS frame that 
M
yan7enduring is associated with. The similarity 
between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. 
M
yan7enduring keeps 
the pronunciation /yan4/ as 
M
yan2swallowing does. 
       
M
yan8taking-in describes an action of a person or an entity‘s taking in 
positive or neutral externalities. Generally, it is used together with 
another character such as xia (下) to form a compound word yanxia (咽
下) in modern Chinese to represent this taking-in meaning. Myan8taking-in 
is involved with a PETROLEUM frame, an AFFECTION frame, a 
SPEECH frame, and a BREATH frame. 
M
yan8taking-in is also associated 
with variations of common transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)] and 
special transitive constructions [Subj Obj Vtr.] with a new help from 
modern such as BA/JIANG/SHI sometimes, where objects precede 
predicates. In those constructions, yan (咽 ) usually assumes the 
predicate slot, linking with two thematic roles agent and patient.
 
M
yan8taking-in is extended from 
M
yan2swallowing with the motivation from the 
TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN INGESTION 
frame that 
M
yan2swallowing is associated with is mapped onto the 
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PETROLEUM / AFFECTION / SPEECH frame/ BREATH frame that 
M
yan8taking-in is associated with. The similarity between the two senses‘ 
associated frame, syntactic slots, and thematic roles also help trigger 
this sense extension. 
M
yan8taking-in keeps the pronunciation /yan4/ as 
M
yan2swallowing does. 
      Overall, as illustrated in Figure 65, it is obvious that all yan (咽)‘s 
six historical senses and most of each historical sense‘s associated 
frames are retained in modern Chinese, but each historical sense is 
associated with more frames once they are modern senses. Yan (咽) 
also has another two more modern senses, which are extended from 
the original sense. It can also be seen that, more than half of yan (咽)‘s 
sense extensions (i.e., yan1throat / 
M





yan3stronghold, yan4blocking / 
M
yan4blocking, yan5blockage / 
M
yan5blockage) are motivated by conditions or metaphors related to the 
original sense yan1throat. Only three of the senses (i.e., yan6withholding-




yan8taking-in) are motivated by 
metaphors related to the INGESTION action that is extended from the 
original sense yan1throat.  All the senses are also connected through the 
syntactic slots ‗subject‘ and/or ‗object‘ which correspond to thematic 
roles ‗agent‘ and/or ‗patient‘ that they almost all associate with, as 
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expression    
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M
yan6withholding-expression  
Frame:  LAUGHTER, SPEECH                
(COMFORTING SPEECH, SPEECH 
ABOUT DIFFICULTY, PROMISE, 
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 Myan7enduring       
Frame: HARDSHIP, FRUSTRATION,  
CONSEQUENCE, INJUSTICE, 
SUFFERING, CRITICISM, 
UNFAIRNESS, HUMILIATION,      
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INGESTION 
metaphor 
   Myan8taking-in                 
 Frame: PETROLEUM, AFFECTION, 
SPEECH, BREATH
 
The TAKING-IN IS 
INGESTION 
metaphor 
         Figure 65 The comparison and connection between yan (咽)’s historical            




 Historical senses Modern Senses Motivation 
yan1throat 
Syntactic slots: subject, object                             
Thematic roles: actor, theme, 
location, goal, patient                                                                
M
yan1throat       
Syntactic slots: subject, 
object, adverbial                           
Thematic roles: theme, 
patient, manner 
                                                                 
THROAT CAN 












yan2swallowing     
Syntactic slots: subject, object                        
Thematic roles: agent, patient 
 
M
yan2swallowing     
Syntactic slots: subject, 
object                         






yan3stronghold                
Syntactic slots: Subject 
Predicative, object Thematic 
roles: predicative NP, patient 
 
M
yan3stronghold             
 Syntactic slots: object                        






yan4blocking     
Syntactic slots: subject, object                            
Thematic roles: agent, patient, 
experiencer 
                                                                                                                                
M
yan4blocking                  
Syntactic slots: subject                            







yan5blockage     
Syntactic slots: subject    
Thematic roles: theme 
 
M
yan5blockage                 
Syntactic slots: subject    






yan6withholding-expression    
Syntactic slots: subject, object                        
Thematic roles: agent, patient 
M
yan6withholding-expression  
Syntactic slots: subject, 
object                         







  Myan7enduring       
Syntactic slots: subject, 
object                         






 Myan8taking-in                 
Syntactic slots: subject, 
object                          






Figure 66 The comparison and connection between
 
yan (咽)’s historical and 




       On the other hand, tun (吞) also has four historical senses (i.e., 
tun1gulping-down, tun2conquering, tun3taking-in, and tun4withholding-expression) reflected 
in its occurrences. All of them share the pronunciation /tun1/ and are 
used as verb alone. These four historical senses also differ in terms of 
their associated frames, grammatical constructions and thematic roles. 
      Tun1gulping-down is considered to be tun (吞)‘s original sense, as it is 
reflected in the earliest occurrence of tun (吞 )’s. Tun1gulping-down first 
occurs alone as a verb. It depicts an action of a human patient‘s action 
of gulping down an internal entity produced inside human body (e.g. 
stomach acid), so that this internal entity cannot come out from human 
body. This action is also a symptom of some illness. As time goes by, 
tun1gulping-down also denotes the ingestion action of how animals and 
humans start to gulp down external entities to allow them pass through 
the throat and then enter into animal or human bodies. Tun1gulping-down is 
involved with three literal HUMAN INGESTION, CHINESE MEDICINE, 
and ANIMAL INGESTION frames. Tun1gulping-down focuses on how 
volitional and capable the eater can be when deciding such entrance or 
exit in addition to its emphasis on the point that the eater‘s throat is a 
crucial organ that can be open or closed to determine internal or 
external entity‘s entrance into or exit from the eater‘s body. Tun1gulping-
down is associated with variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. Obj] 
and predicative [Subj Vcopula Subj Predicative] constructions, where 
non-core syntactic elements such as adverbials and clause 
complements are also present. In these construction, it is either (part of) 
the predicate or part of the modifier of the subject or object. 
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Consistently, tun (吞) is always the predicate linking with argument 
roles subject and object in these constructions. Those present or 
omitted partners--subject and object—usually correspond to thematic 
roles agent and patient individually.  
      Tun2conquering depicts an action of a powerful conqueror‘s defeating 
his conquered targets, taking control of his conquered targets, or 
gaining control of something from his conquered targets using combat 
force. Tun2conquering is involved with two metaphorical WAR and FIGHT 
frames. Tun2conquering is extended from tun1gulping-down with the motivation 
from the CONQUERING IS INGESTION metaphor together with the 
special blended space that selects elements imported from the 
HUMAN INGESTION frame/input space that tun1gulping-down is associated 
with as well as the WAR frame/input space that tun2conquering is 
associated with. The similarity between the two senses‘ associated 
frame, syntactic slots, and thematic roles also help trigger this sense 
extension. Tun2conquering is associated with variations of predicative 
construction [Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative], where tun (吞) is (part of ) 
the subject predicative and links with the thematic roles agent and 
patient. Tun2conquering is also associated with variations of transitive 
construction [Subj Vtr. Obj], where tun (吞) is still the predicate linking 
with argument roles subject and object that usually correspond to the 
thematic roles agent and patient. Tun2conquering remains a verb and 
keeps the pronunciation /tun1/ as tun1gulping-down does.  
      Tun3taking-in depicts an action of a big entity‘s taking in smaller 
entity/entities. After being taken inside the big entity‘s boundary, the 
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smaller entity either may turn into an internal part of the big entity or 
cannot be easily noticed as an individual by outsiders when they are 
inside the big entity. Tun3taking-in is involved with a TERRITORIAL LAND 
frame, a SEA frame, a VIEW frame, a MOUNTAIN frames, a POEM 
SPIRIT frame, and a COLOUR frame. Tun3taking-in is associated with 
variations of transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)], where tun (吞) is 
the predicate and links with thematic roles agent and patient.   
Tun3taking-in is extended from tun1gulping-down with the motivation from the 
TAKING-IN IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN INGESTION 
frame that tun1gulping-down is associated with is mapped onto the 
TERRITORIAL LAND / SEA / VIEW / MOUNTAIN / POEM SPIRIT / 
COLOUR frame that tun3taking-in is associated with. The similarity 
between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and 
thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. Tun3taking-in 
remains a verb. It also keeps the pronunciation /tun1/ as tun1gulping-down 
does. 
       Tun4withholding-expression depicts an action of some one‘s refraining 
himself from expressing his feelings, etc. Tun4withholding-expression is 
involved with a FEELING OF SORROW frame. Tun4withholding-expression is 
also associated with a transitive construction [(Subj) Vtr.  (Obj)  
CCOMP], where tun (吞) is the predicate linking with two thematic roles 
agent and patient. Tun4withholding-expression is extended from tun1gulping-down 
with the motivation from the WITHHOLDING-EXPRESSION IS 
INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN INGESTION frame that 
tun1gulping-down is associated with is mapped onto the FEELING OF 
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SORROW frame that tun4withholding-expression is associated with. The 
similarity between the two senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, 
and thematic roles also help trigger this sense extension. Tun4withholding-
expression remains a verb and keeps the pronunciation /tun1/ as tun1gulping-
down does. 
      When it comes to the modern development, it can be observed that 
tun (吞) has six senses including the four historical senses and another 
two newly emerged senses, based on the analysis on 3,000 random 
occurrences of tun ( 吞 )‘s collected from CCL corpus, Chinese 










remain the same part of speech and pronunciation as before but have 
new developments in their usages, involved frames and associated 






tun6enduring. Both of them are also used as verb and 
pronounced as /tun1/, but they also differ in terms of their associated 
frames. Amongst all of them, 
M
tun2conquering (44% of the total 
occurrences) is the most frequently occurring senses. 
 
Subsequently, 












tun5appropriating (4%), based upon the frequencies of occurrences.  
       M
tun1gulping-down is still used as a verb in modern Chinese, denoting 
the ingestion action of how animals and humans gulp down external 
entities to allow them pass through the throat and then enter into 
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animal or human bodies, or how they gulp down internal entities to 
prevent them from exiting from their bodies. Even 
M
tun1gulping-down can 
deliver the gulping-down meaning alone, tun (吞) is also often used 
together with another character ―xia (down)‖ or ―ru (in)‖ to form 
compound words ―tunxia‖ or ―tunru‖ to represent this sense. 
M
tun1gulping-
down is involved with not only the original HUMAN INGESTION and 
ANIMAL INGESTION frames but also a MEDICINE frame, an ILLNESS 
frame, and a DEATH frame. 
M
tun1gulping-down is also associated with 
variations of common transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where 
objects follow predicates or special transitive [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] 
constructions where objects precede predicates, with a new help from 
modern prepositions such as BA. Non-core syntactic elements such as 
adverbials are also seen there. In these constructions, tun (吞 ) is 
always the predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
 M
tun1gulping-
down also appears in more idioms such as qi shen tun tan (漆身吞炭), 
tun dao tu huo (吞刀吐火), sheng tun huo bo (生吞活剥), tun zhou zhi 
yu (吞舟之鱼), and tun yun tu wu (吞云吐雾) in modern Chinese. 
         M
tun2conquering can still depict the action of a powerful conqueror‘s 
defeating his conquered targets, taking control of his conquered targets, 
or gaining control of something from his conquered targets, but through 
the use of more kinds of forces than just combat force. Even 
M
tun2conquering can deliver the conquering meaning alone, but it is more 
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often used together with another character such as diao (掉), xia (下), 
bing (并), qin (侵), or mie (灭) to form compound word tundiao (吞掉), 
tunxia (吞下), tunbing (吞并), qintun (侵吞), or jingtun (吞灭) in modern 
Chinese to represent this conquering meaning. 
M
tun2conquering is involved 
with the original WAR frame and a lot more new frames such as a 
CANCER TREATMENT frame, an IDEOLOGY COMPETITION frame, 
a LANGUAGE COMPETITION frame, a DROWNING frame, a 
BURNING frame, and a GAMBLING frame, a BUSINESS WAR frame,  
an INVESTMENT frame and a GAMBLING frame. 
M
tun2conquering is 
associated with variations of common transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] 
constructions where objects follow predicates, predicative construction 
[Subj  Vcopula Subj Predicative] where tun (吞) is part of the subject 
predicative, special transitive construction [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] where 
objects precede predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions 
such as BA, and another special transitive construction [Obj BEI Subj 
Vtr.] where objects precede subjects, with a new help from modern 
prepositions such as BEI. In these constructions, tun (吞) is generally 
the predicate linking with argument roles subject and object that 
correspond to thematic roles agent and patient individually. 
M
tun2conquering also appears in idioms such as jing tun can shi (鲸吞蚕食), 
or can shi jing tun (蚕食鲸吞) in modern Chinese. These idioms also 
represent the conquering meaning like 
M
tun2conquering does, even though 
the other characters in the idioms also contribute to defining the 
manner of this conquering action.   
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         M
tun3taking-in can still depict the action of a big entity‘s taking in 
smaller entity/entities. After being taken inside the big entity‘s boundary, 
the smaller entity either may still turn into an internal part of the big 
entity or cannot be easily noticed as an individual by outsiders when 
they are inside the big entity. What is worth pointing out here is that, all 
these external entities carry a neutral or positive semantic prosody. 
Even 
M
tun3taking-in can deliver the taking-in meaning alone, but it can 
also be used together with another character such as jin (进), xia (下), 
or jinqu (进去) to form compound word tunjin (吞进), tunxia (吞下), or 
tunjinqu (吞进去 ) in modern Chinese to represent this taking-in 
meaning. 
M
tun3taking-in can also be involved with a SHADOW frame, a 
CROWD frame, a SANDSTORM frame, an ECLIPSE frame, and a 
CLOUDS frame. 
M
tun3taking-in is associated with variations of common 
transitive [Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates, 
special transitive construction [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] where objects precede 
predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as BA, and 
another special transitive construction [Obj BEI Subj Vtr.] where objects 
precede subjects, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
BEI. In these constructions, tun (吞) is generally the predicate linking 
with argument roles subject and object that correspond to thematic 
roles agent and patient individually. 
M
tun3taking-in also appears in idioms 
such as sheng tun huo bo (生吞活剥), or qi tun shan he (气吞山河) in 





tun3taking-in does, even though the other characters in the idioms 
also contribute to defining the manner of this taking-in action.   
         M
tun4withholding-expression can still depict the action of some one‘s 
refraining himself from expressing his feelings or thoughts, etc. 
M
tun4withholding-expression is also involved more frames including a 
COMFORTING SPEECH frame, a FEELING OF SORROW frame, a 
FEELING OF REGRET frame, a SPEECH frame, a FEELING OF 
ANGER frame, and a LAUGHTER frame in modern Chinese. 
M
tun4withholding-expression is associated with variations of common transitive 
[Subj Vtr. Obj] constructions where objects follow predicates and 
special transitive construction [Subj BA Obj Vtr.] where objects precede 
predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as BA. In 
these constructions, tun (吞 ) is generally the predicate linking with 
argument roles subject and object that correspond to thematic roles 
agent and patient individually. 
M
tun4withholding-expression also appears in 
idioms such as ren qi tun sheng (忍气吞声), tun tun tu tu (吞吞吐吐), or 
tun tun tu tu (吞声忍泪 ) in modern Chinese. These idioms also 
represent the withholding-expression meaning like 
M
tun4withholding-expression 
does, even though the other characters in the idioms also contribute to 
defining the manner of this withholding-expression action.   
      
M
tun5appropriating depicts an action of some one‘s taking or getting 
something in an illegal or unfair way. 
M
tun5appropriating is involved with a 





tun5appropriating is associated with variations of 
common transitive construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)]. It is also associated 
with special transitive construction [Subj JIANG Obj Vtr.] where objects 
precede predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
JIANG. In those constructions, tun (吞) usually assumes predicate slot, 





tun1gulping-down with the motivation from the 
APPROPRIATING IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN 
INGESTION frame that 
M
tun1gulping-down is associated with is mapped 
onto the CORRUPTION / CREDIT / COMPANY OWNERSHIP frame 
that 
M
tun5appropriating is associated with. The similarity between the two 
senses‘ associated frame, syntactic slots, and thematic roles also help 
trigger this sense extension. 
M




      
M
tun6enduring depicts the action of some one‘s forcing himself to 
accept negative externalities. 
M
tun6enduring is involved with a HARDSHIP 
frame, a CONSEQUENCE frame, an INJUSTICE frame, a 
SUFFERING frame, a HUMILIATION frame, an INSULT frame, a 
FAILURE frame, a PROBLEM frame, and a BITTERNESS frame. 
M
tun6enduring is associated with variations of common transitive 
construction [Subj Vtr. (Obj)]. It is also associated with special 
transitive construction [Subj BA/JIANG Obj Vtr.] where objects precede 
predicates, with a new help from modern prepositions such as 
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BA/JIANG. In those constructions, tun (吞) usually assumes predicate 





tun1gulping-down with the motivation from the ENDURING 
IS INGESTION metaphor, where the HUMAN INGESTION frame that 
M
tun1gulping-down is associated with is mapped onto the HARDSHIP / 
CONSEQUENCE / INJUSTICE / SUFFERING / HUMILIATION / 
INSULT / FAILURE / PROBLEM frame / BITTERNESS frame that 
M
tun6enduring is associated with. The similarity between the two senses‘ 
associated frame, syntactic slots, and thematic roles also help trigger 
this sense extension. 
M
tun6enduring keeps the pronunciation /tun1/ as 
M
tun1gulping-down does. 
      Overall, as illustrated in Figure 67, it is obvious that, all tun (吞)‘s 
four historical senses are retained in modern Chinese and most of 
each historical sense‘s associated frames except for tun3taking-in, but one 
thing for sure is that each historical sense is associated with more 
frames once they are modern senses. Tun (吞) also has another two 
more modern senses, which are extended from the original sense 
tun1gulping-down. It can also be noticed that, all of tun (吞 )‘s sense 
extensions are motivated by metaphors related to the INGESTION 
action that is related to its original sense tun1gulping-down.  All the senses 
are also connected through the syntactic slots ‗subject‘ andr ‗object‘ 
which correspond to thematic roles ‗agent‘ and ‗patient‘ that they 
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tun1gulping-down 
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      Figure 67 The comparison and connection between
 
tun (吞)’s historical and 
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Figure 68 The comparison and connection between
 
tun (吞)’s historical and 




      If we compare yan (咽 )‘s and tun (吞 )‘s historical and modern 
polysemic sense development, it can be found that the polysemy of 
these two verbs are well defined and manifested within the framework 
of Frame Semantics, while the grammatical patterns help to define 
frame membership and delimit their semantic saliency. These two 
verbs are related to each other in intricate ways, but they have more 
unique individuality rooted from their different original senses. As 
illustrated in Figure 69, 70, and 71, both of them first has similar literal 
senses ―swallowing‖ and ―gulping down‖, which brings about the 
INGESTION action that is extended from the THROAT and starts to 
connect these two verbs together. Subsequently, the two verbs develop 
three common senses ―withholding expression‖, ―taking in‖, and 
―enduring‖ with support of a number of identical frames, syntactick slots, 
and thematic roles, but each of them still has its own distinctive 
extended senses, namely, yan (咽) has three other senses ―stronghold‖,  
―blocking‖, and ―blockage‖, while tun (吞) has the senses ―conquering‖ 
and ―appropriating‖. It can be observed that their related yet different 
original senses may heavily influence the direction of their sense 
developments: more than half of yan (咽 )‘s sense extensions are 
motivated by conditions or metaphors related to its original sense 
yan1throat. Only three of the senses are motivated by metaphors related 
to the INGESTION action that is extended from the original sense 
yan1throat.  On the other hand, all of tun (吞)‘s sense extensions are 
motivated by metaphors related to the INGESTION action that is 
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Figure 69 The comparison and connection between
 
yan (咽)’s and tun (吞)’s 
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Figure 70 The comparison and connection between
 
yan (咽)’s and tun (吞)’s 
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The ENDURING IS 
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metaphor 
Figure 71 The comparison and connection between
 
yan (咽)’s and tun (吞)’s 
historical and modern senses as regards associated syntactic slots, thematic 





     This thesis has used corpus data and introspective judgement to 
analyze yan (咽 )‘s and tun (吞 )‘s historical and modern polysemic 
sense development. The analysis builds on existing theories of frames, 
domains, metaphors, and a constructional approach, which in turn 
testify how effective these theories and approaches can help illuminate 
the structure of the semantic frame for a polysemic verb. Nevertheless, 
another interesting fact is that, the extension of tun (吞 )‘s sense 
tun2conquering/ 
M
tun2conquering shows that the relationship between source 
and target domain may be more complicated than the one direction 
mapping from source domain to target domain. In this specific 
extension, it is more likely that the structure of the target domain is 
intertwined with the source domain metaphorical expressions more 
closely. This fact may be more easily accommodated in the blending 
theory model of metaphor (Fauconnier and Turner 2002), in which the 
metaphor is more of a blend of the two domains than a one-way 
mapping from source to target domain. A more complete theory of 
metaphor will need to further explore how the target domain can 
contribute to a metaphorical mapping that is captured by blending 
theory. 
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Appendix 1  
 
Yan (咽 )’s and tun (吞 )’s definitions in Oxford Chinese dictionary: 
English-Chinese, Chinese-English and Han Ying Da Cidian 漢英大詞典 
[The Chinese-English dictionary] 
 
 







[动] swallow [动] swallow; gulp down: 把药
丸吞下去。swallow the pills. 






[动] (吞) swallow [动] (整个儿地或成块地咽下去) 



















Appendix 2  
 
Swallow’s, gobble’s, gulp’s, and devour’s Chinese equivalents as well 
as their senses listed in 新牛津英汉双解大词典 [ The new Oxford English-
Chinese dictionary], 牛津高階英漢雙解詞典 [ Oxford advanced learner's 
English-Chinese dictionary], 朗文当代英语大辞典  (英英・英漢双解 ) 
[Longman dictionary of English language & culture (English-Chinese) ], 
the Collins Cobuild English dictionary, the Cambridge international 




Dictionary The sense specialized for ingestion phase 
新牛津英汉双解




[with obj.] cause or allow (something, especially food or drink) to 
pass down the throat吞；咽(下): she swallowed a mouthful slowly. 她慢
慢地咽下一口。                                                                             
 [no obj.] perform the muscular movement of the oesophagus 
required to do this, especially through fear or nervousness (尤指因恐
惧、紧张而)做吞咽动作 she swallowed hard, sniffing back her tears. 她用
力咽了一口气，吸着鼻子忍住眼泪。 
牛津高階英漢雙





[VN] to make food, drink, etc. go down your throat into your stomach
吞(下)；咽(下)：always chew food well before swallowing it. 什么食物都
要先嚼碎再吞咽。◊ [VN-AD] The pills should be swallowed whole. 这些
药要吞服。◊ [V] I had a sore throat and it hurt to swallow. 当时我嗓子
疼，咽东西就疼。  
[V] to move the muscles of your throat as if you were swallowing sth, 
especially because you are nervous (由于紧张等)做吞咽动作：she 








[ T ] to move (food or drink) down the throat from the mouth and 
towards the stomach吞(下)，咽(下)：to swallow a mouthful of 
bread/soup. 吞下一口面包；咽下一口汤。◊ swallow your medicine! 把药
吞下去！                                                                                











[V n] if you swallow something, you cause it to go from your mouth 





[T/I]  to cause (esp. food and drink) to move from your mouth into 
your stomach by using the muscles of your throat, or to use the 
muscles of your throat as if doing this. 
the American 
Heritage 
dictionary of the 
English language 
[tr.] 1.to cause (food or drink, for example) to pass through the mouth 










Dictionary The sense specialized for ingestion phase 
新牛津英汉双解
大词典 [ The new 
Oxford English-
Chinese 
dictionary]   
[with obj.] eat something hurriedly and noisily狼吞虎咽，大口吞食: 
one man gobbled up a kipper. 一个男人大口猛吃腌鱼。 
牛津高階英漢雙




dictionary]   
[VN] ~sth (up/down) to eat sth very fast, in a way that people 
consider rude or greedy 狼吞虎咽, 贪婪地吃：Don't gobble your food 
like that!别这么狼吞虎咽的吃东西！               ● They gobbled down all 
the sandwiches. 他们几口就把三明治全吃光了。 















[V n] if you gobble food, you eat it quickly and greedily. gobble 





[T/M] infml to eat (food) too fast. 
the American 
Heritage 
dictionary of the 
English language 
[tr.] 1.to devour in greedy gulps. 2. to take greedily; grab. [intr.] to eat 








Dictionary The sense specialized for ingestion phase 
新牛津英汉双解
大词典 [ The new 
Oxford English-
Chinese 
dictionary]   
[with obj.] swallow (drink or food) quickly or in large mouthfuls, often 
audibly狼吞虎咽地吃，一口吞下；大口地饮: he smiled and gulped his 
tea. 他微笑着大口地喝茶。            ● breathe (air) deeply and quickly
大口大口地吸气: we emerged to gulp great lungfuls of cold night air. 我们
浮出水面大口地呼吸着夜晚冰凉的空气。                                                                               
[no obj.] make effortful breathing or swallowing movements, typically 
in response to strong emotion(尤指由于某种强烈的情绪而)喘不过气









dictionary]   
[VN] ~sth (down) to swallow large amounts of food or drink quickly 
狼吞虎咽； 大口吞咽；匆匆吞下：he gulped down the rest of his tea and 
went out.他把剩下的茶一饮而尽就出去了。                                                                                          
[V] to swallow, but without eating or drinking anything, especially 
because of a strong emotion such as fear or surprise (因害怕或惊讶
而)倒吸气 They gobbled down all the sandwiches. 他们几口就把三明治全
吃光了。● ~ (for sth) / ~ sth (in) to breathe quickly and deeply, 
because you need more air深呼吸；喘大气；大口大口地吸气：she 
came up gulping for air. 他气喘吁吁地走上来。◊ he leant against the car, 









[T (down)] to swallow hastily狼吞虎咽；匆匆吞吃：she gulped (down) 
her coffee and rushed out. 她一口气喝下咖啡便匆匆跑了出去。                                                                     
[ I ] to make a sudden swallowing movement as if surprised or 





[V n] 1. if you gulp something, you eat or drink it very quickly by 
swallowing large quantities of it at once. 2. if you gulp, you swallow 
air, often making a noise in your throat as you do so, because you 
are nervous or excited; in written English. 3. if you gulp air, you 





[M] to eat or drink (food or liquid) quickly by swallowing it in large 
amounts, or to make a swallowing movement because of fear, 
surprise, or excitement. 
the American 
Heritage 
dictionary of the 
English language 
[tr.] 1.to swallow greedily or rapidly in large amounts. [intr.] to 






4) devour  
Dictionary The sense specialized for ingestion phase 
新牛津英汉双解
大词典 [ The new 
Oxford English-
Chinese 
dictionary]   
[with obj.] eat (food or prey) hungrily or quickly狼吞虎咽地吃(食物、
猎物): he devoured half of his burger in one bite. 他一口就吞下了半只汉
堡包。 
牛津高階英漢雙




dictionary]   










[ T ] to eat hungrily and in large quantities, so that nothing remains 吞










[T] to eat eagerly and in large amounts so that nothing is left. 
the American 
Heritage 
dictionary of the 
English language 







Appendix 3  
 
A comparison of yan (咽)’s and tun (吞)’s definition in Xiandai Hanyu 
Cidian现代汉语词典 (Contemporary Chinese Dictionary), Hanzi Yuanliu 
Zidian汉字源流字典 (Origins of Chinese Character Dictionary), Ci Yuan 辞
源 (Source of Words), and Hanyu Tongyici Fanyici Duizhao Cidian汉语同
义词反义词对照词典  (Chinese Synonyms and Antonyms Comparison 
Dictionary) 
 









唾沫 ◊ 细嚼慢咽 ◊ 狼吞虎咽 
[动] 不嚼或不细嚼，整个儿地
或成块地咽下去：囫囵吞枣 ◊ 



























儿地或成块地咽下去。               
Ci Yuan 辞源 
(Source of 
Words) 
吞。通“嚥”。 孟子滕文
公下：“三咽，然后耳有
闻，目有见。” 
嚥下。 韩非子说林上：“上索
我者，以我有美珠也，今我已
亡之矣，我且曰：‘子取吞
238 
 
之。’ ” 
Hanyu Tongyici 
Fanyici Duizhao 
Cidian 汉语同义
词反义词对照词
典 
 (Chinese 
Synonyms and 
Antonyms 
Comparison 
Dictionary) 
东西经过喉头进入食道。 
同义词：吞 
很快地吃下去或不经细嚼而吃
下去。同义词：咽 
 
 
